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Shiley Foundation donates
$1 million to USO Science Center
Local resident Darlene Shiley,
longtime supporter of the
University of San Diego, has
stepped forward with a $1 million leadership gift to the
University's new Center for
Science and Technology as a
tribute to her husband Donald P.
Shiley.
USD broke ground in May
for the $47 million Center that
will help meet the demand for
skilled employees by the
region's biotech and high-tech
firms and serve as a national
~odel for education a~d trainmg.
The 150,000-sq uare-foot
Center will be the largest academic building on campus.
Focusing on interdisciplinary
collaboration, it will unite
USD's departments of chemistry, biology, physics, and
marine and environmental sciences, and will also house
aquariums, an astronomy deck,
an aviary and a greenhouse.
Completion is scheduled for
2003.
Darlene Shiley has been a
member of USD's Board of
Trustees since 1990. She has
served on numerous influential
committees, and currently chairs
the Committee on Trustees. She
and her husband have been generous benefactors of USD, supporting its Master of Fine Arts
in Dramatic Arts program, a
joint venture with The Globe
Theatres; the University's stag-

ing of a Presidential Debate in
1996; and numerous scholarships.
"There are many who have
contributed their scientific skills
and their heart to improve the
lives of us all," stated Mrs.
Shiley. "Those ,like my husband
who apply their talent and entre- ·
preneurship quietly are often not
those in the headlines, but their
accomplishments touch our
lives daily. It is to honor
Donald that this gift has been
made to USD's new Center for
Science and Technology. The
values of the University are
understood, appreciated and
shared by our family."
"We are very grateful for this
wonderfully generous gift that
will help make the vision of our
Science Center a reality," said
USD President Alice B. Hayes.
To commemorate this gift, the
column-lined entry of the new
Science Center, built in the 16th
century Spanish Renaissance
style of USD's campus, will be
known as the Donald Pearce
Shiley Atrium.
The Shileys have contributed
toward many local organizations, in education, medicine
and the arts, including KPBS,
UCSD Shiley Eye Center,
Scripps Clinic and Research
Foundation, The Globe Theatres
and several Alzheimer's disease
research programs.
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Sea Change
Biologist Fisler Brings
Marine Science To
Underprivileged Students
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San Diego Doily Transcript
and high school teachers to be
Her job redefines casual busiused in conjunction with classness attire.
room science instruction and
One day Shara Fisler is wearing
includes field trips and follow-up
a business suit soliciting support
activities.
from the City Council, and the
The goal is to boost students'
next day she is donning a swimself-esteem by helping them
ming suit collecting water
understand biological principals
samples from Mission Bay.
and scientific terminology as they
Shl'ra Fisler
Fortunately, Fisler doesn't Mix •1p
work ..,n te ..m projects and
the days.
develop leadership skills.
As executive director of Aquatic
The foundation focuses on lowAdventures Science Education
income schools designated by the
Just The Facts
Foundation, Fisler wears many
federal free lunch program. The
students take field trips to Mission
hats, or in her case, outfits.
The Organization: Aquatic
"Sometimes I'm a biologist and
Adventures Science Education Bay, La Jolla Cove and Coronado
also a teacher and educator," she
as well as boat excursions on the
Foundation
said.
ocean, she said.
The Boss: Shara Fisler, founder
The nonprofit organization,
"None of the kids has ever been
and executive director
which Fisler started two years Employees: 7 part-time
on a boat," Fisler said. "We teach
ago, exposes underprivileged stu- Address: 1010 Santa Clara Place, them all how to swim and snorkel.
dents to the region's ocean and
They end up snorkeling with seals
San Diego, CA 92109
waterways through outreach pro- Phone: (619) 665-3861
and sea lions and feeding live eels."
grams, a summer camp and after- Web Site:
Emphasizing the importance of
school sessions.
the students' impact on the
www.sandiego.edu \AASEF\
Fisler also is a part-time biology
ecosystem, Fisler promotes what
(must be all caps)
professor at the University of San Upcoming ~vent: Fund-raiser at she calls "stewardship of the
Diego__,!nd a researcher. She's
ocean." The students learn issues
La Jolla Beach and Tennis
worked on projects studying the
challenging the environment
Club, Friday, l'fov. 9
temporal variation of mobile
including urban runoff and trash
invertebrate fauna in the San Diego Bay as well as disposal.
studies of the Pacific grunion.
The foundation has a lab on Mission Bay at Santa
If those activities don't fill her day, Fisler writes Clara Point and the younger students assist college ·
grant applications to raise money for the founda- students in research projects.
tion. The 30-year-old is passionate about the ocean
They dissect sea stars and examine the phases of
and kids.
crab larvae under a microscope, which Fisler said
Through access to San Diego's aquatic environ- some of the college students she teaches have yet to
ment, Fisler wants students to be excited about do.
science and to show them first-hand that it's not
"It's not about them becoming scientists, but a
boring or frightening.
bridge leading them to find their potential," she said.
"Biology isn't hard to understand as long as it's
Some of the students are at-risk for behavioral
presented in the right way;' she said.
problems. They are held accountable for their actions
The SEA Series, which stands for science, educa(!_.. See Sea Change on SA
tion and awareness, is a program for elementary

2
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and given a choice whether t.o participate in activities, Fisler said.
The foun4iation's staff members
are graduate or undergrad uate
students pursuing degrees in
marine science and most of them
share Fisler's enthusiasm for the
job.
All of these programs are made
possible through grants, sponsorships and contributions from the
city of San Diego, the Coastal
Trust,
French
Conservancy,
Rueben H. Fleet Fund and others.
Fisler also works on programs
with other nonprofit groups such
as the Boys & Girls Clubs and San
Diego Ocean Foundation.
Aquatic Adventures is holding a
fund-raiser at the La Jolla Beach
and Tennis Club Friday, Nov. 9.
"We're not over the hump," she
said.
Continued From

The group needs a van and a
full-time staff person beside
hersel£ Fisler often can't afford t.o
pay herself a salary but said she
gets by. At one point, Fisler sold
her car t.o make ends meet, but
said the rewards of her job are
tenfold.
"I truly love these kids and it's
not hard t.o fall in love with them;•
she said.
San Diego schools board of education president Edward Lopez
wrote a letter of support for the
program and lauded the outreach
to students who are not afforded
such opportunities. Also, City
Council members Scott Peters,
Ralph Inzunza, Toni Atkins and
Byron Wear, whose districts the
program serves, tout the founda.
tion's success.
Fisler said her goal is t.o increase
the number of students in the pro-

grams and expand into other
·
schools in the county.
• Chrisfopli er, •· 'a sixth grader
the
m
participat ed
who
take
to
learned
program,
responsibility for the effects of
humans on the ocean.
"On the fourth of July I was by
the beach and there was trash in
the water. I put my hand in the
water and took it out of the
water," he said. "When I pulled
the trash out, there were
animals and I took the animals
out of the trash and put them in
the water."
michelle.blackston@sddt.com
Source Code: 20011107tbb
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Ads target parents (and Johnny)
Makers of Ritalin-like drugs, seeking bigger market share, offer simple answers to oomplex questions

W:

~

Lawrence M. Hinman

E ALL remember Bob Dole
m the Viagra commercial.
We have gotten used to the
idea that drug companies will advertise their products directly to us,
even when these are prescription
medications.
But until this fall, the major pharmaceutical houses had respected a
longstanding United Nations treaty
prohibiting the direct advertisement
to parents of powerful and
highly addictive drugs such
1
as Ritalin for attention
deficit/hyperactivity disorder, or ADHD.
Now, the manufacturers
of drugs other than Ritalin
. have broken the treaty and
are marketing directly to
:parents. The ads, picturing
lhappy boys in idyllic famij lies, appear in back-tolschool issues of magazines
lsuch as Good Housekeepjing and clearly are intendied to encourage parents to
jask their children's physi1cians to prescribe the
~drugs. The drugs, although
ot substantially different
from Ritalin in content,
contain a time-release
mechanism so that one
morning dose can get a
child through the day. In
contrast, children on Ritalin typically need to see the school nurse for a
second dose.
The Drug Enforcement Administration recently added Ritalin to its
list of"drugs of concern,'' a list that
includes cocaine, Ecstasy, marijuana, methamphetamine and other legal and illegal drugs. Ritalin now has
become one of the drugs most
abused by adolescents.

With direct advertising to parents, drug companies are aiming at
a vulnerable group. Often confused
and overwhelmed by their children's
behavior, parents may grasp at
something that seems to come with
medical legitimacy as well as a
promise of results.
Yet there are many reasons why
parents may be overwhelmed by the
activity level of their children, and
there are many possible responses
that do not involve drugs.

exercise. These are effective treatments with no side effects. Structured programs of behavior modification also can be effective. Turning
too quickly and exclusively to drugs
promotes the belief that drugs offer
a quick fix for our problems. Also, it
fails to look at the underlying environmental and social factors that
may encourage hyperactivity.
Furthermore, such drugs are
most effective when monitored by
skilled child and adolescent psychiatrists. The drugs have different optimal levels for
cognitive and motor funcC.ONGR~TVL~TIONS !
tioning.
What may help
Sol.JI.JDS LIKE 1,(1:
Johnny think best may not
NEEDS A LITTLE
slow him down sufficiently
RITA.LIN. I'LL
to please his parents or
~ITE IT UP
teachers; what may slow
FOR. you.
Johnny down physically
also may turn him into a
very dull boy.
Spurred on by these ads,
parents will be asking family physicians and pediatricians with much less training in the subtleties of the
drugs to prescribe them.
The allure of the drugs is
that they offer seemingly
simple answers to complex
questions. Direct advertisements muddy waters that
are already difficult to naviTOM TOLES - BUFFALO NEWS
gate, solely in the name of
increased market share in a
Parents trying to cope with the
lucrative business. Such ads should
multiple demands of everyday life
be banned by Food and Drug Adand parenting may see ADHD even
ministration regulations, not just inwhen the real problem is less severe.
ternational treaties with no enforceNor are drugs the only or best way
ment provisions.
to respond to high levels of activity
in children. Common sense points
Lawrence M Hinman is a professor of
out some of the initial steps- makphilosophy and the director of the Valing sure the children are eating well 1 ues Institute at the University o~~an
1
(low sugar and caffeine, high proDiego..He wrote this columnjfjr e
tein) and getting plenty of sleep and
Los Angeles Times.
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Taken to extremes, religion has a dark and deadly side
l\ \ sV' \){5rJ
By Sandi Dolbee, RELIGION & ETH1cs EDITOR

he Crusades. The Inquisition. The Thirty
Years War.
TI1e Holocaust. Genocide in Rwanda, in
Sudan, in Armenia. Assassinations of Mahatma Gandhi, Malcolm X and Pensacola
abortion doctor John Britton.
The KKK and the IRA
Jonestown. Branch Davidians. AUID Shinrikyo. Heaven's Gate.
Salem's witch trials. The bombings of American em-

bassies in Kenya and in Tanzania. The sneak attack on
the destroyer Cole in Yemen.
And Sept. 11, 2001.
A lot of bad things happen in the name of faith . There
is a dark side to religion, a mean streak that can tum destructive in the time it takes to say a prayer.
When sociologist MarkJuergensm eyer hears this litany of horror, he is not surprised.
'That's just some of them," he says. "Religion has always been full of blood."

r

SEE

Evil, E4
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Tolerance is touted as
the antidote to zealotry
It is the ultimate irony. Something that
does so much good in the world can also
do such bad.
"Religion is a two-edged sword," says
J uergensmeyer, who teaches at the University of California in Santa Barbara and is
the authorof'Terrorin the Mind of God."
"On the one hand, it can promote violence.
On the other hand, it can displace it"
Ask Annie Laurie Gaylor, an atheist and
co-founder of the Freedom From Religion
Foundation in Madison, Wis., about this
subject and she11 share a quote fro~ S~
ven Weinberg, winner of a Nobel Prize m
physics in 1979. - - -......~~~~~
n, o
"With or with!
can behave well ~-"""l""ll'l"""'""'~l"!l"l'lffi':
evil," Weinberg rys. D uLIOI gooapeopt
to do evil - that takes religion."
To that, Gaylor adds her own words:
"It's not some coincidence that we've had
more people killed in the name of a god
than for any other single reason."

Zeal can harden people. Compromise
may be the art of politics, but for religious
zealots, you are either with them or against
them. And when that line gets drawn, heaven help anyone who crosses over it
Religious historian Evelyn Kirkley suggests that religions that believe in one God
are particularly susceptible to violence.
When taken to extremes, monotheism
can lead to intolerance (my God is the only
God and he's only talking to me), afervency that you and your particular mission are
divinely inspired (you've been made in
God's image and others must convert) and
a conviction that you11 be rewarded and
those who don't agree will be punished
(even if you have to do the punishing).
"Those are fa~tors that seem to me that
could lead to fundamentalism and a sense
of 'our way or the highway,' " says Kirkley,
an assistant professor in the Department of
Theological and Religious Studies at the
University of San Diego.
- -''When you have that kind of God-ordainedauthority,"sheadds, "itcansanction virtually any kind of violent activity."
, It can tum suicide into martyrdom. Fear
of dying, normally a pretty good deterrent
to <loing stupid things, is supplanted with
the promise of eternal life in Paradise- or
some other honor befitting such sacrifice.
In the Crusades, which pitted Christians
against Muslims in one holy war after another during the Middle Ages, "the belief
on both sides was that to die in battle
against the heretic was immediately to receive salvation," says BiltLeonard, dean of
the Divinity School at Wake Forest University in North Carolina
Likewise, killing becomes divinely
anointed .
"It's better to kill an infidel than have
that infidel pollute the multitude," explains
Leonard. 'Those are the seeds of the Inquisition. Those are the seeds of violence."

>
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•••
How could this be? Is there a fatal :flaw in
the faiths of the world? What should we
do?
Those who study these questions say
that the problem starts with hwnans who
ruin the holy with extremism and absolutism.
"In every religion if you read Scriptures
. carefully enough, you can find passages
that promote violence and other passages
that argue against it," notes Michael Gaddis, an assistant professor of history at Syracuse University in New York and a scholar of religious conflict
The same Bible that exhorts the annihilation of whole cities also commands people to act justly, love tenderly and walk
hwnbly. The same Koran that has verses
promoting peace also has verses urging
war against infidels.
But it's not the contradictions that take a
hwnan life. That's done by people who
pick and choose these verses and then
blend them into a lethal stew of their own
making.
Says Gaddis: "In each case, it's not so
much the religion, it's the way a particular
bunch of extremists interpret that religion."

•••
So where do we go from here?
It would be unfair to make r!;!ligion the
sole culprit of civilization's litany of horror.
Other ingredients also fuel the fire. Geography. Politics. Economics. Egos. All,
and any, of them can lead to violence as
well.
"You don't have to believe in God to be a
nationalist and think you ought to nuke
your enemy," says Leonard, from Wake
ent ?r devoForest "Arfy kind of comnu~·
to violence
tion, any kind of zeal, can
and bigotry all too quickly."
This also isn't about aboli · religion.

"Should we outlaw music because 0It1e
music is ugly?" asksJuergensmeyer, the
Santa Barbara sociologist who also is di(ector of the Global and International Studies
Program at the university there.
"I think, he adds, "good religion shout,<,
out bad religion."
Gaddis offers this scenario: "Let's say
you're a Christian. A nice, church-going
Christian, and you believe in God and stuff
like that Then you learn that some guy bas
set off a truck bomb and killed a bunch of
people and has said he's doing it for Chri t.
"Are you going to stop being a Christian
because of that or are you going to say,
'No, that guy doesn't speak for me, he's
perverting religion?' "
Besides, even if today's religions were
erased, something else would crop up in
their place. "Somehow, by virtue of our humanity, we are a religious people," says
Kirkley ofUSD.
But we can at least be aware of the warning signs of when religion is about to make
a wrong tum.
For Kirkley, one of those warning signs
is when faith, with all of its healthy doubts,
turns into unquestioning certainty. "That's
when any religion can and historically has
moved into that danger zone."
Another warning sign is when religion
shifts from the private sphere of shaping
morals and values of individuals into the
public square of dictating state policy.
"As recently as the 16th and 17th centuries just about every government in western Europe thought it was their divinely ordained duty to bum heretics at the stake
and to bum witches at the stake," says Syracuse historian Gaddis.
"One of the things we learned from that,
really, is we need to have separation of
church and state."
The solutions?
Tolerance, respect for diversity, finding
a way to hold firm to your own faith without
dismissing the faiths of others. In short,
practicing something that hwnan nature is
not very good about acceptance.
Leonard suggests that people of faith
ought to be more cautious about the clauns
they make in the name of God.
"One of my mentors used to say human
beings often sign God's name to contracts
God never wrote," he adds.
And lest the abusers win, he issues thi$
call: "People who oppose violence and who
want to challenge that idea that violen •s
something God approves, this is the ·
to stand up and speak out"
Otherwise, the silence can be deadly.
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Can deliberate hurt be
justified in times of terror?
By Sandi Dolbee
.RELIGION & ETHICS EDITOR

It's Sept. 10, 2001. You've heard rumors of a terrorist
plot to kill thousands of Americans and in your interrogation room is a guy you're convinced has key
information.
But he isn't talking.
You're angry and you're afraid. Thousands of lives could be at stake. The
clock is ticking. And your questions
are being met with silence.
Is it time to fight terror with torture?
This is what some would call
a defining moment. Even in
this hypothetical scenario,
they would say, the answer is
not easy, but it is clear: There
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There are some who
make the case that
torture is justified
is a line you do not cross, there are values you do not sacrifice.
On the other side are the pragmatists. Once in a while, they say, the
ends do justify the means.
In times of crisis, when swvival
moves up the ladder of our concerns,
people are pressed anew to decide
howfartogo.
Is it ever ethically justifiable to deliberately inflict pain or psychological humiliation to extract information or punish someone - no matter how crucial
the information or how heinous the offense? Is torture, or at least shades of
it, 0 Kin this post-~ 11 world?
"No don't do it," says Lawrence
~ . director ofThe Values Institute at the University of San Di~o
"I'm saying it with great reluctance,
but I think it's the wrong way to go."
Doing what it takes to get the answer might appear like the lesser of
two evils today, but then the slippery

slope begins. The next time, it gets
easier - and is done for a less crucial
reason. And then easier still after that
"Where do you draw the line?" Hinman asks. "I just think we draw it firmly and put torture on the other side."
Michael Levin, a philosophy professor in New York, disagrees. "Obviously, you torture them," he says.
Levin doesn't believe that we will
lose our way if we bend the rules. In a
paper called "The Case for Torture,"
he puts it this way: "Some day soon a
terrorist will threaten tens of thousands oflives, and torture will be the
only way to save them. We had better
start thinking about this."
Hinman has a lot of ammunition on
his side. United States law, for one.
The United Nations for another. Freedom from torture, the United Nations
declared in 1948, is one of the fundamental human rights of every person.
Also backing him up is an army of
other ethicists.
When you decide that it's OK on
certain occasions to break the rules
and torture prisoners and informants,
"then it's essentially saying we're g<r
ing to play by the rules when it's convenient," says Pauline Kaurin, who
teaches philosophy at Pacific Lutheran
University in Tacoma, Wash., and has

~
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written about military ethics.
"Morality is really the most compelling when being moral costs you
something," she says.
Carlos Bertha, who teaches ethics
at the U.S. Air Force Academy in Colorado Springs, also is against it.
"We are, by torturing, becoming the
very evil that we are trying to avoid,"
says Bertha, who wants to make it
clear he is sharing his personal opinion and is not an official spokesman for
the academy.
"One of the most unfortunate things
is that there is evil in the world, there
are bad people out there," Bertha
adds. 'The way I resolve that is I say,
'Well, I ought not to be one of them.' "
Another argument against torturing
suspects and witnesses gqes to the
heart our national identity.
"We have principles on which we
stand," says Nancy Sherman, a
Georgetown University philosophy
professor who also teaches ethics at
the United States Naval Academy in
Annapolis, Md.
'They must remain in place if there
is to be any legitimacy in our conduct,"
Sherman says. 'That's a very important issue."
But some argue that a case can be
made for torture.

'There are people out there-who are
trying to kill thousands of other people," says Levin, the philosophy professor who authored the essay advocating torture.
Levin, who teaches at the City College of New York, thinks the suggestion that we become like them when
we resort to these tactics is "silly."
''We become like them when we
start crashing aircraft into their buildings," he says.
He doesn't regard this as abuse. He
regards it as self-defense. And Levin
argues that there are situations "in
which torture is not merely pennissible but morally mandatory" to save
lives.
Sure, it may be unconstitutional.
"But millions of lives surely outweigh
constitutionality," Levin insists.
"Look, if somebody has got all your
children and parents in a bus and
doused the bus with gasoline and is
about to set the bus on fire and you've
got to inflict some pain to stop it, I just
don't understand the argument that
you're descending to his level."
For more than three years during
World War II, torture was a way of life
for former POW Richard Osborn.
So how does Osborn, who is 80 and
living in retirement in University City,

feel about the question of using it on
other people in today's war on terror- •
ism?
If you have to do it to get information that you know will save lives, then
do it, he says.
"It's a horrible responsibility," Osborn adds. ''When you resort to those
tactics, you have to be absolutely sure
that this guy has the information that
you want."
There's a difference between torturing someone for vital information and
what he and other POWs went
through after being captured by the
Japanese, Osborn explains.
''We didn't have any secret information. What they did, they would beat
us and burn us and knock us unconscious .... They did it just out of sheer
hate."
Still, most of those who study conduct seem to be against torture even in a time of national emergency.
It's not just about what torture does
to the other person, says Curt Goering, s~nior deputy executive director
of Amnesty International USA It's also ·
about what it does to us.
"One can never take that step without undennining the very system one
is trying to uphold and respect," he
says.
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Clone announcement reignites controversy
President \awmakers, Vatican denounce procedure's potential for 'human farming'
lf 7) L£ F~ONTPAG~President Bush fired one of the
h versity of San _!)iego.
. p 'd
C d
By Carl T. Hall

CHRONICLE Sc1ENCE WRITER

An East Coast biotech company's claim to have cloned the first
human embryo was blasted as a
moral outrage yesterday by critics
from the White House to the Vatican - even as many scientists
debated whether the company
had done much of anything at all.

first salvos in what promises to be
a ferocious new debate over human cloning, calling the weekend
announcem ent by Advanced Cell
"morally
Inc.
Technolog y
·
wrong."
Some independen t scientists
and bioethicists called the company's achievement a landmark
event, showing for the first .time

► on emnation: resi ent_ 8us
urges lawmakers to ban cloning of
A4
human embryos.

that an early human embryo - a
potential source of life-saving
stem cells - can be fashioned in
the laboratory.
"It's a milestone," said bioethicist Lawrence Hinman at the Y!!!:

ut other experts said the an- ·
nouncemen t was a dubious publicity ploy that appeared to be
backfiring as political and religious leaders lined up to denounce the work.
The reaction underscore d both
the strong emotions and ~ ide-

r'.
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Controversy over cloning reignite
cisco.
He joined many others in the·
~
From Page 1
scientific and political arenas in'
calling for a nationwide ban on
spread public confusion that sure cloning, in which
reproductiv
rounds cloning and stem cell reto create an exact geis
goal
the
search. In fact, many experts
a person.
of
copy
netic
argued that the company had
defend that as a
some
Although
even failed to create an "embryo"
to treating
approach
legitimate
. at all and noted the experiments
controversy
main
the
infertility,
in any case produced no stem
concerns how far to go in also
cells.
so-called therapeutic
restricting
Company scientists outlined a
other efforts that
and
cloning
series of experiments in which,
the regenerativeup
speed
could
human eggs were coaxed into difield.
medicine
viding "on their own, with no
Cloning, for example, can be
sperm to fertilize them." Howev-· ·
to replace the genetic mateused
er, these "little balls of dividing
donated stem cells with the
of
rial
too
far
cells" stopped growing
a person with Parkinson's
of
DNA
soon to allow any stem cells to be
- one way to get
diabetes
or
harvested - in one case, stopping
of immuneproblem
the
around
after a few hours at the six-cell
those cells
when
rejection
system
HELEN BLAU, Stanford University School of Medicine
stage.
are implanted in the patient's
"This was anything but a major
'
brain or pancreas.
medical breakthrou gh," said
Such an approach, although
Stanford University Nobel laure- in the new field of "regenerative ture science that is going in the still unproven, carries "potentially
ate Paul Berg, who said he consid- medicine," in which stem cells wrong direction so they can say, enormous medical benefit," said
ered Sunday's announcem ent "a might be used to treat an array of 'This must be stopped in its Stanford law professor and·
nonevent."
bioethicist Hank Greely, predictnow incurable diseases, criticized tracks.'"
''What they created is not an the approach taken by the privateing the rush to impose an all-in-:
Cloning debate reborn
embryo," he said, defining the ly held Massachusetts company.
elusive ban on cloning will eventerm to mean something that can
Nearly everyone agreed that tually give way to "a more
"It's moving too quickly into
develop into a human being. Be- the human arena before we know the company's announcem ent considered approach."
cause of a paucity of scientific enough from work in animals," moves the cloning issue, which
"When people get down to the
details, "we don't know what the said Helen Blau, professor and_ had been virtually dormant since nitty-gritty of writing the details
heck it is," he said.
chairman of molecular pharma- Sept. 11, back to the forefront of of legislation, things slow down,"
he said. ''When people sit down
cology at the Stanford University· public debate.
Vatican condems cloning
and think about the medical benSchool of Medicine.
to
closer
step
one
"It brings us
The Vatican issued a statement
efits, human health is a strong
purthe
for
cloning
of
specter
the
a
The announcem ent came in
yesterday denouncing the experi-·
trump card.''
for
n, which
ments. Anti-cloning partisans relatively obscure online journal poses of reproductio
serious
very
is
people
Chronicle staffwriter Elizabeth Bell
most
have long argued that sacrificing called "e-biomed," coinciding
contributed to this reporl
said
alarm,"
ethical
for
grounds
AmeriScientific
in
articles
any "human life" - even if it with
proa
of
director
Lo,
Bernard
consists of no more than a hand- can and U.S. News & World Re- Dr.
at the Uni- SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE
ful of cells in a lab dish - is port. Critics said that betrayed a gram in medical ethics
at
strategy aimed more at general- versity of California San Fran-'
SAN FRANCISCO, CA
tantamount to murder.
482,288
TUESDAY
►
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Life begins "at the first instant
of the embryo itself," the Vatican
statement said. "Thus, despite the
declared 'humanistic ' intentions
by those who predict sensational
cures via this path . . . what is
needed is a calm but firm judgment which shows the moral
gravity of this plan and which:
motivates an unequivocal condemnation."
Even many scientific pioneers

ing attention than informing the
scientific community.
"My concern is all of the noise·
it creates in the media does nothing to advance the ball credibly,"
said Thomas Okarma, chief executive of the Menlo Park company
Ceron Corp., which is also seeking to commercialize stem cell.
technology. "It simply gives the
opposition just what they were
looking for - evidence of prema-

"It's moving too quickly into
the human arena before we know enough
from work in animals."
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The Eco-Corner
While George Mitchell's solutions to many of the problems with turning Miramar into a civilian airport are attractive, he neglects several important issues.
First, most of the few remaining vernal pools in San
Diego County are currently protected on air-base property. Besides being valuable for their beauty, ecological
uniquenes s and the ecosystem services they provide,
these pools are a protected habitat for several endangered
species of plants and an imals. Continued protection of
these pools must be a requirement of converting the air
base to a civi li an airport, if that indeed occurs.
Second, costs of converting a military base into a
civilian fac ili ty extend beyond renovating runways and
building terminals. Extensive cleanup
of toxic chemicals on the site has proven
costly in other base closures and needs
to be factored into cost estimates before we can decide if the project is truly affordable .
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Easton goes from 'Love' to laughter
By PATRICIA O'HAIRE
DAILY NEWS FEATURE WRITER

ichard Easton used to be a beach burn in
San Diego. Says so himself.
Easton is an actor with a long list of credits in classic plays in Canada, Britain and
the U.S. He won a Tony Award this year
for his work in "The Invention of Love" as
the British scholar and poet A.E. Housman.
Now this tall, bushy-browed actor is doing
what can only be described as slapstick - a revival of the 1983 farce, "Noises Off." In the
show, about a British touring company doing a
drawing-room comedy, he has the role of an elderly, drunken actor playing an inept burglar.
"Noises Off' opens tonight at the BrooRs Atkin-

R
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BACK ONSTAGE

~

'NOISES OFF': Richard Easton

son Theater, co-starring Peter Gallagher, Patti
LuPone and Faith Prince, Tony winners all.
So how does an actor go from "King Lear"
and "The Cherry Orchard" to farce? "Well, as I
tell my students, 'Acting is acting, whether it be
a 1V commercial, Shakespeare or a multi-mil- ·
lion-dollar movie. It's all the same.'
"I tell them, play the truth of the material.
Don't go for the easy laugh, it coarsens the show.
Especially in something like this, with those
other actors onstage, you can't be a rogue."
He should know. At age 68, he has been acting
for more than 50 years, ever since he won a contest on a children's radio program when he was
14. "My parents didn't object. I was the third son
in the family, and my two brothers were so much
older, I think they all thought I was some sort of
toy, so I pretty much could do what I wanted."
"I am having a most peculiar time at the moment," he continues. "I played an elder version
of myself in 'Invention of Love,' and I'm doing it
again in the new PBS series, 'First Americans.'
I'm the older Benjamin Franklin.
"People might wonder why an Englishman is
playing Franklin, but truth is, I'm not English
though I lived there many years. I'm Canadian,
from Montreal, started there with Christopher
Plummer, WIiliam Shatner.
"I was once in a repertory company in Ottawa. We did 35 plays in 33 weeks. Some were rubbish, some were not. But it got me a scholarship
to the Royal Shakespeare Company, and that
got me to England.''
Before "The Invention of Love," Easton hadn't
played Broadway for more than 30 years. But he
has worked steadily onstage, on 1V and in films (mcluding "Finding Forrester" with Sean Connery).
\Vhen did he have time to be a beach bum? Simple, he says. About 12 years ago, he visited San
Diego and met the director of the Old Globe Theater there, Jack O'Brien, who asked him to stay on
for occasional roles and found him a job teaching
drama at the University of San Diego.
He laughs. "I took a house on the beach and
just enjoyed myself. I think mostly they wanted
me around to be a kind of warning, or lesson, to
the students."
J
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Luis Cardiel is a
freshman at University
of San Djego. where
he's studying for a
degree in computer
,science. But without a
computer of his own,
he spends long, late
hours at the
on-campus lab.

Ec;l\;cation leads to a new perspective
THE WISH: LAPTOP COMPUTER, PRINTER

scholarsh!ps. ·
.
"I'm domg OK," Lws says.
"It's really competitive."
A complicating factor is
that the computer science
major does not own a computer. His parents are proud
of their son's accomplishments, but cannot scrape the
money together from their
salaries as computer-parts
assemblers to buy him one.
Luis recently was named a
Gates Millennium Scholar,
through a program funded by
Microsoft founder Bill Gates.
But neither the Gates award
nor other scholarships can be
used to buy a computer.
To complete his computer

work, Luis has to troo~
across campus and wait for a
seat to open in the only lab
with computers that are
loaded with the software he
needs to use. Often, it means
working there late into the
night. A laptop computer
with software ($1,750) (14A)
would allow Luis to work
from his dorm room or the library and have more control
over his tightly packed
schedule.
He files his math and computer homework electronically, but could use a printer
($125) (14B) to produce papers for his psychology and
American civilization

As a freshman at Redwood
The next three years he
City's Sequoia High School,
buckled down, earning an
Luis Cardiel spent most of
overall 3.6 grade-point averhis time looking for trouble.
age. This September, he beHe hung out with "tough
came the first in his Mexicanguys," many of whom had
immigrant family to go to coldropped out of school by his
lege.
sophomore year.
Luis is pursuing a computThat's when an acquainer science degree at the Unitance steered Luis to Upward versity of San Diego.
Bound, a federally funded
His first semester, howevprogram at Stanford Univer- er, has been difficult. He's
sity designed to prepare low- been working up to 15 hours a
income students for college.
week - partly spent tutoring
"I didn't know the imporUpward Bound high school
tance of academics. I met
students in San Diego - to
new friends and changed my
pay for the part of his
mind," Luis recalls. He also
$30,000 annual tuition and
found ~J~~q ~~~J!te.r@-.......J!~il,.Q~t~~?t£QY;r~~~-.. , .....if-i~i ~I-¥Pl1ll.\h.g.P1e;......·W~i.'" ••••• . ••• •••••••.• • •
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University of &n Diego.
Qju,-lil!J Ell1"Rtion .fiw Ministry
• Master of Arts Degree Programs
Practical Theolog y (33 units)
Pastoral Care and Counseling
(42 units)
Certificate of Advanced Studies in
Pastoral Counseling ( 18 units)
• Collabo rative Program s
Clinical Pastoral Educatio n for
Pastoral Counseling Students
Certificate in Spiritual Direction
• Center for Christia n Spiritua lity
(CCS) The CCS nJata Cbrutia n
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A Passion For Building
Director Of USD Real Estate Institute Hopes To
Energize Industry's Next Generation
Association of America, and in
1985 became president of the
Mark Riedy, who heads the
Federal National Mortgage
University of San Diego Real
Association.
Estate Institute, has a passion for
Riedy joined the J.E. Robert
real estate that has carried him
Cos. in Washington, D.C., in the
from the halls of business and
late 1980s. At the time, J.E.
government to the halls of educaRobert Cos. was, and still is,
tion. And now he's hoping some
known as one of the largest real
of that zeal will rub off on his stuestate workout firms in the
dents.
United States.
Riedy's interest in real estate
"This was the first job I really
began in the Chicago suburb of
had to go after;' Riedy recalled.
Naperville, a town that transRiedy said he was told to hire a
formed itself in wonderful ways,
staff and prepare for what evenhe says.
tually became the savings and
"They dredged the river, and a
loan debacle. Trouble was, it .
whole town rejuvenated itself,"
haqn't happened yet. "We had I
said Riedy.
!!!!!!!~~~~~~~~~~~~ nothing to do;' said Riedy, who
He earned a degree in economleft as a result.
I
ics from Loras College in
Just The Facts
He later became president and I
Dubuque, Iowa, and later went to - - - - - - - - - - - - - chi~f executive_ officer of
Washington University in St. The organization: The Real
National Council of Commumty
. Louis where he obtained a
Estate Institute of the
Bankers. At that agency, he was
masters in business administraUniversity of San Diego
responsible for representing t'
tion with an emphasis in finance. The boss: Mark Riedy, director
banks and savings and loan asso, From there, he obtained a doc- Address: 5998 Alcala Park, San
ciations before Congress and
torate in business economics at
Diego, CA 92110-2492
other federal regulatory agencies,
the University of Michigan while, Phone: (619) 260-4872
but he wasn't happy living in
at the same time, commuting Fax: (619) 260-7496
Washington. During some vacaback and forth to the University Web site: realestate.sandiego.edu ti~n visits to South~rn ~alifornia, I
of Colorado where he taught E-mail: mriedy@sandiego.edu
Riedy says, he and his wife became IJ
about banking and finance.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - enamored with San Diego.
Riedy later went to work for President Richard
"Every time we landed in San Diego we felt we ·
Nixon as a senior staff economist on Nixon's were at home;' he said.
council of economic advisers. He recalled his first
Riedy decided to create his own job at the
day on that job - Aug. 15, 1971 - because it was University of San Diego. He met with Ernest W.
the day Nixon instituted wage and price controls. Hahn, just weeks before Hahn's death, and gained
It was a bad idea, Riedy said, but the economy was his approval to create an Ernest W. Hahn chair that
, very different then.
would be the genesis of the university's Real Estate .
"That was back 30 years ago when you could Institute. That was in 1992.
control the economy by manipulating the housing
Without any money from the Hahn family, Riedy 1··•
market," Riedy said.
·managed to raise $1.5 million for the _institute - .•,·.
Reidy went on to San Francisco to work as a something he said he couldn't have done without
chief economist for the Federal Home Loan Bank USD's full support.
,
Students have taken notice of the undergraduate .·
and then for PMI Mortgage Insurance Co.
He recalls being applauded when he told a group and graduate real estate courses. More than 200 of ,.
, of private mortgage industry executives that "PMI them fill the six classes, which range from basic '\
· skims the cream off the top and leaves the FHA to principles to the finer points of commercial real . ·
estate. Next semester's commercial valuation class k
handle the riskier borrowers."
Later, he returned to Washington, D.C., as an
executive vice president of the Mortgage Bankers
See Riedy on 8A
By THOR KAMBAN BIBERMAN
San Diego Daily Transcript
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Riedy
Continued From Page 1A

is already full, Riedy said.
The classes aren't the only full
venues. The institute's annual real
estate conferences are so full that
next year's event is being moved
from the USD campus to the San
Diego Convention Center.
Despite such successes, Riedy
still has goals to achieve.
One of his long-term goals is to
create a master's program for real
estate with an emphasis on
regional development, an endeavor
closely watched by the San Diego

Association of Governments.
Meanwhile, other entities are
also watching and ensuring the
institute's programs continue. The
Argus Corp., for example, recently
donated more than $100,000
worth of software that benefits the
institute's students, Riedy said.
Riedy said he also wants to
fulfill another dream before he
retires: He wants $10 million for
a real estate center that could join
a new finance building on
campus. Such a building would
house an array of undergraduate

and post-graduate programs, all
about real estate.
Riedy needs to raise $5 million
to lure the additional capital, but
says he doesn't plan to give up.
"I love creating things and
building things. I really want to
get this $10 million endowment,
and ultimately a national reputation for it;' Riedy said. "I want real
estate to turn these kids on. I
want them to make real estate a
career choice."
biberman@sddt.com
Source Code: 20011116tba
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ari Foster applied to refinance her mortgage on
the very day that record-low interest rates jumped
by a quarter point- the steepest rise in 17 _
months.
But she's going to continue with her loan application anyway - hoping to pay off her 7 percent mortgage and a
9 percent second mortgage with a new loan with lower
monthly payments.
'Tm sitting around waiting for rates to come back down a little bit," says Foster, who applied with Washington Mutual in
Mission Valley. "If they don't, then I guess I'll figure out what to
do from there."
Foster's conundrum is shared by many mortgage applicants
these days, as dirt-cheap interest rates have sparked a refinancing frenzy. Homeowners
have rushed not on y to lower
DurinCJ the last
their monthly mortgage payments but also to convert home
refinancinCJ
equity into cash during these
tough economic times.
boom in 1998,
While mortgage rates have
$750 billion
edged up in the last two weeks they now average 6.75 percent for
in mort9a9es
3~year loans - they,'re still low
by historical standards. With the
were refinanced.
Federal Reserve slashing interest
rates 10 times this year, mortgage
This year, the
rates have plunged to levels not
seen since the Nixon administratotal is expected
tion. They dipped below 6.5 percent about two weeks ago.
to approach
So many loan applications have
$1 trillion
flooded the lending system that it
now takes up to two months to refinance a mortgage. Under normal circumstances, refinancing takes one month.
'This will be the biggest all-time (boom) by a long shot,"
said Doug Duncan, chief economist for the Mortgage Bankers
Association of America. "It's not even going to be close."
Refinancing has put more money into the pockets of homeowners during this holiday season. Duncan says about $50 billion in home equity has been pumped into the economy as homeowners tapped home equity to buy
cars, dishwashers and other merchandise.
'That's half a percent of gross domestic
product," he says. "If you think about where
the economy would be without that, the housing sector has been a savior from something
quite a bit more significant"
John Dahlstrom is one of the hundreds of
San Diegans who has jumped on the refinancing bandwagon. In the 20 months since he· purchased his Otay Ranch home, he has refinanced
three times.

K
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l hinking about refinancing?
Refinancing your home mortgage
can save you thousands of dollars Where to start
•Talk with the lender you used
in interest or get you cash for
for current mortgage.
other financial needs.
•Ask the real estate ICJtllt you
When to finance
worked with in the past for
•If you plan to stay in your home
refinancing information.
at least three years.
•If current Interest rates are
lower than the rate you are now
paying (2 percentage points
What are the costs ?
lower is a good rule of thumb).
•Expect to pay 3 percent to 6
•If you want to convert an
percent of the outstanding
adjustable-rate mortgage (ARM)
principal in closing costs, plus
to a fixed-rate mortgage or
prepayment penalties and second
shorten the term of the loan (for
mortgages, if any.
example, from 30 years to 15).
•If you want a "cash out"•Costs Include an application fee
money drawn on the equity in
(charge for credit check and loan
home to pay for a major
processing), title search,
purchase, such as home
attorney's fee, loan origination fee
remodeling or education.
and discount points, if any.
KNIGHT RIDDER/TRIBUNE

A rush to refinance
Mort9a9e Interest rates
15%
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"lgot6.25 percento najumto a week and a half."
bo, which is an ARM (adjustMany homeowners are exable rate mortgage)," Felfoldi
pected to shelve their refinancsays. 'Tm not a banker. But eving plans unless rates come
erybody I've talked to says it is
back down. Still, this latest
a really good rate."
boom has already been stagWhile some homeowners
gering in size. During the last
are using equity pay-outs to
refinancing boom in 1998, $750
make purchases, others are
billion in mortgages were refipaying off high-interest credit
In his most recent refinancing,
nanced.1 bis year, the total is
cards and other consume r
Dahlstrom took advantage of
expected to approach $1 trildebt
low rates to switch from a 30lion. ..........'"°"'!~~~ ~~;-:'That's a good thing," says
year loan to a 15-year loan.
• ~:·
l:
~
MarkRie
dy,heado ftheUni"I think I got 5.8 percent,"
bo~l,
·t of
_/ versity of San Diego Real Estate
said Dahlstrom, a fire sprinkler beb ·
,
wm., aJC
Institute. "Overall, it's improvinstaller. 'There were no
economist for Mortgage Banking the quality of the borrowers
points. They charged $2,700 in
ers Association of America. "In
in America by getting rid of
fees. I'm 45 years old. I don't
addition to low interest rates,
consume r debt and lowering
want to be 90 and still paying
which allow some people to imtheir monthly payment "
this thing off."
prove their monthly payment,
Lenny McNeill, vice presiLast week, 30-year fixed-rate
the fact that housing prices
dent and regional sales managmortgage rates rose to 6.75 per- have appreciated 30 percent or
er for Washington Mutual in
cent, up from 6.45 percent two
so over the past six years
Orange and San Diego counweeks earlier, according to
means there's a lot of equity
ties, says mortgage applications
Freddie Mac, a secondary-mar- that people can tap."
are at their highest level locally
ket institution.
When home values rise,
in the last seven to 10 years.
A year ago, the 30-year rates
homeowners often qualify for
'The funny thing is we're
averaged 7.73 percent
larger mortgages, and that alstarting to see people coming
Mortgage rates, which are
lows them to receive extra cash
back who you would have
linked to long-term governwhen they refinance.
thought had a pretty good
ment bonds, went up as invesJames Felfoldi, a San Diego
rate," McNeill says.
tors reacted to signs that the
physician, recently used the eqHow long will these low rates
economy may not be as weak a
uity in his house to help pay for
last? Duncan, the economist, is
previously thought
college for his two sons.
forecasting that average 30This recent rate uptick might
For years, he has set aside
year fixed mortg~ges will recause headache s for some borcollege money in mutual funds.
main below 7 percent into the
rowers. With the delay in getBut with the Nasdaq plunging
first half ofnext year.
ting loans approved, some bor35 percent in the past 12
'The Fed left the door open
rowers may be unable to lock in months, Felfoldi balked at
for more rate cuts, which
the low rates they had sought
draining the funds at such a low
means they see this (economic
''Where it used to take three
ebb in the market.
downturn) as more serious
weeks to close a loan, it's taking
So he refinanced the house
than we would have thought,"
45 or 60 days," says Gary
he has owned for 22 years, takhe says. "It's not inconceivable
Reime of Five-Star Mortgage
ing out cash from a jumbo
that rates could move a little
and current president of the
mortgage - above $275,00 0lower, although that is not in
San Diego chapter of the Calinot only to pay for his sons' col- , .the forecast"
fornia Association of Mortgage
lege educations but also to pay
Brokers. "Appraisals are taking off some business expenses
Mike Freeman: (760) 476-8209;
two, sometimes three weeks.
and a car loan.
mike.freeman@uniontrib.com
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Region's economy squeezed by-housing shortage, rising costs
4. ISJ-/.

By TIM COFFEY
San Diego Daily Transcript

A little more than 18 months ago, before the expansion
plans of most technology companies were dropped by the
swift downturn in the sector, Intel Corp. and Sun
Microsystems were very interested in setting up shop in
San Diego County.
Compared to Silicon Valley and the Bay area, housing
prices here were reasonable. But it was only a slight edge
and the companies noticed.
.
From the vantage point of Marney Cox, an economist
with the San Diego Association of Governments, the
concern of the two tech companies was symbolic of San
Diego County's housing problems as a whole.
"Even when we invited them down here, they were still
concerned about the mismatch between the units supplied
and how far away people would have to go to drive to
work;' he said. "They were concerned and (at that time)
they had not yet made a decision about San Diego, even
though we're an attractive area. Those are the kinds of
employment opportunities we really want in the area:•

Since then the economy has changed, which led Intel
and Sun to cancel their expansion plans, but San Diego's
housing problems have not.
"Only about 25 percent of households can afford the
medium priced home here in the region, which is somewhere around $260,000 to $270,000," Cox said. "That
just doesn't bode well for putting in a new company here
and hoping employees can work reasonably close to where
they live."
Currently, most employees don't work close to where
they live - most businesses are clustered together. in
central locations, and affordable housing, a term with a
unique definition here, is pushed to distant regions of the
county.
That means long commutes to work. And that devalues
the quality oflife for many San Diego County residents.
If centrally located, affordable housing is ~ot developed
soon, San Diego County could see a significant decrease in
the middle-income bracket, Cox said. A bracket comprised
of police officers, firemen, teachers, nurses and other community-support professions.

"We're getting a more bifurcated society here where we
have some jobs created at the very high end, but most of
our jobs, unfortunately, are being created at the low end
with no significant middle class," he said. "We need that
middle income job growth."
The county's housing shortage is an old, unchanged
story: High demand, very little supply.
Yet, the residential market has been thrown a curve ball
by the weak economy. How it reacts could well determine
the effect of the next economic slowdown on San Diego.
Low mortgage rates, depressed by the drop in the
benchmark Federal Funds rate, have encouraged many
residents to become first-time homebuyers. The Federal
Reserve has lowered the fund rate 250 basis points since
Jan. 1 in an effort to re-ignite the economy.
However, not many affordable single-unit properties are
available since the buying spree in the second half of 2000
and the first half of 2001 took most of those properties off
the market. That four-quarter period was the best seller's
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market in more than a decade,
according to MarketPoint Reality
Advisors, a local real estate
research company.
That leaves potential buyers
looking for relatively cheaper
apartments, condominiums and
townhouses. All of which are in
short supply due to fewer authorized building permits by cities,
potential litigations against <levelopers, remote locations because of
land prices and growth control
measures passed by voters, such
as those in Escondido.
That created an overwhelming
demand for rental properties, even
for San Diego County, and existing
owners were unwilling to sell. The
countywide vacancy rate was less
than 2 percent and the average
monthly · rent was more than
$1,000 during the third quarter,
according to MarketPoint.
With few affordable properties
available, would-be buyers are
staying put. That's not good for
home developers or resellers.
'
Property prices "have been
climbing so rapidly ... there's room
for decline," said Mark Riedy, a

professo of real estate finance at
the Unive sity of San Diego.
Rie y expects a de cline in home
sales of 3 to 7 percent in the first
quarter of 2001, a marginal
decrease.
"But, nonetheless, as opposed
to what you've been used to and
what your pro forma's projected,
it's the opposite direction," he
said. "I could see that happening
even with mortgage rates down."
Yet, another terrorist attack
could quicken the decline.
"I think that would paralyze decision making even more," Riedy
added. "That would hurt the
housing market and that would
push prices down faster. There's just
no doubt in my mind about that:'
Local real estate agents have
already seen a decline in customers.
In a report due out Tuesday on
the prices of luxury homes in San
Diego (the homes averaged $1.39
million in the third quarter,
aCCQfding to San Francisco-based
First' Republic Bank), residential
agents here said they noticed a
drop in interested homebuyers
across the board.

"It has been slowing down since
summer," said Charles Gifford, an
agent with Coldwell Banker in
Rancho Santa Fe. '.'The buyers are
still there, but they're taking their
time and hoping the prices will go
down."
Gifford doesn't believe the
prices will depreciate. In fact, he
expects the housing market to be
as hot as it was a year ago.
After all, San Diego has a
strong, diversified economy and
"we have jobs here," he said.
But in order to keep the jobs,
said Cox, the SANDAG economist, local governments must be
encouraged to build affordable
housing, and technology-related
businesses here must build production facilities in San Diego
County - as Idec Pharmaceuticals Corp. did in· Oceanside - to
promote middle income job
growth.
If that doesn't happen, San
Diego County could become
another Silicon-Valley, he said.
"That would make San Diego
very uncompetitive;' Cox said.
tiin.coffey@sddt.com
Source Code: 20011126tba
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C~er~\aA !{eal &tate Market Helps Local Economy Weather Recession
By TIM COFFEY
Son Diego Doily Transcript

As the nation's economy slides

into recession, by the classical
definition at least, market analysts here don't believe the San
Diego region will be hit as hard as
the rest of the country, or as the
local region was during the last
downturn in the early 1990s.
There are a number of reasons
for this belief, including a diversified economy, an increase in
defense spending here and continued investment in local businesses. They also point to one
important sector, the local commercial real estate market.
"Unlike the late '80s, early '90s,
where we had an oversupply (of
commercial space), we're not
experiencing that now because we
just didn't see the (desire) out
there for speculative real estate,"
said John Ferber, associate direcfor commercial real estate at
Real Estate Institute at the

-

University of San Die o.
The stability of the market, particularly on the supply side, which
is vastly different from a ccade
ago, created a protective ba, ner of
sorts around San Diego. So, while
vacancy rates in other parts of
California climb as high as 30
percent, as in Silicon Valley, real
e·s tate investors, local commercial
brokers and analysts here believe
San Diego is in a better position
than other regions.
"I think that, in a very general
way, San Diego's going to weather
the storm very well;' Ferber said.
However, there are trouble
spots. Demand for commercial
space is expected to decline into
the first half of 2002 as all businesses deal with the aftermath of
Sept. 11 and the slowing economy
in general. There's also concern
about available land in San Diego
County.
From 1990 to 1993, vacancy
rates for San Diego's office space

market averaged 23.7 percent. In
the third quarter of 2001, it was
just 10.7 percent - the highest
rate for any quarter this year,
according to the research department of Burnham Real Estate

Services.
Part of the downward pressure
put on vacancy rates during the
last decade was the absence of
new office construction. It also
helped that demand was strong,
spurred on by the expanding
economy in the last half of the
1990s.
When the technology bubble
burst in 2000, all that changed.
Demand slowed for new space
and subletting increased. As of
the third quarter, there was 1.8
million square feet of available
and occupied sublet space - an
increase of more than 660,000
square feet from the first quarter.
There is now concern that
See Local Economy on 12

Industrial Vacancy By Classification
San Diego County
% Vacant
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The above chart shows annual vacancy levels for different types o
industrial space ·in San Diego since 1994 through the third quarter o
200L Despite the slowing economy since the technology bubble b
in 2000, the local commercial real estate market continues to do well.
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R&D facilities in La Jolla and
Continued From Pap I
demand for office space will Sorrento Mesa also continue to
decline as companies struggle to draw occupants.
Poway's Parkway Business
cope with decreased sales. Even
though most economists believe Centre and Pomerado Business
the nation's economy will rebound Park were leased quickly and
next year, the soft demand for vacancy rates are 7.9 percent
office space here could lower the there, as of the third quarter.
San Diego's life science industry
prices companies can charge per
is one of the strongest sectors in
square foot.
"I believe there will be some the region. So far this year, local
softening" in the beginning of biotech and medical device startnext year, said Stath Karras, the ups received more than $400
chief executive of Burnham Real million in venture funds.
That amount of capital has
Estate Services and a sP-lf-admitdevelopers to build more
driven
commercial
local
the
on
ted bull
lab-oriented projects and that
real estate market.
Still, relatively new lending gives some analysts here a bad
requirements, adopted by banks flashback to the office markets in
and financial institutions after the the early 1990s.
"I'd be worried about overbuildlast downturn, prevent excess
buildings from coming on line. ing," said Alan Gin, an economics
Developers now must pre-lease a professor at USD.
portion of the project, build to , Industrial vacancy rate.s were
suit the tenant, or trade equity for only 9.3 percent in tlil third
quarter, compared to the :verage
financing.
The most improved market, of 17-1 percent in 1990 to 1 93.
Of course, the wild car in all
though, is industrial space highlighted by research and of this is the $100 billi n ecodevelopment centers in Poway. nomic stimulus package cur-

in
debated
being
rently
Washington, D.C. The package is
designed to free up funds for discretionary spending for busfness.
The Bush administration created
the package in the wake of Sept.
11 with the goal of giving companies the leverage to make large
capital expenditures.
Most economists agree the size
of the package could restart the
economy and help local businesses expand.
If that happens, San Diego's
commercial real estate could be
off and running again. Only this
time, the region will be in a better
position than it was the last time
it came out of an economic downturn.
The next question is: Where do
the employees live?

Editor's note: This is Part 1 of a
two-part series on real estate in
San Diego County. Part 2 on residential real estate wj/J appear
tomorrow.
tim.coffey@sddt.com
Source Code: 2001112ltba
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Panel Finds Real Estate
Will Weather Slowdown
able apartment units, a hot investment item in
San Diego' s tight housing market.
While the projects have been more difficult to fund in the past few years, investors
have been calling to see what she has on the
table.
In January, the economy was beginning to
prices were soaring.
The consensus among local commercial real cool off and energy
was the level of activus
d
surprise
"What
estate experts is that San Diego is much better
it didn't drop off and
ents
investm
in
ity
of
n
recessio
the
off in 2001 than it was during
said.
Karras
still hasn't,"
the early 1990s.
Burges noted property investments are
The panel of experts spoke at the recent
heavy in the apartReal
Comme rcial
ment industry.
Estate Trends 2002
"The smart invesConference coordiis simply going to
tor
nated by the Real
the types of
change
Estate Institute at
they're ines
properti
of
the Univer sity
in," he said.
vesting
San Diego.
During the recesMatt Reno, presiyears of the presion
DiegoSan
of
dent
decade, local
vious
based Reno Cons took advaninvestor
Writer
Staff
tracting Inc., said
prices
bargain
of
tage
the 1980s saw unpropcial
commer
on
restrained building,
be some
will
there
d
.
predicte
Burges
erties.
durrates
vacancy
office
high
which lead to
good buying opportunities over the next few
ing the early 90s.
, but not similar to the panic-driven
quarters
in
again
off
take
The economy began to
1990s.
San Diego in 1994 and 1995, but the market bargains found in the early
were
was markedly different, Reno said. Banks
not as quick to provi4e financing for new
projects, particularly for speculative buildings.
Reno is optimis tic about San Diego's
economy riding out a recession, especially
with the area's boomin g technology and
biotech sectors.
However, the amount of new sublease space
in San Diego County is on the rise .. Stath
Karras, president and CEO of San Diegobased Burnham Real Estate Services, said
the county had virtually no sublease space a
year ago, but there is about 2 million square
feet of it available now.
"Some companies went out of business,
some expected to expand, but didn't," Karras
said.
Still, he said there is a big demand for
office space so that sublease space will eventually be filled.
Jeff Burges, chief operating officer of San
Diego-based .Yale Properties USA, whose
company has commercial properties across
the country, said, "From our perspective, San
Diego is weathering well, but it's also a question of whether the wave has hit here yet."
Meanwhile, Gina Champion-Cain, president and CEO of San Diego-based American
National Investments, said investors may
have backed off of other projects recently, but
her business of developing urban mixed-use
projects has not slowed.
"My deals are considered safe," ChampionCain said, because they include more afford-
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SlowillCJ demand
The local commercial real estate market is
starting to show signs of a slowdown, as office
vacancy rates have climbed in most of the
county's largest business corridors.
Third quarter Ynr•end

Place
2001
2000
Downtown S.D.
8.4%
8.2%
Mission Valley
7.9%
5.5%
UTC
14.5%
3.9%
- - - - - · - · - · · · ----·
. ·-·---· -- . ---- ..
Kearny Mesa
9.9%
5.4%
Sorrento Mesa
20.8%
6.2%
- --Del Mar H!_igh_
ts_ _ · 8.8%
3.8%
Carlsbad
21.8%
16.2%
Rancho Bernardo
14.4%
6.7%
Torrey Pines_ _ _ _1.0°_Yo_ _7.6%
~cripps Ranch
~-9!o
5.0%

Overall

10.8%

6.5%

SOURCE: Burnham Real Estate Services
UNION-TRIBUNE

C~,'1]mercial real estate a bright spot
Industry experts
say sector should
weather recession
By Mike Freeman
STAFF WRITER

During the last recession a decade ago, the commercial real
·estate market took such a beating that Matt Reno, president of
San Diego builder Reno Construction, lived by the mantra "try
to survive until '95."
Today, many economists think
the nation is in recession again.

So Reno and the rest of San Diego's commercial real estate industry· have begun calculating
how bad the damage will be this
time around.
Despite warning signs of
weakness in tech-heavy suburban markets, industry experts
say the local commercial real estate market should escape a meltdown like the· one that occurred
in the early '90s.
.
In fact, commercial real estate
in San Diego and the rest of
Southern California is expected
to be one of the few bright spots
in the U.S. real estate market
That was the consensus fore-

cast from Commercial Real Estate Trends 2002, a conference ·
held yesterday at the University
of San Diego and presented by
Burnham eal Estate Services.
'The San Diego commercial
real estate markets are more stable than most major markets in
the U:S.," said Mike Philbin,
managing director of transaction
services for Burnham.
Because overbuilding locally
isn't nearly as bad as it was in the
early '90s - and because the
region's powerhouse technology
companies are concentrated in
r--

u--
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Economist says area's
diversity is a plus

(

biotech and telecommunications rather
than in Internet dot-corns - San Diego
has been somewhat spared from the techled bust that has gripped office markets
in San Francisco; Seattle; Austin, Texas;
and other cities, said Jonathan Miller of
Lend Lease Real Estate Investments, publisher of the nationwide survey Emerging
Trends in Real Estate 2002.
"It remains to be seen how far down we
go and how long this recession lasts,"
Miller added. "But we expect 2002 to be
the nadir for the real estate industry."
While San Diego is holding up overall,
some suburban markets favored by tech
companies have seen climbing vacancy
rates lately.
Sorrento Mesa and Carlsbad have office vacancy rates above 20 percent, according to figures released this week. Del
Mar Heights and University Town Center
also have more empty offices now than
they had nine months ago. One building
in Sorrento Mesa's Sea View development was vacant for so long that it was
jokingly referred to by brokers as the
"See Through" building - a common
industry euphemism for long-empty
structures.
All of which has led some industry
experts to remain cautious in their forecasts for the future.
"From our perspective, San Diego is
weathering the storm," said Jeff Burges,
chief operating officer for Yale Properties
lJSA, a commercial real estate investment-

and management company. 'The question in our minds is whether the wave just
hasn't hit Southern California yet It's an
W1certain time right now."
In the '80s, easy money flowed to developers, who built too many office and
industrial buildings, Burges said. This
time, easy money flowed to technology
entrepreneur s with ill-conceived business
plans.
The problem for commercial real estate owners, he said, is that these entrepreneurs are their tenants.
"I think what we're going to find is the
companies we built (buildings) for may
not be as viable as we would have
thought," Burges said.
But Stath Karras, chief executive of
Burnham, said San Diego tech companies aren't going out of business. The
spike in vacancy rates, he said, is because
many companies leased more space than
they needed in anticipation of expanding.
Now they've put those plans on hold, and
consequently are trying to sublease their
W1used offices to other companies.
Economist Alan Gin of USD said he
expects the current economic slowdown
to last into the second quarter of 2002. He
said local companies that supply national
and international manufacturers, as well
as the regiqn's tourism and retail sectors,
will be hit hard.
Gin added, however, that San Diego
should outperform the nation as a whole
because its economy is much more diversified than it was in the past
"The companies here in San Diego are
smaller, a little bit more nimble and better able to deal with adverse situations,"
he said.
Mike Freem•: (760) 476-8209;
mike.freeman@uniontrib.com
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San Diego Economy
Expected To Fare
Better Than Nation
4\ -4

By THOR KAMBAN BIBERMAN
San Diego Daily Tronscnpt

D
(

national
"spooky"
The
economy continues to slow, but
the consensus is the local
economy will rebound faster
than many areas around the
country.
At this year's University of
San Diego Real Estate Institute
forecast breakfast Thursday,
USD economist Alan Gin said
the event's timing - right after
Halloween - was appropriate,
because the national economic
picture is "pretty spooky."
While it has yet to be made
official, the economy has likely
tipped into a recession. Gin predicted more interest rate cuts
amounting to a 3/4 or full percentage point in the prime
lending rate next year, in an
effort to rescue the foundering
economy.
He said it will take a lot more
than interest rates to get the
economy going again, however.
It will take consumer confidence
- something that hasn't exactly
been in abundance lately.
Gin believes San Diego will
fare relatively well next year. He
said San Diego was in a much
tougher spot when it had 27,000
aerospace workers 10 years ago.

With fewer than 7,000 aerospace
workers today, the local economy
is now much healthier and
better balanced.
San Diego's inability to lure
large corporate headquarters to
the city has actually worked in
its favor because we won't experience the waves of massive
layoffs hitting the nation's
industrial centers, Gin said.
This in turn means there also
won't be huge jumps in unemployment claims in San Diego
next year, and that there should
1.5 percent to 2 percent fewer
claims here per capita than the
rest of the country.
San Diego may be faring
better than areas like Detroit
and the Silicon Valley, but J eff
Burgess of Yale Properties
USA said there is still a lot of
empty space in commercial
buildings these days, much of
the sublease variety.
"We look at a lot of buildings.
The rents are great, but coming
around the corner, we see
20,000-square-foot floor plates
and no bodies," said Burgess.
Stath Karras, Burnham Real
Estate Services' chief executive officer, said while about 1.8
million square feet of sublease
office space has been added to
the county in the past year,
there is "good strong demand "
that will absorb this space even tually.

Karras said even if the
demand isn't there today, it will
be there tomorrow. He used the
example of the Plaza at La Jolla
Village project, developed by
Harry Summers and the late
Ernest Hahn in the 1980s. When
financier Sam Zell bought the
complex in the middle of a recession in the early 1990s, people
asked him why. Karras notes
that Zell bet correct)y that the
market would improve by the
middle of the decade, and filled
those buildings. "People thought
he was crazy, but there's one
thing about recessions - you
come out of them," Karras said.
Gin said his best guess for
when the national economy
should start to rebound is the
second half of next year. San
Diego will continue to add jobs,
he said, but at a much slower
rate. Next year, about 25 ,000
jobs are expected to be added in
the county, compared to the estimated 40,000 anticipated this
year.
While there will be job growth
in some sectors, he indicated
tourism has been and will continue to be hard hit for a while .
Tourism isn't alone. People
counting on the capital markets
to expand their business or start
a new one are finding that the
funds just aren't there. At the
request of moderator William
Tuchscher, Burgess described
the capital markets in two
words: "total uncertainty."
"Any business that is dependent on capital is having problems," Burgess said.
But like Karras, Burgess said
markets will always improve if
you are willing, and able, to wait.
biberman@sddt.com
Source Code: 20011102tdi
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California Candidates Will Qualify for License Reciprocity
New CPA Law Changes Educational Requirements
BY TOM DALTON
Special to the Business Journal
Earlier this month Gov. Gray Davis
signed legislation that will dramatically
change the licensing requirements for certified public accountants. The good news
from the twin bills (AB 585 and SB 133) is
that the new law and regulations will make
it much easier for candidates who pass the
California CPA exam to become licensed
in other states.
In effect, California CP As will be able to
qualify for _license reciprocity in almost
any state in the nation.
The new rules, however, have serious
implications for accounting students and
professionals in several ways including
education requirements, examination elections and qualifying experience.
Under the new rules that take effect Jan. l,
• there will be two pathways for CPA certification. Both paths require a candidate to complete a bachelor's degree (including 24 semester units of accounting related courses
and 24 semester units of business-related
courses) before sitting for the CPA examination.
As one might expect, accounting courses
include accounting, auditing, financial statement analysis, external or internal reporting
and tax. Business-related courses include
subjects such as management, economics,
finance, marketing, and business communications.
Although ~o minimum or maximum •se~

mester units are required in any of these
sub-areas, the law was designed to encourage a broad base of accounting and business subjects. As such, California Board of
Accountancy staff have indicated they will
monitor applicants' courses for signs that
candidates are "loading up" in one subject
area to the exclusion of others and w41
report any perceived abuses to the Board.
Qualifications for taking the CPA examination are the same for both pathways.
However the remaining requirements for
certification differ in at least three ways.
• Certification
Requirements
First, Pathway 1 requires a candidate to
have two years of supervised professional
experience under a licensed CPA. Pathway
2 requires only one year of experience. Second, Pathway 1 requires no additional education for Ii censure beyond the bachelor's
degree (including the accoun.ting and business courses).
By contrast, Pathway 2, which puts a candidate on track for licensing in other states,
requires 150 total semester college-level units
for licensure. A bachelor's degree normally
requires about 124 semester units for completion.
The average student usually has about
135 units by graduation. Thus, many students will need only about another 15
units to quali-fy under Pathway 2.
Some students may decide to earn the
additional units as part of their undergraduate degrees. Others may want to earn the

additional units as part of a master's degree.
Students purs.uing a master's degree would
most likely look to professional sk!ll building programs such as information technology, personal financial planning, real estate
or finance.
Third, Pathway 1 allows candidates to
pass the exam under the current format: A
candidate must sit for at least two of the
four exam sections initially, and once two
parts are passed, can sit for the remaining
sections individually. Pathway 2 follows
the Uniform Accountancy Act format and
requires a candidate to sit for all sections
not passed concurrently.
To receive passing credit for a section,
a candidate must pass at least two sections
and receive at least 50 percent on all
unpassed sections.
Once completed, Pathway 2 creates CPA
license portability to other states because it
is patterned after the UAA, now enacted in
46 states and the District of Columbia. With
enactment in California, only Colorado,
Delaware, New Hampshire and Vermont are
not in conformance with the UAA.
.• License Reciprocity
A Career Advantage
CPA license reciprocity is a career advantage: In fact, it is considered so important by
the California Board of Accountancy that all
CPA candidates will automatically be placed
in Pathway 2 and will need to apply in
writing before switching to Pathway '1.
Candidates also should note that they can
switch from Pathway 2 to Pathway 1, but

cannot switch from Pathway 1 to Pathway 2
without re-taking the entire CPA exam.
Prior CPA licensing rules (the old law)
are still available to candidates who applied, qualified and sat for the November
or previous examinations. However, these
candidates must complete all requirements
for licensure by Dec. 31, 2005, or convert
to either Pathway l or 2.
A major difference between the old law
and the new law concerns audit experience. Under the current rules, candidates
are required to have 500 hours of supervised audit experience to become a CPA
- whether or not they intend to perform
audits after licensing - as well as two
years of general accounting experience.
Under the new law, candidates will no
longer be required to have audit experience to become a CPA. A CPA will need
the 500 hours of supervised audit experience only if he or she wishes to sign audit
or review reports. The impact of this change
is that candidates now will be able to
acquire general, non-auditing accounting
experience to become CPAs (two years
under Pathway 1 and one year under Pathway 2).
The experience need only be from a
licensed CPA, not necessarily an auditor,
and can be accomplished in a public accounting firm, a corporation, a not-forprofit entity, or any other organization.
The 500 hours of auditing experience

CPA: Candidates Now Have More Choice
Contlnu&d from Pag• 2A

is very difficult to obtain for candidates
working in non-public accounting jobs
or in smaller CPA firms. Tales of candidates moonlighting or working for free
to accrue audit hours are not uncommon.
This hurdle has been removed. CPA
candidates now will have more choice
about for whom to work. As such, small
and medium-sized CPA firms and corporate accounting departments will be able
to compete more effectively in hiring

the best and the brightest accounting
graduates.
This is a summary of the major changes
in the law. For more detailed information
on the changes, there are several Web sites
- www.pathwayinfo@ cba.ca.gov or
(www.dca.ca.gov/cba ) - that can be of
assistance .
Dalton, a Ph.D. and CPA, is the associate dean of the School of Business Administration at the University of San Diego.
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Local economy
might be OK,
analyst says
\,\ \ (
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By MTchael Kinsman
STAFF WRITER

1

1

1

I

San Diego County's slowing
economy may be well-situated
for the long term should the
nation find itself in a prolonged
war effort, a local economist
.
~:ti yesterday.
larney Cox, an econorrust
with the
San Diego
INSIDE: Local
economic gauge fell Association
of Governin September. CZ
ments, said
the region's defense, software
and biotechnology businesses
could play an important role in
the rebound of the local econer
my.
"Defense demands mig
create opportunities for
Cox said. "If we need su
lance or information-ga
tools, the (research an

V

SEEEco

SOURCE: San Diego Workforce Partnership

PETE CHENARD/ Union· Tribune

The survey, conducted in
May and June by Godbe ReCONTINUED fROM PAGE Cl l,"""""
- search & Anaij'sis of Carlsbad,
found that employers were prepared to add about 41,000 new
jobs over the next year.
Terri Bergman, the partnership's research director, cautioned that the terrorist actions
Sept 11 have already deof
opment) for that is already
railed some of those hiring
done here."
plans.
He also said San Diego bier
Indeed, Manpower Inc., the
tech companies might play a
nation's largest staffing comparole in the development of techny, reported Monday that fewer
nologies to help fight bioterrorSan Diego County employers
ism.
plan to hire people in the first
"In the long run, the San Diethree months of 2002 than they
go area is well-positioned to
did at the beginning of this year
take advantage of things like
due to the slowing economy
that," he said.
and fallout from the terror atCox made his remarks at the
tacks.
U~ity of San Dieg2, where
Manpower said 29 percent of
e San Diego Workforce Partemployers expect to add jobs
nership released its Indu~try
during the first quarter of next
Cluster Survey documenting
year, compared with 46 pe_r~ent
the outlook for the fastest-growwho planned to add positions
ing sectors of the regional
three months ago and 71 pereconomy.
cent who foresaw making more
The survey, taken of 1,885
hires a year ago.
employers representing slight· Despite recent events, ~ergly less than one-third of the
man said the survey findings
region's work force, centered
are important because they
on 10 industry clusters that the
track the long-term direction of
partnership believes drive the
the economy and identify skills
local economy and provide the
best prospects for job and wage
growth in the years ahead.
Those clusters are: biomedical, biotech and pharmaceuticals, business services, communications , computer and
electronics manufacturing, defense and transportation manu-,
facturing, entertainme nt and
amusement, medical services,
software and computer services
and visitor services.

► ECONOMY

t

~

Survey: Fewer ·
employers plan
to hire in 2002

gaps between what employers
need and what the local work
force has to offer.
The survey revealed that
workers lacked interpersonal
and oral communication skills
in 25 percent of the occupations
studied. Executives in the medical services cluster reported
the greatest skills deficit, saying they had trouble finding
qualified workers in one-third
of those occupations.
The survey also found that
9.4 percent of the companies
surveyed had at some point
hired foreign workers under
the federal government's H- lB
visa program.
Godbe senior ·research analyst Joshua Wtlliams said 1,594
people have been hired under
the H- lB program over the past
year. That's less than one in
every 200 workers employed
by the businesses surveyed.
MlchNI Kinsman: (619) 293-1370;

michael.kinsman@uniontrib.com
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ec
onomic i dex falls again
\-\ \'S
By Thomas Kupper
STAF"F WRITER

152

A San Diego index of leading
150
economic indicators fell in September for the eighth month in
148
a row, suggest ing that the local
146
econom y will continue to slow
down in coming months.
136.6
144
The index, released yester•O.S'MI
local Index of leading economic
day from the Universi of San
142
I dicators from the University of
Diego showed that o
g
Sa11 Diego turned downward in
penmts continued to soften,
140
the summer of 2000 and has
while initial unemp loymen t
ste dily deteriorated since then.
138
Se ember was the eighth
claims rose. However, there
con~cutive negative month.
were two positive signs, as
136
companies took out more helpwanted ads and consum er con134
fidence strengt hened.
S0ND JfMA MJJA S0ND J fMAM JJAS
USD busines s profess or Al1999
2000
2001
an Gin, who compiles the inSOURCE:
University
of
San Diego
dex, said he thinks weakne ss in
UNION-TRIBUNE
the local and national economies will continue into 2002. He of that index were positive, in
Thus far, San Diego's econosaid the local unempl oyment . part becaus e of the series of my has
held up better than the ·
rate, now 3.5 percent, is likely interes t rate cuts the Federal rest
of the country amid the
to hit 4 percent in the first half Reserve has implemented this econom
ic slowdo wn. While
of 2002.
year.
U.S. unemployment jumped to
Two other compon ents of
But some analysts said not to 5.4 percent in Octobe r from 4.9
Gin's index, local stock prices read too much into the one- percen
t
and national economic indica- month improvement, becaus e Diego a month earlier, San
County
's rate inched up
tors, also were negative in Sep- it may take more than low inter- to
3.5 percent from 3.4 percen t
tember .
est rates to jump-start the econGin said he expects both the
However, there were also omy.
national and local econom ies to
signs yesterd ay that the nation"Zero-point-zero percent fi- pick up in the second half of
al outlook could start to bright- nancing and low mortga ges are 2002,
with San Diego County
en. The Conference Board said great for people who have returnin
g to "robust growth."
its Octobe r national index of jobs," said Michael Swanson,
leading econom ic indicat ors chief econom ist at Wells Fargo
rose 0.3 percent, the first in- & Co. "But if you don't have The Associated Press contributed to
this report.
crease since July.
one, no one is going to lend you Thomas
Kupper: (619) 293·1037;
Seven of the 10 compon ents money anyway."
thom.kupper@unlontrib.com
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Local Economic Indi cato rs Down
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Mon
tive
secu
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By TIM COFFEY

San Diego Daily Transcript

(

San Diego's index of economic
indicators in September fell for
the eighth consecutive month, led
by a drop in local stock prices and
a rise in unemployment claims.
The index has not improved
month-over -month since it
topped 151 points in June 2000. It
ended September at 136.6 points.
However, the rate of negative
growth in the index has decreased
sequentially since April - a sign
that better times could be near.
"The outlook for the local
economy mirrors that of the
national economy, with weakness
likely for the rest of 2001 and into

the first half of 2002," said Alan
Gin, the University of San Die o
economics professor who calculates the local indicators. "Look
for a recovery in the national
economy and a return to robust
growth in the local economy in
the second half of 2002."
Fewer authorized local building
permits and the negative outlook
on the national economy put
downward pressure on the indicators in September. Yet, consumer
confidence surged again and
advertising
help-wanted
increased to lessen the effects of
the four slumping indicators.
There are several indications
that the local economy will not

feel the burden of a continued
e~onomic downturn and could
rebound ahead of the nation and
California.
First, authorized building
permits through September are
only 1.5 percent below last year's
mark, indicating that if the pace
holds, total housing units
approved for construction will top
15,000 for the third year in a row.
Construction is currently one of
San Diego's strongest industries.
Second, the continued surge in
consumer confidence into positive
territory could derail thoughts of
a prolonged economic malaise
See Economic Indicators on BA

-

Economic Indic ators
Continued From h&e IA
here. Consumer confidence grew
more than 1.1 percent the past two
months after declining 1.19
percent in July.
..Wlrile Gin expects the national
eco·nomy to rebound in 2002, he
said local unemploym ent rates

will top 4 percent before then - a
higher than normal rate for San
Diego County, but well within
acceptable limits for economists.
For September, local stock
prices · dropped · 1.77 percenti
unemployment claims decreased
1.49 percent, and the outlook on

the national economy and the
number of issued building
permits declined less than one
percent. Consumer confidence
showed a surprising leap of 1.55
percent and help wanted advertisingin'creased 0.33 percent.
Source Code: 20011120tbc
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SD School of Business Hosts Open Bouse
The University of San Diego School of
Business Administration will host an open
house, Nov. 14 at 6 p.m. The information
session will offer prospective students a
chance to meet professors, administration
and familiarize themselves with the
school ' s degree programs.
USD offers several specialized master's
degrees including an international MBA
and a master's of science in E-commerce.

---

More than 400 students are currently
enrolled in Business Administration
graduate programs.
For more information or to RSVP for the
event, call (619) 260-4840 or visit the
http://
at
site
Web
school's
usdbsuiness.sandiego.edu.
The University of San Diego is an independent Catholic institution and currently
enrolls more than 7,000 students.
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Master of Science_in Executive Leadership
Developing high potential leaders for high performing organizations
Bill Fantus

Shelley Miller

Christa Lipp

Marilyn Wiedemann

WD-40 Company

Discover Pacific Beach

Garden Fresh Restaurant Corp.

Scripps Hospital

Frank Marshall

Stephanie Casenza

Julie Christian

John Kontopuls

SDA Security Systems

Alliance Healthcare

Pine Creek Foundation

Elite Show Services Inc.

Steve Holland

Mark Vilicich

Amy Cunningham

Mark Forsyth

CB Richard Ellis

Convera

Agouron Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

The Ken Blanchard Companies

John Weiss

Ed Hiner

Jeff Snyder

Melanie Tallon

Sun Microsystems

US Navy

US Navy

T.B. Penick & Sons, Inc.

Greg Benson

Vira Joya

Joe Cunningham

Edward Rodriguez

Media DNA

Dataskill

Physical Rehabilitation Network

Naval Medical Center, San Diego

Judd Sills

Denise De Chaine

Trestand Conrique

Southern California Edison

Priority Pharmacy

Rancho Santa Fe Technology Inc.

Deb Lehman

Karl Bimshas

Jeff Wiemann

US Postal Service

Xerox Corp.

Network Insight, LLC

Martin Calvo

Mark Manning

Mark Rutledge

Hawker Energy Systems

The Ken Blanchard Companies

Directed Electronics, Inc.

~ University Qf &n Diego
http:/ /business. acu sd. ed u/msel
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University of San Diego
SCHOOL OF IUSINlSS ADMINISTRATION

Jo1N Us FoR AN
INFORMATION SESSION!
A graduate business degree
from the University of San
Diego will give you the skills
needed to succeed in today's
business environment. USD
graduate business programs
are AACSB accredited, and
feature small classes,
doctorally qualified faculty,
and evening courses.
•
•
•
•

MBA
International MBA
MS in Electronic Commerce
Joint Degrees

Information session at
6:00 pm on Wednesday,
November 14, 2001.
Call 619-260-4840 to RSVP.
Visit our Web site at
http ://usdbusiness.sandiego.edu
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Hazelton

HIRINGS/PROMOTIONS
Pennst ar Bank: Seven have been
appointed area sales managers and
assistant vice presidents.
• Kimberly Hazelton joins Pennstar
Bank with 14 years prior banking
experience. She will oversee eight
branches in Wayne and Lackawanna
regions.
She was a branch manager for
another financial instituti on in New
York state. A Mosco, :residen t, she
is a graduate Qi SaO:Uiego.
University,...where she earned a
-bachelor's degree in business
administration.
·• Robert Hazelton, with nine years
banking management experience,
previously served as branch manager for another financial instituti on
in the Binghamton area.
He earned an associate's degree
in general education with an
emphasis in business adminis tration
from Green Mountain College in
Vermont. He also earned an associate's degree in electronic engineering while serving with the U.S. Navy.
He will oversee eight offices in the
Pike and Monroe regions. He also is

Koczwara

Major

Swartz

Vasoya

Welch

a Moscow resident.
Community College, where he
al financial instituti on.
• Raymond J. Ceccotti has 11 years
earned associate's degrees in liberal
He earned a bachelor's degree in
experience as a branch manager
arts and accounting.
busines
s adminis tration from Wilkes
and most recently worked as a comIn addition, he is a Central Atlantic
Univers
ity and an accounting
mercial loan officer at the former
Advanced School of Banking and
degree from Lackawanna Junior
Pioneer American Bank.
the New York State Bankers
Colleg~. A Scranton resident, he will
Ceccotti is a graduate of
Association Consumer Credit
oversee seven branches in the
Marywood University, where he
School.
Scranton, Taylor and Abington
earned a bachelor's degree in busiWelch will be responsible for
ness administration. He will oversee
areas.
overseeing three branches in
six offices in Lackawanna County's
Susquehanna County, including the
Valley Region, including Dickson
Pulmon ary Physicians of
New Milford, Lenox and
City, Mayfield, Archbald, Eynon and
Wyoming Valley: Dr. Arnita Vasoya,
Susquehanna branches. He resides
two offices in Carbondale. He is an
in Brackney.
a 'board-certified pulmonologist, has
Eynon resident.
• Allyson Swartz joins the bank after joined the Wilkes-Barre practice of
• Stephen W. Major has 14 years
working in branch management and
Dr. Henry F. Smith Jr. and Dr. Dinesh
banking experience and previously
as a senior financial specialist at
Talati.
·
worked at a financial instituti on in
two of Luzerne County's larger
Vasoya recently completed a fel.Susquehanna County. ✓
·
financial instituti ons over the past
lowship in sleep medicine.
He is a graduate of Mansfield
nine years.
She
earned a bachelor's degree in
University, the lnte'Jl'lediate School
She_l a graduate of
economics through Rutgers
of Banking at Dickinson College and
Susquehanna University, where she
University. She earned a Doctor of
the Advanced School of Banking at
earned a bachelor's degree in busiBucknell University.
Osteoph
athy degree and trained in
ness adminis tration and Wilkes
He will be responsible for overinternal medicine, pulmon ary mediUniversity, where she earned a
seeing three branches in the·
cine, critical-care medicine and
Master of Business Administration.
Susquehanna region, including
sleep
medicine at the University of
She holds Series 6, 63, life and
Montrose, Great Bend and
Medicine.and Dentistr y of New
health insurance and annuities
Choconut. He resides in Montrose.
Jersey. As a fellow, she was award' licenses. A Shavertown resident,
• Robert J. Welch continues a 24ed the Chief's Award for Pulmonary
she will oversee four branc~es in
year banking career with Penristar
Luzerne County.
and Internal Medicine in June 2000.
bank as a result of the Sovereign
• John Koczwara has more than 15
She will practice pulmon ary and
acquisition in November 2000.
years experience, most recently as
criticalcare medicine with a special
He is a graduate of Broome
sector manager for another regionfocus on sleep disorders.
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United Neighborhood Centers
of Lackawanna County has announced two promotions.
Anne G. Graney, Clarks
Summit, has been promoted to
controller.
For the past two years, she
had served as the fiscal assistant
in the UNC controller's office.
Ms. Graney served in administrative posts and as business
manager for Constellation Operating Services in Archbald from
1988 to 1997. When the plant
closed, she continued with COS
as a consultant.
From 1981 to 1988, Ms. Graney
was an administrative assistant
at Lackawanna College.
She is a cum laude graduate of
Lackawanna College with a degree in accounting and computer
information systems.
Tricia A. Menichini, Dupont,
has been named fiscal assistant:
Ms. Menichini is a graduate of
the University of Scranton with a
degree in accounting.
She has worked as controller
and office manager at Premier
Transfer Corp, Pittston, and as
controller and office manager at
Five Star Transportation, Inc.,
Pittston. She also served as a
staff accountant with a local accounting firm.
Pennstar Bank has announced
the appointments of area sales
managers/assistant vice presidents.
Kimberly Hazelton, Moscow,
joins Pennstar Bank with 14
years of banking experience. She
will oversee eight branches in
the Wayne and Lackawanna
counties region.
Prior to joining Pennstar, she
managed a branch for another financial institution in New York.
She is a graduate of San Diego
University where she received a
bachelor's degree in business administration. She is a member of
the board of directors of the
Southern Wayne Chamber of
Commerce.
Robert Hazelton, Moscow,
has nine years of banking management experience. He had been
branch manager for another financial institution in the Binghamton, N.Y., area.
Mr. Hazelton has an associate's degree in general education
with an emphasis in business administration from Green Mountain College in Vermont. He received an associate's degree in
electronic engineering with the

K. HAZLETON

R. HAZLETON

U.S. Navy.

Mr. Hazelton will oversee
eight offices in Pike and Monroe
counties region. He is a member
of the North Pocono Rotary Club.
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The se stud ents at Nat ivit y Pre p Aca
dem y take par t in special ly des igne d edu cati on pro gra
ms suc h as rati ona l
pro blem solv ing and crit ical thin king
.

Close-Up:

A New School's
Formula For Success
Nativity Prep Academy
Targets Low-Income,
At-Risk Students
By MICHELLE CADWELL
BLACKSTON

San Diego Doily Transcript

David Rivera spen t · a year
studying San Diego schools. From
Census data, he color-coordinated
a map of neighLogan Heights borh oods with
poor -per form ing stud ents and families living
below the poverty level to find the
area most challenged.
He soug ht to open a school that

I

would focus on small class size,
intensive academic programs and
college prep educ ation . Rivera
also wan ted the school to be
Catholic and no-cost to the families.
Nativity Prep Academy opened
in Sept emb er in Logan Heights
with 24 low-income, at-risk children in grad e five. The school will
eventually expand to include all
middle school grad s and high
school.
It took a trem endo us amo unt of
legwork on beha lf of Rivera and
others to open the -sch( 1 hire
See Formula For Success on 2A
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Nativit
Academy

(

and train teachers, and enroll students. Through the University of_
San Diego, where Rivera received
his undergraduate degree, and
AmeriCorps, the school landed 10
• lwo 15-pass nger vans,
volunteer teachers for two years.
travel sponsor r driver.
USD is giving the teachers, most
• l\ood/meal sp nsorship of
of whom are recent college gradu$250 a week 6 r 24 students
ates, free enrollment in the
and $400 a month for 10
master's degree program in the
teachers.
education department as well as
• Classroom tutors and aides.
credentials to teach in California.
• Grant writers.
They also teach at neighboring
• Community speaking engageLogan Elementary and St. Jude's
ments.
Acad~my part of the time to learn
• Health service, counseling
•
to identify at-risk children.
and parenting class assisRivera, a graduate 'of Notre
tance.
Dame Law School, is Nativity
For more information, conPrep's fund-raising coordinator
Nativity Prep Academy at
tact
and said it's challenging just
COLLEGE.
(619)
getting in the potential donor's
door.
Robert
"The idea sells itself," Rivera approach · including
said. "Getting in front of donors Hoehn of Hoehn Motors, who
after 9/11 is very difficult. All of donated $60,000 to the cause.
The curriculum involves teachthe investing is going back east."
The Nativity model originated in ing b.fsic social skills such as
New York City from Jesuit priests telling the truth, following instrucwho sought to end the cycle of tions, controlling anger and disurban crime, · drugs and poverty agreeing politely. It also instills
during the 1950s. The year-round rational problem solving and critischools maintain 12-hour days cal thinking. In addition, the stufrom 7 a.m. to 7 p.m., small classes, dents are fed three meals a day.
daily tutoring, prevention pro- . "They're really good kids and
grams and classes on Saturdays. have a genuine interest in being
Nativity schools around the successful;' Bennett said.
He also said it's important for
country send 90 percent of their
the teachers to interact with the
students to college.
To get his idea off the ground, families and community memBrian bers who become the voice of the
approached
Rivera
Bennett, who worked on the state school. As part of the AmeriCorps
school voucher initiative and program, all 10 of the volunteer
opened schools in underserved teachers live a block from the
areas throughout California. school in a rehabilitated house for
Bennett previously was a school free.
principal as well as an attorney.
Before the school opened, the
Bennett and Rivera recruited -teachers canvassed the neighborBob Heveron to be principal and hood for three weeks to talk to
other community leaders to families about the program and
support the novel educational enroll students. The school has

rolling admissions and accepts
new students on a need basis.
Most of the families in the area
are Hispanic, Rivera said, and
have yearly incomes of about
$20,000. The transient nature of
the community makes it difficult
for traditional public schools to
keep track of the students, he
said. With only 24 children,
Rivera knows the students' families, where they live and their
financial situation.
Principal Heveron said the students are typically at least two
years below their grade level on
tests and at the 20th percentile in
both reading and math. They plan
to test the students to see their
progress each year and assess
what programs are successful.
The San Diego Literacy Council
donates books and reading materials to the schools. San Diegobased company Sandicast gave
$75,000 before the school was
open. The school collaborates
with other nonprofit organizations including local parishes,
Girls & Boys Town for at-risk
training, Family Health Centers
for on-campus health care and
Big Brothers and Big Sisters
mentor programs.
The school now needs to raise
money to sustain programs,
Rivera said, and keep the vision
moving forward.
"Child poverty in San Diego has
doubled in the last 20 years,"
Rivera said, adding that he surrounds himself with experi enced
and talented people who are as
dedicated as he is to helping chil·
dren succeed.
"There will always be yo ung
people with needs," Heveron said.
"We're providing an option to
people who do not have options."
michelle.blackston@sddt.com
Source Code: 20011031tbb
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Kasun graduated from basic military training at Lackland Air
Force Base, San Antonio .
Kasun is the daughter of Frank
Kasun of the North Side and a 2001
graduate of Shaler Area High
School.

Allison Park

Ross

► Navy Ensign Thomas R.
Lovett of Allison Park participated in the Navy's Bluejacket Hometown Area Recruiting Program
while assigned with Fleet Aviation
Specialized Operational Training
Group, Pacific Detachment, Naval
Air Station Whidbey Island, Oak
Harbor, Wash.
Lovett was chosen based on
motivation, a commanding officer's endorsement and meeting
physical fitness standards.
Lovett is the son of Mary S.
Lovett of Allison Park. He is a 1988
graduate of Hampton High School
and a 1994 graduate of Indiana University.

► Marine Corps Reserve Lance
Cpl. Peter J. Goode was promoted
to his current rank while serving
with the Weapons Company, 3rd
Battalion, 25th Marines, 4th
Marine Division, Moundsville,
W.Va.
Goode is the son of Julia M.
Ceschini of Wilkinsburg and
David B. Goode of Ross and si 1999
graduate of North Hills High
School.

Edgeworth
► Navy Petty Officer 3rd Class
Tomaura D. Tolivei; of Edgeworth participated in the commissioning of the amphibious assault
ship USS Iwo Jima, based in Norfolk , Va.
Amphibious assault ships support amphibious operations by
using specially designed hovercraft that travel above land and sea
surfaces to deliver vehicles and
equipment.
Toliver is the daughter of
Pamela D. and David G. Toliver
of Edgeworth. She is a 1993 graduate of Quaker Valley High
School.

Leetsdale
► Department of the Army
Civilian Dr. Dennis K. McCormack graduated from the Sustaining Base Leadership and Management program at the Army Management Staff College, Fort
Belvoir, Fairfax, Va.
McCormack is a supervisory
clinical psychologist at Winn
Army Community Hospital, Fort
Stewart, Ga.
He is the son of Margaret McCormack of Leetsdale.
McCormack graduated in 1956
from Leetsdale High School and
received a doctorate in 1974 from
the University of San Diego.

Shaler
► Navy Lt. j.g. Gary J. Manfredo was on a six-month deployment
to the Mediterranean Sea and Arabian Gulf, assigned to the aircraft
carrier USS Enterprise, based in
Norfolk, Va.
Manfredo is the son of Olga C.
and August J. Manfredo of Shaler
and a 1975 graduate of Shaler Area
High School. He joined the Navy in
1980.

Valencla
► Marine Corps Pfc. Christopher T. Sills completed basic
training at Marine Corps Recruit
Depot, Parris Island, S.C.
Sills is the son of Carolyn A. and
Harry A. Sills of Valencia and a
2000 graduate of Pine-Richland
High School.

Wexford
► Navy Chief Petty Officer
Christopher P. Cornelius of Wexford reported for duty aboard the
fleet ballistic missile submarine
USS Maine, based in Kings Bay,
Ga.
Cornelius is a 1986 graduate of
North Allegheny High School.

To have an announcement published, send information to Trib
North, 535 Keystone Drive, Warrendale, PA 15086;/ax to (724) 779-7151;
or e-mail tribnorth@tribweb.com.

North Side
► Air Force Airman Maggie L.

/\.
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vote-getters
will be

elected.

Charlie Boyle, Incumbent
►

►
►
►
►
►

Address: 162 Sand Dollar Drive
Age:72
Family: Married
Education: Bachelor of Architectural Engineering at Clemson University
Political Experience: Commissioner for past two terms
Community ExperiMce: Chairman of Holden Beach Sewer Committee; former member of Holden Beach
Board of Adjustments; former chairman of the Holden Beach Beach Rencuishment convnittee

Geor1la R. Lan1ley•
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The top five

►
►
►
►

Address:107 Conch St
Age:63
Family: Married

Education: Accounting diploma from Carolina College of Commerce; studied two years of business at Nash

Community College and two years of education at Wesleyan College; received a mooicipal clert certification
, from Syracuse University and a nursing diploma from the Medical University of South Carolina
; former member of the Holden
► Political Experience: Former town commissioner (1987-1989 and 1997-1999)
s
Adjustment
of
Beach Board
on Club.
► Community Involvement: Former vice president of the Holden Beach Beautificati

Sandra Miller
►

►
►
►
►
►

Address: 988 Ocean Blvd. West
Age:63
Family: Widow
Education: Attended Duke University; BA in education from High Point University
Political experience: Vice chairman of the Holden Beach Board of Adjustments
Community involYement; Member of Holden Beach Chapel steering committee; executive secretary, Holden
Beach Property Owners Association

Jack K. Smith
►

►
►
►
►
►

Address: 124 Frigate Drive
Age:65
Family: Married
Education: Studied business at Wake Community College
Political experie11ce: Chainnan of the Holden Beach Planning and Zoning Board
Community ilvolvement: Member of the master gardener's program

Tim Timmermann
►

Address: 183 Swordfish Drive

►

Age:65

<

► Family: Married
► Education: Master's in counseling ps chol
- - - - - - ~► Political Experience: None
Holden Beach
the
of
director
committee;
med~tion
sewer
the
of
Member
nt:
► Community Involveme
Renourishment Association and member of the Holden Beach Evacuation Committee
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What should the town
do to resolve sand
woes?
''We are doing what we
ought to do. We have the
Cape Fear project but
our main focus should be
on the 50-year-plan and
put some money aside for
that."

"The major issue to me is
money. Taxes should not
be increased, but as the
county re-evaluates
property and new homes
are built, the tax base is
going to go up. We need
to have more frugal
spending and spending
priorities."
"I think we are making
progress. It's up to all of
us to pay for sand, the
largest portion should be
paid by oceanfront
property owners."

"It's a long-term and
expensive project, and
what we need as a
community is to commit
to funding on a regular
basis."

wanttosee,
lllppU'ta

raaidents
tbeirOl)IJllioJII

"The major issue is the
renourishmentprocess
and saving the strand to
protect the economic
basis."

"We

planthat
ft.eyears.Wi
capital

determine

going to ftmd
has to be done
eollaboratiw
weneed tobe

about it."
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Leading Lawyers
Law School Dean Builds USD's Reput ation
While Teaching Future Leaders
By DAVID HICKS

The power of the school's reputation - its "brand" - is portable
The young law school dean at
throughout the country and the
the University of San Diego is not
world, Rodriguez said. That is
shy.
something he wants to help
He's quick to talk about the
nurture at.USO.
strengths of the institution. He's
Rodriguez, 39, graduated from
eager to try new programs to
Harvard in 1987. He clerked for a
make USD as relevant as possible
federal judge for a year before
to the real-world practice of law.
joining the faculty of Boalt Hall
And he's not the least bit relucat the University of California,
tant about asking for money to
Berkeley. After 10 happy years
support the cause.
teaching law students there, the
After all, Dean Daniel
leadership at USD convinced
Rodriguez is totally convinced
him to take the position he holds
that every segment of the comnow.
munity will benefit ifhe can con"For me, profeasionally, this
Daniel Rodriguez
tinue to build USD's reputation
was a quite unique opportunity. It
as a top-notch academic instituwas unique to be the dean of a
tion.
law school at this stage in my
"Folks who say, 'Why should I
Just The Facts
career. But, in particular, it was a
be interested in what's going on
unique and special opportunity to
at the USD School of Law? I'm The Institution: University of
be the dean of this law-school at
not an alum. Maybe I'm not even
San Diego, School of Law
this point in time," he said. "For
a lawyer. I'm a founder of a The Boss: Daniel Rodriguez,
one thing, it struck me that San
biotech firm. Or I work in the
dean
Diego was going through a
medical community. Why should Faculty: 45
tremendous renaissance - in jts
I care about what's going on? Students: 1,000
economy and in tqe legal commuWhy should I be interested in Phone: (619) 260-4527
nity."
what the dean has to say about Web site: www.acusd.e du/usdlaw
Rodriguez divides his job into
it?'" Rodriguez asked in a recent
two basic categories. His "interinterview.
nal duties" include heading up a group of adminis"It's because they're all interconnected," he trators who handle all the business of the law
answered. "The business community is intercon- school, ranging from admissions to curriculum to
nected with the legal community, which is inter- staffing. He also teaches a course each seme&ter.
connected with the medical community, which is His "external" duties involve reaching out to the
interconnected with the science community. You community and raising money from donors to
cannot have a first-class city without a first-class support the school, which is a private, Catholic uniuniversity ...
versity.
"As I live and breathe, the reputation of the legal
Key to the success of all his efforts - from
and business community - the reputation of San attracting the highest quality students and faculty,
Diego - is affected by the reputation of this law to raising money - is developing the school's repuschool. We can positively affect the way the San tation. And, other than talking about the good
Diego business community is perceived in the things the school does, the best way to do that is
world ~n which it operates."
with wograms that make the university stand out,
Rodriguez, who took over as dean three years he said.
ago, knows about the power of reputation. After
To that end, USD's School of Law is working on
working his way through California State several new endeavors:
University at Long Beach, earning a political
• An entrepreneu rship clinic places law students
science degree in 1984, he moved on to a completely different world - Harvard Law School.
San Diego Doily Transcript
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Continued From P-,,e lA

300 or so students who graduate

under the supervision of a director, who is an attorney. Together,
they help "micro-entrepreneur s"
in the San Diego area - people
starting small businesses who
may have difficulty negotiating
the legal obstacles or understanding government regulations.
• A low-income taxpayers
program, made possible by a
grant from the Internal Revenue
Service, allows the school to give
legal representation to indigent
people involved in disputes with
the IRS.
• The university is bolstering
its programs and faculty expertise
in the area of law and philosophy,
with an eye toward becoming the
premiere institution for that specialty.
• Soon the school will start programs aimed at giving students
more specialized education in the
high-tech and biotech areas of the
law. In recent years, the San Diego
County business and legal comdramatically
have
munities
expanded in both fields.
Hopefully, Rodriguez said, the

from USD law each year will walk
away with a carefully balanced
education. On the one hand, they
will have special tools for the San
Diego community, where many of
them will go on to practice. And
on the other, they'll have a general
expertise and a degree that will
impress people wherever they
may go, he said.
"I would li1 ke to help, as a
faculty member and as dean, our

faculty inculcate in our students a
sense that they can not only be
successful lawyers and do the
things that lawyers do, but take
their rightful role as leaders,"
Rodriguez said. "I want to make
sure that all of our students have
the confidence that they're not
second to anyone. They can be as
successful as any group of young
lawyers in the country."
daivd.hicks@sddt.c om
Source Code: 20011114tbb
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& SURF'S UP - ·1 began surfing as a young kid and continued with that as my major ho~by, • Barton
said Judge Superior Court Judge Jeffrey B. Barton. Barton also runs half marathons to stay mshape.

Judge Keeps Cool, Never Wipes Out
~

tainers but not the nuts and bolts of criminal law Then • wer. to the
I ColSAN DIEGO - Superior Court Judge lege in Berkeley, op ated by the CaliforJeffrey B. Barton can ride a surfboard ex- nia Center for Judicial Education, for two
pertly through the dangerous stonn break more weeks of cramming.
"I signed up for every criminal-law class
offWindansea Beach, a place where beginI could," Barton said.
ners regularly wipe out
Even so, Barton, 46, knew that, despite
But that's child's play compared to what
he confronted as a new judge with exactly his 20 years in civil law, he remained a beginner in criminal law, depending for guidzero experience in criminal law.
After a career in civil litigation, Barton ance on seasoned lawyers who could take
was afraid of wiping out as a criminal court advantage of him.
"One of the concerns that I had was,
judge.
·
Before he took the bench in April, Bar- Gee, are the lawyers going to misstate the
ton went through San Diego County's law?~ he said.
three-week orientation program for new
He quickly realized that the lawyers,
judges, where he learned about handling both prosecutors and defense attorneys,
~ See PROFILE, page 6
small claims, traffic court and unlawful deBYCLAUDEWALBERT

Sn:cm ro THE SAN DIEr.o ,...o

'/ICE

Profile
Continued from page 1
make up a small but cohesive part of the legal
community and that "they have a great deal
of integrity."
He learned about criminal law from them,
but sometimes, out of caution, he halts courtroom proceedings so that he can research a
point of law, he said.
And as Barton begins the steep climb t~
ward more complex criminal cases, he remains on a crash course outside the courtroom to extend his knowledge.
"It requires an enormous investment of
time and effort," Barton said.
The effort seems to be paying off. Two
deputy district attorneys who have appeared
before Barton say he's doing a good job.
"He's fair, professional, intelligent, a pleasure to work with," said Harrison Kennedy, a
deputy district attorney who has prosecuted
misdemeanor charges of child endangennent
and driving under the influence before Barton.
"He took the time to look up what he had
to," without delaying the trials, Kennedy said.
Deputy District Attorney Clayton Biddle
said he has been before Barton for several
preliminary hearings, most recently in cases
involving carjacking and felony driving under
the influence.
"The experience rve had with him is favorable," Biddle said. "He's very patient and fair
to both sides."
San Diego Deputy City Attorney Mark
Beesley prosecuted the first criminal trial
Barton handled. The trial was in San Diego
shortly after Barton's appointment to the
bench. It was a misdemeanor driving under
the influence case.
"I thought he did a good job," Beesley said.
"The attorneys presented their case, and he
made his decision."
Later, Barton was transferred to the North
County courts in Vista. In the middle of Oc~
ber, Beesley went to Vista to argue a motion
in a case that had started when Barton was in
San Diego.
"Certainly he was up on the standard for a
new trial," Beesley said.
Barton's schedule is a mixture of civil and
criminal matters. Three and a half days per

44

~eek, he does civil and criminal trials.
On Thursday afternoons, the judge presides over people who are making use of the
law voters approved last November, Proposition 36, to seek treatment for their drug problems instead of going to jail. Their guilty
pleas are entered before another judge, who
assigns them to Barton for a review after 45
days. Defendants return to Barton if they fail
to follow their treatment plans.
"So many people are opting into Proposition 36 that I soon may need another half
day," Barton said.
On Fridays, Barton devotes himself to civil
settlements, scheduling four each day.
Before bei~ appointed a judge, Barton
served as a p tern settlement officer. But
for a full-time dge, things are different, he
said.
"You have more control over the parties,"
the judge said. "You can order them back.
You can order more things to facilitate a settlement"
Barton enjo s moving parties toward settlement
Richard S. yan Dyke, a Carlsbad lawyer,
( "ad taken two dozen depositions and was set
go to trial against an insurance company in
\
a case involving claims of bad-faith practices
after the theft of an insured jewelry collection.
Then he and the insurance company's
lawyer appeared before Barton. They arrived
at 9 am. and left at 3:30 p.m. -with a settlement
"He was instrumental in getting it done,"
Van Dyke said.
The lawyer said he had appeared before
many judges in attempts to reach settlements, but none of them put such time and
effort into reaching one as Barton did.
Barton's determination to excel as a judge
wouldn't surprise anyone who knows him.
Born Jan. 25, 1955, in Evanston, Ill., Barton
became a California kid at the age of 6
months. He grew up in La Jolla, attending the
public schools there. His father was a government building projects manager and his
mother a community college teacher of Western civilization and the history of Western religions.
"I lived in a house where politics were always debated and were of strong interest,"
Barton recalled, so it seemed natural for him
to major in political science when he went to

-

the University of California, San Diego.
His maternal grandfather, Paul Angell, was
a lawyer who practiced in Chicago during the
Depression years. Angell had retired from
law and moved to La Jolla when Barton was a
boy, but he remained active in business ventures. Barton worked for him during the
summers.
"I knew I was going to be a lawyer when I
was 12 or 13 years old," Barton said. "My
grandfather played a very influential role in
my life."
Barton also worked during college, doing
landscaping and painting houses during the
summers. He received his undergraduate degree with high honors in 1978.
He enrolled at the University of San Diego
School of Law, where he edited the law review,
and he worked summers as a law clerk. In
1981, he received his law degree, and he was
admitted to the California Bar on Dec. 1, 1981.
But Barton's life wasn't all studying and
working. He lived where he could see the
break at Windansea from his backyard.
"I began surfing as a young kid and continued with that as my major hobby," Barton
said.
Author Tom Wolfe wrote a famous account, called "The Pump House Gang," of the
people who hung out at Windansea. Barton
said he was not depicted in Wolfe's essay and
was never a member of that somewhat rowdy
group.
But he is a member of the Wmdansea Surf
Club, which hosts St Vincent de Paul's annual Day at the Beach for homeless kids, many
of whom have never seen the ocean. Barton
always participates in that event, even though
he has drastically reduced his surfing since
becoming a lawyer 20 years ago.
Barton's first job as a lawyer was with
Mclnnis, Fitzgerald, Rees, Sharkey & McIntyre in San Diego, where he had clerked.
There, William G. Bailey became his mentor.
"He was a great teacher and a very good
trial lawyer," Barton said.
After four years with Mclnnis Fitzgerald,
Barton moved in 1985 to The Law Offices of
Douglas R Reynolds. In 1986, that firm and
its half-dozen lawyers joined the San Diego
firm of Jennings, Engstrand & Henrikson,
where Barton remained until 1990.
Then he joined Lewis, D'Amato Brisbois

and Bisgaard, where his practice areas were
medical malpractice, product liability, business litigation and family law. Barton said he
concentrated on defending professional liability cases.
He loved litigation, but he began to feel the
need for new challenges, so he applied for a
judgeship. He is a Democrat, as is the governor, but he doesn't believe that played a great
role in the evaluation process, noting that
Davis "has appointed a very wide range of experienced attorneys."
As a judge, he said, he has much to learn,
so he doesn't spend as much time as he
would like with his wife and three daughters.
But he hopes to have time to continue his

~;;:ib~a:;ties

lefaculty of the

~ ------- _,,}e 1985, also is

active in support of UCSD Hospital's cancer
center and the Heart Association.
He also enjoys physical activities. He runs
and sometimes enters the La Jolla Half
Marathon, but he does so to stay in shape,
not out of love for running, he said.
His wife, a Qualcomm administrator, is the
family's runner. She regularly qualifies for
the Boston Marathon and races in it, he said,
adding, "She can run me into the ground."
On the other hand, she doesn't like the Korean martial art of Soo Bahk Do - similar to
the Japanese art of karate - which Barton
took up in 1994.
"She came once and hated it," he said. He
stuck with it, earning his black belt one week
after he was appointed a judge.
As some other judges in the Vista courts
do, Barton often gets to work by bicycle and
train. He rides to Solana Beach, takes the
Coaster commuter train to Carlsbad, then
rides the bicycle again to Vista
"It's a very challenging way to start the
day," Barton said. "You run in, take a shower
and are at work by 8:15."
Barton said he's enjoying his new place in
the legal world and hasn't had time to miss
the adrenaline rush of being a litigator himself.
"I enjoy the variety of the assignments and
the challenge of it," he said. "I hope to keep
doing it and to keep getting better at it"

Claude Walbert's e-mail address is
c/aude_walbert@dauyjournal.com.
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Stadium Foe Refuses
to Play Ball With City
'--t
u 's

G..-n ~ ~ C
San Diego: Former
subsidies for professional sports
venues.
councilman's relentl~
Voters approved the ballpark by
59% in 1998. But 14 lawsuit slitigation has helped stall eight
involving Henders on-have
efforts to build a new
driven up costs to taxpayers by
tens of millions, according to offihome for the Padres and cials,
and left the project at least
two years behind schedule.
jeoparcliz.ed the project.

\ '$\_\

By TONY PERRY
TIMES STAFF WRITER

SAN DIEGO- Like a baseball
manager arguing nose to nose with
an umpire, much of this city is furious at Bruce Henderson.
If City Hall, the Chamber of
Commerce and the local newspaper
could spit tobacco juice, the shoes
of the former city councilman
turned serial litigator would be coverect in glop.
At issue is Henderson's relentless opposition to the voter-approved plan to build a ballpark for
the San Diego Padres as the centerpiece of the largest downtown redevelopment project in city history.
Although he has not won a single
round in court, his critics blame
Henderson for the fact the project
is stalled and its future in doubt.
Although litigation is an established part of American life, the
San Diego ballpark controversy appears to be in a league of its own,
and Henderson, a Republican lawyer of independent means and Libertarian tendencies, may be the
Babe Ruth of opponents to public

"We have never seen an experience as protracted as San Diego,"
said Susan Goodenow, vice president of Eisner-Sanderson, a Washington, D.C.-based public affairs
firm hired by major league baseball
to work on stadium issues.
What galls ballpark backers is
their suspicion that Henderson
knows his legal challenges are destined to fail in court and that his
real strategy is to kill the project
through interminable delays and
controversy.
"What Henderson has said to
the body politic is: 'You're not
really running the city, I am,' " said
Padres President Bob Vizas.
Henderson, 58, defeated for reelection in 1992, is unruffled by
criticism. He insists that his only
goal is to keep taxpayers from getting gouged.
"One of the problems these folks
have in dealing with me is that
they don't understand me," Henderson said in his tastefully decorated home in Pacific Beach. "To
them, if you don't make money off
the issue, you can't possibly be interested. But my whole motivation
Please see BALLPARK, BIO
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Continued from B1
is a feeling there is something terribly wrong in city government."
The city and the Padres have
prevailed at the trial court level in
all 14 lawsuits. But unlike baseball,
litigation is a sport in which it is
possible to lose every game and
still be declared the winner, officials complain.
"Bruce is a trailblazer," said City
Atty. Casey Gwinn. It is not meant
as a compliment.
Gwinn and other Henderson detractors say he has discovered a
doubleheader of truth that could
haunt other cities and other civic
projects as well:
• That public agencies are
highly vulnerable when up against
a determined opponent who, after
losing in the political arena, shifts
the fight to the courts with multiple lawsuits.
• That the bond market is enormously reluctant to sell bonds for
projects that are under repeated legal attack.

Project Has Become
a Political Hot Potato
The litigation onslaught-which
began even before the 1998 ballot
measure-has made the ballpark
into a political hot potato. In a city
where council members are elected
by district, members tend to concentrate on matters of concern to
their neighborhoods and avoid
citywide issues enveloped by controversy.
George Mitrovich, president of
the City Club of San Diego, a leading public forum, said the city has
historically had a "timid political
class" that shrinks from controversy. Big-ticket projects that require hard choices-fixing the
sewer system, cleaning up Mission
Bay, finding sites for a new airport
and central library-linger for
years.
"What Henderson has done is
take his unique knowledge of the
strengths and weaknesses of San

Diego to derive a strategy to keep
the project from ever happening,"
said former U.S. Atty. Charles LaBella, now representing the Padres.
With two of Henderson's lawsuits still on appeal-and Henderson hinting he may file yet morethe council will discuss Nov. 20
whether to issue $170-million
worth of bonds to help pay the
city's share of the project.
The full price tag is $449 million.
The Padres will pay 30%, and three
public agencies-the fity, the redevelopment corporatiion and the
Unified Port District-will pay
70%. The city retains majority
ownership.
City officials say the two remaining appeals, and the possibility of
yet more litigation, will force the
city to pay a higher interest rate
and higher insurance premiums to
cover the bonds. Gwinn estimates
the increased cost, which he dubs
the Henderson Tax, at up to $20
million.
Meant to be a 42,500-seat ballpark not unlike Baltimore's Camden Yards or Cleveland's Jacobs
Field, the site is a fenced-off expanse of naked concrete and rusting iron. Work stopped 13 months
ago, when the city declined to advance additional money until bonds
were sold.
Gwinn has vowed to lobby the
California Legislature to change
state law to prohibit what he sees
as the use of meritless lawsuits to
drive up costs and undercut public
support.
Henderson's relationship with
his clients is a matter of some dispute. The lawsuits were filed on behalf of several people who share
some of his political views and have
had at least a marginal role in local
politics.
His clients-derided as "Henderson's band of merry men" -only
occasionally show up for court appearances, and Henderson says he
has authority to devise legal strategies.
One client has filed twice for

bankruptcy, another had his bar license suspended in a bad-check
case, and a third sued for "dissolution" of the Department of Motor
Vehicles after being stopped for a
traffic violation.
Although he denies it, Henderson's critics say he uses his clients
as fronts for his own views and to
skirt a "vexatious litigant" law that
can be used to ban someone from
filing lawsuits if a judge declares
that he or she has filed repeated
meritless claims. The law generally
covers clients, not lawyers.
Robert Fellmeth, law professor
at the University of San Diego, said
the ballpark delay i~
poster
child" for the need to reform state
law.
"Henderson ought to be able to
have his day in court, but to give
one person a virtual veto over a political decision made by 1.5 million
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pushed from 2002 to 2004 at the
earliest.

Stadium On Hold
A voter-approved plan to build a stadium for the San .Diego
Padres has been stalled by 14 lawsuits, eight of them
involving lawyer Bruce Henderson.
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people is just plain wrong," Fellmeth said.
Clark Kelso, a government and
public policy specialist at the
McGeorge School of Law in Sacramento, said that, in theory, public
agencies have the same rights as
private companies to go to court to
have an opponent declared a
"vexatious litigant." In reality,
courts are reluctant to limit the
right of citizens to sue government,
he said.
But Kelso noted that individuals
and companies-unlike public
agencies-can sue and collect for
damages if they prove that frivolous lawsuits have cost them
money. The Padres assert that the
Henderson lawsuits have cost them
$40 million to $50 million because
of inflation, the cost of shutting
down construction, and lost income
as the park's opening day has been

Henderson is accustomed to derision. Before he took on the ballpark
controversy, he sued the city over
the plan to expand what was then
San Diego Jack Murphy Stadium,
the Padres' current home. Among
other barbs, the San Diego UnionTribune editorialized that Henderson should consider moving.
Although the litigation failed,
the City Council backed down
rather than be forced to put an $18million portion of the plan to a public vote. The telecommunications
giant Qualcomm swooped in with
$18 million in replacement cash in
exchange for naming rightswhich left Henderson to assert that
he had saved taxpayers a bundle.
During his council years he intervened in federal court to keep the
Environmental Protection Agency
from forcing the city to install a
multibillion-dollar sewage treatment system. His council colleagues
were prepared to acquiesce to the
EPA, but Henderson, backed by scientists from Scripps Institution of
Oceanography, convinced a federal
judge that the plant was not needed.
Despite that victory, Henderson
lost his reelection campaign in
1992. He has since lost two races
for the state Assembly, one for city
attorney and one in a council comeback attempt.
"[Padres owner] John Moores
should have gotten me elected to
Assembly," Henderson said with a
laugh. 'Td be up in Sacramento
giving Gov. [Gray] Davis problems
and not getting anywhere."
Among Henderson's anti-ballpark
arguments have been that the ballot
measure did not explain the project
adequately; that the environmental
review was insufficient; that the
project should be subject to a referendum; and that midyear budgeting
increases are impermissible.
"It could be that I just do a poor
job of arguing," said Henderson, a
graduate of Harvard and the UC

Berkeley law/school. "Or it could be
that the courts are naturally reluctant to get involved and tend to
support government and say, 'If
government has any cogent argument, we'll accept it.' "
When Henderson's successor on
the council, Valerie Stallings, was
snared in scandal over unreported
gifts she received from Padres
owner Moores, Henderson filed a
lawsuit to determine if Stallings
had leaked inside information to
the computer software magnate.
Stallings resigned in January after
pleading guilty to two misdemeanor counts.

Support Solid for
Stadium, Mayor Says
Mayor Dick Murphy said he feels
that Henderson's tactics may backfire. "Bruce Henderson's lawsuits
have probably galvanized support
for the ballpark on the council,"
said Murphy.
Councilman George Stevens, the
council's senior member, calls Henderson "the undertaker," a reference to a dictum by San Diego pioneer and sugar baron John
Spreckels that for every good idea
in San Diego there is a naysayer
looking to bury it.
One city official suggests that
Henderson, who practiced law in
Japan, is enamored of mythical
Japanese warriors who wage lonely
battles against impossible odds.
But there is a contrary view that it
was San Diego, not Japan, that
molded Henderson.
Steve Erie, history professor at
UC San Diego, said the city's "hierarchical, authoritarian culture" is a
civilian equivalent of the command-and-contr~structure of the
military and tends to quickly stifle
most dissenters.
"We only have a handful of gadflies in San Diego," Erie said, "and
those who survive have had to be
hardy, creative and absolutely immune to critique and personal attack-like Henderson."
48
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DON TORMEY

Los Angeles Times

Despite losing every suit, Bruce Henderson and his legal onslaught have helped keep the voter-approved San Diego
ballpark from being built and put the project in jeopardy.
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Court won't overturn NAFTA
A
_j~J!.

Ul
0

WASHINGTON - The Supreme
Court sidestepped a constitutional
challenge to White House power to
negotiate trade pacts and other international deals.
Justices were being pressed to
strike down the North American
Free Trade Agreement because it was
not endorsed by a two-thirds vote of
the Senate, a constitutional requirement for treaties.
The court declined Monday, without comment, to review the case that
could have jeopardized the standing
of other agreements and made it
harder for presidents to negotiate
future pacts.
The United Steelworkers of America argued that presidents should not
be allowed to handle international
deals like congressional-executive
agreements to get around the Senate
vote requirement for treaties.
"Whether we are right or wrong,
our submission - and the question
we raise - is one that goes to the
heart of the Constitution's structural
framework for making international
agreements," the union's attorneys

Other rulings
WASHINGTON - In other action
Monday, the Supreme Court:
■ Upheld a ruling that gave the
Census Bureau wide latitude to count
some Americans living abroad while
excluding others. The court's action
is a loss for Utah, which claimed it
was cheated out of a congressional
seat because the census did not count
thousands of state natives serving as
Mormon missionaries overseas.
■ Agreed to decide how much lawyers can make when suing the government on behalf of the disabled.
The ruling, expected next year, will
affect lawyers who handle Social

Security cases for people who claim
they are disabled and entitled to government help.
■ Turned down a challenge to New
Jersey's broad ban on semiautomatic
weapons. The ban, enacted in 1991,
forbids the possession, sale or transport in New Jersey of assault weapons or large-capacity
on
clips.
■ Refused to consider
judge was wrong to leave
suspect under guard in a c
•as prospective jurors w
tioned outside in the hall.
could have used the cas
defendants more righ
involved in their trials.

said in urging justices to review the
case.
Winning congressional approval
can be difficult, as it was with NAFTA. The agreement, which had been
signed by then-President Clinton,
was approved by Congress in 1993 by

votes of234-200 in the House and 61-38
in the Senate.
Michael Ramsey, a professor at
the lJniversitffi of San Diego Law
School, said if e court had agreed to
review the case, "it would have
raised very serious questions about

Associated Press

foreign affairs law."
The 11th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals in Atlanta said the Constitu,tion "clearly granted the political
branches an enormous amount of
authority in the area of foreign
affairs and commerce." The court, iIJ.
ruling against the union, also said
the lawsuit raised a political question inappropriate for the courts.
"A judicial declaration invalidating NAFI'A would clearly risk international embarrassment of both the
executive and legislative branches,"
administration lawyers said.
NAFI'A, which took effect in 1994,
eliminates trade barriers between
America, Mexico and Canada gradually over 15 years. There have been
widespread disagreements over
which nations have benefitted, or
been hurt, the most.
The lawsuit challenging NAFI'A
had been filed in 1998 by the union's
chapter in Gadsden, Ala., and the
Made in the USA Foundation.
"The steelworkers have a reasonable argument. It's been thought of
before. It's been rejected for a long
time," said Ronald D. Rotunda, a law
professor at the University of Illinois.
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1supreme Co~rt declines to hear NAFTA
case
\,,,..,

United Steelworkers
challenge presidential power
I
_r-◄

WASHI GTO
(AP) The
Supreme Court sidestepped a constitutional challenge to White House power
to negotiate trade pacts and other
international deals.
Justices were being pressed to
strike down the North American Free
Trade Agreement because it was not
endorsed by a two-thirds vote of the
Senate, a constitutional requirement
for treaties.
The court declined Monday, with·
out comment, to review the case that
could have jeopardized the standing of
other agreements and made it harder
for presidents to negotiate future
pacts.
The United Steelworkers of America argued that presidents should not
be allowed to handle international

deals like congressional-executive
agreements to get around the Senate
vote requirement for treaties.
"Whether we are right or wrong,
our submission - and the question we
raise - is one that goes to the heart of
the Constitution's structural framework for making international agreements," the unior)'s attorneys said in
urging justices to review the case.
Winning congressional approval
can be difficult, as it was with NAFTA.
The agreement, which had been
signed by then-President Clinton, was
approved by Congress in 1993 by votes
of234·200 in the House and 61-38 in the
Senate.
Michael Ramsey, a professor at the
University of Sa Diego Law School,
said if the court had agree o review

the case, "it would have raised very
serious questions about foreign
affairs law."
The 11th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals in Atlanta said the Constitution "clearly granted the political
branches an enormous amount of
authority in the area of foreign affairs
and commerce." The court, in ruling
against the union, also said the lawsuit raised a political question inappropriate for the courts to decide.
"A judicial declaration invalidating
NAFTA would clearly risk international embarrassment of both the
executive and legislative branches,"
Bush administration lawyers told the
court.
NAFTA, which took effect in 1994,
eliminates trade barriers between
America, Mexico and Canada gradual·
ly over 15 years.
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Stat~JYledical Board reports more patient complaints
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The number of complaints involving local doctors rose 20 percent in the year
ended June 30, according to new figures
from the state agency that regulates and
disciplines physicians. Meanwhile, the
number of serious complaints filed by local
hospitals against doctors almost tripled.
There were 567 complaints about doctors in the four-county Sacramento area
filed with the Medical Board of California
in the 2000-01 fiscal year, up from 478 the
year before. Filed by consumers, hospitals, malpractice insurance companies and
others, complaints ranged from unprofessional conduct to fraud and negligence.
The number of serious complaints filed
against doctors by the 15 Sacramento-area
hospitals was 22, compared to eight
reported in fiscal 2000.
It's too early to talk about a trend, said
Dave Thornton, chief of enforcement at
the Medical Board. The numbers tend to
rise and fall. Observers need more than
one year of-numbers to figure out if doctors are doing a worse job than before, if,
people are getting fed up and complaining
more, or if publicity about medical errors
has raised awareness and reporting.
"It looks like the increases were in Yolo
County and Sacramento County, but honestly, there's no rhyme or reason for that,"
he said. "Yolo County more than doubled,
from 22 to 52, but there's been no indication from staff that there's a problem there."
Statewide, total complaints against doctors rose 4 percent in fiscal 2001, to 10,899
from 10,445 in fiscal 2000. Disciplinary
actions reported by hospitals rose more
than 20 percent, to 135 from 112 in 2000.
More than 109,000 physicians are li-

Complaints against
doctors increase

.33
24

I

•

-84

El Dorado County

7/1/99 - 6/30/00
7/1/00 - 6/30/01

74

Placer County

353
398

Sacramento County

-52
22

Yolo County

Complaints include
unprofessional conduci
incompetence, negligence,
health and safety

I

censed to practice medicine in California.
The Medical Board's job includes protecting and promoting patient safety and
licensing and disciplining doctors. New
initiatives include hiring an Internetcrimes investigator to track the rapid
growth of Internet commerce, and a pilot
education program for doctors who need
remedial training.
Statewide complaints steady: While the

local numbers are up significantly, total
complaints have been in the 10,000 range
for at least three years.
"Most of the complaints people make to
the Medical Board don't tum out to be violations of the medical practice act," said
Bill Sandberg, executive director of the
Sierra Sacramento Valley Medical Society.
"They can be misunderstood billing issues,
attitudes, customer-service or phone problems like 'I couldn't get through to cancel
an appointment, and they charged me.' "

A total of 288 doctors statewide were
punished in response to more than 10,000
complaints. The top offense was negligence (100 doctors), followed by unprofessional conduct (40 doctors), use of
drugs or alcohol (36), fraud (33) and inair
propriate prescribing (26).
The most common punishment was license probation, applied to 91 doctors.
Fifty doctors received a public reprimand,
49 doctors gave up their license to practice, and 39 had their licenses revoked.
"Our priorities, obviously, are the incompetent practitioners," Thornton said.
'Those who practice while impaired, whether drugs or alcohol or both, present the
most danger to the publie. And practitioners who commit sexual misconduct
with their patients are always a priority."
The number of disciplined doctors is
down more than 21 percent from a year
ago, when the board punished 366 physicians. That raises a red flag for some. The
Medical Board reported 451 disciplinary
actions in fiscal 1998 and 425 in fiscal 1999.
'That may be a temporary blip, as the
Medical Board describes it," said Julia
D'Angelo-Fellmeth, from the Universi of
San Diego's Center for Public Interest
Law. "But it's way off from levels three r
four years ago."
New law compels reports: Stal

requires all hospitals to tell the Me
Board when they have revoked or res
ed a doctor's ·staff privileges for discip
nary reasons. Known as "805" reports, the
state received 135 in fiscal 2001.
·
Doctors hate them, because the publicity can hurt or even end a career.
"805 reports over the last 10 years have

gone up and down," said Sandra Bressler,
of the California Medical Association.
"Ideally, what you'd have is zero ... but we
are not there yet"
Consumer advocates who believe hospitals underreport the numbers got new
ammunition in 1999 when the Academy of
Sciences' Institute of Medicine in Washington, D.C., reported that medical errors
kill as many as 98,000 Americans a year more than from highway accidents, breast
cancer or AIDS.
That report, which deals with all kinds
of medical errors by all kinds of providers,
not just doctors, became a clarion call for
reform. One aspect is beefed-up enforcement of 805 reporting. A new law signed
by Gov. Gray Davis on Oct. 8 significantly
increases penalties against hospitals for
failure to file 805 reports on members of
their medical staffs, effective Jan. 1, 2002.
Senate Bill 16 by Sen. Liz Figueroa, a
Fremont Democrat, ups the fine for willful
failure to report to $100,000 from $10,000.
The fine against hospitals where there's no
proven intent to deceive is increased to
$50,000 from $5,000.
'1 hope this makes a difference," said
D'Angelo-Fellmeth. ''We worked very
hard to get a substantial increase."
Thornton hopes the new law helps.
'Tve already received calls from lawyers asking for clarification of what should
r should not be reported," he said.
"At $5,000, it's considered the cost of
g business," Thornton said. like a
ticket, people think they can get
"th driving 80 miles per hour. Oc, they get caught, pay a fine and
for a while. The enhanced
ties can hurt"
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The California Department of Consumer Affairs is considering whether to give consumers
greater ~ccess to complaints filed against doctors, druggists, funeral homes and scores of other
licensed professionals.
But the new policy would still keep thousands of complaints secret, watchdogs say. And trade
groups are vowing to fight the release of any information.
Regulators, watchdogs and industry representatives plan to debate the proposal at a hearing
today in Sacramento.
Currently, the Department of Consumer Affairs and most state licensing boards generally tell
consumers about an allegation only if the government revokes someone's license or takes other
disciplinary action -- something critics complain can take years, if it happens at all.
The new policy, however, would order agencies to make summaries of complaints public
immediately after a supervisor determines that a law probably has been broken or the public
could be harmed if the information were kept secret.
"We think consumers ought to get as much information up front if licensees are in trouble," said
Kathleen Hamilton, director of the Department of Consumer Affairs.
Hamilton said the policy would be directly binding only on bureaus under her control, which
regulate everything from auto mechanics to security guards, but she hoped that independent
licensing boards, like the Medical Board, would use it as a model for their own rules.
Reaction so far is mixed. Some consumer advocates said the changes would be a significant
improvement.
"The boards have been pretty secretive," said Linda Sherry of Consumer Action in San
Francisco. "The more disclosure that we can give people is a step in the right direction."
Still, watchdogs worry that agencies could still keep complaints secret by refusing to investigate
them thoroughly.
"Many of these agencies are controlled by the very trade or profession being regulated and
enforcement is not a high priority," said Julianne D'Angelo Fellmeth, administrative director of
the Center for Public Interest Law in San Diego.
But the policy is certain to face opposition from industry groups, who say releasing complaints
could tarnish companies or individuals' reputations.
"It's like sending out a scarlet letter," said Bob McElderry, a lobbyist for the California Medical
Association. "We want to see due process . .. prior to any information going forward that could
be very damaging to a physician's practice."
Yet other attorneys contend state agencies already are required to make all complaints public
under the state Public Records Act. The state's business and professions code also refers to
complaints as "public."
"The law requires agencies to divulge complaint information," said Rachel Matteo-Boehm, a
,, 53
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San Francisco lawyer retained by The Chronicle.
The Medical Board, however, has repeatedly turned down The Chronicle's requests for
complaints against doctors -- including those who oversee the board.
The Medical Board initially said it was concerned about protecting patient confidentiality, but
later said it would not divulge the records even if the patient's name, address and phone
numbers were stripped out.
Medical Board Executive Director Ron Joseph said he interprets the law differently and
believes the agency has the option to keep the information private.
But Joseph said he did not know the reason why the Medical Board wants to keep complaints
private. He said the board set the policy years ago, before his tenure began, and said all the
board members have been replaced since then.
The Chronicle has asked the new board members to consider reversing the policy.
E-mail Todd Wallack at twallack@sfchronicle.com.
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ABA's R'oss Student Writing Contest Honors Law Review Articles
he Ross Student Writing
Contest is one of the most lucrative legal writing competitions
in the United States, with a prize
of at least $7,500 annually and a
trip to the ABA annual meeting.
It is co-sponsored by the ABA
Journal Board of Editors and the
ABA Section of Legal Education
and Admissions to the Bar.
The 2000 and 2001 contest
winners were honored during an
ABMSD reception at the ABA
annual meeting in August. Alistair Newbern, a graduate of the
University of california-Berkeley
School of Law, was the 2001 winner. Her paper, "Good Cop, Bad
Cop: Federal Prosecution of
State-Legalized Medical Marijuana Use After United States v.
Lopez," was published in the California Law Review. David LaSpaluto, a graduate of the Universi ~
of San Diegp School of Law, was
the 2000 recipient. His paper, "A
'Strikingly Anomalous,' 'Anachronistic Fiction': Off-Reservation

T

Sovereign Immunity for Indian
Tribal Commercial Enterprises,"
was published in the San Diego
Law Review.
The contest is open to students or recent graduates who
were in good standing at ABAapproved law schools when
their articles were published.
Eligible articles must have appeared in a law review sponsored
by an ABA-approved school and
carry a publication date between
Jan. 1and Dec. 31, 2001.
Law schools may submit only
one entry from each law review
they sponsor. It is up to the law
deans and review editors to decide which article to submit; entries from individual students
will not be accepted.
Contest entry packages are
being mailed to all ABA-approved law schools. Entries must
be postmarked no later than
Feb. 1, 2002, and they must include three copies of the article
being submitted.

For further information
about the Ross Student Writing
Contest, visit www.abaiournal.
com or e-mail Chris Zombory at
czombory@staff.abanet.org. •

Alistair Newbern and David
LaSpaluto display the awards
they received in the Ross Student
Writing Contest. They also received cash prizes and a trip to
the ABA annual meeting.
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www.SignOnSanDiego.com/legal

Sign on to SignOnSanDiego.com/legal for e latest inform ation
about finding representation, landlo rd/ten t relations, intellectual
_property, person al injury, emplo yment , con acts, real estate, bankruptcy, business, elder law, and more.

Visit these local trusted resources on-line:
Berman & Walton,
Attorneys at Law
Departme nt of
Child Support Servicd
Due Process
Freelrc.com
Attorney Gerald l. Sugarman,
M.D.,J.D.
Law Offices of
Finkelstein & ~inkelstein

Law Offices of
•
James M:Proven cher
, Lisa Kay Baughman,
Criminal Defense Attorney
Neill M. Marangi,
Attorney at Law
Saad & Associates Consulting
San Diego County District
Attorney's Office
San Diego Mediation Center

Sauls & Semeta,
Attorneys at Law
Robert M. Garland,
Attorney at Law
Tabibian & Associates
Thomas P. Matthews,
Attorney at Law
Unive i of an Diego
Paralegal Program

For web site and advertis ing information, ca (619)718-5245
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icgo
Union•ffib
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Online Legal and Financial Guides

For Information and Trusted Resources
Sign on to SignOnSanDiego.com for the latest information about
business law, family law, financial institutions, financial planning,
immigration, injury law, insurance, legal help, mortgage resources,
local legal resources, and more.

Visit these local trusted resources on-line:
Berman & Walton, Attys.
Cassel Financial Group, lnc.
Century 21 Award
Department of
Child Support Services
Due Process
Freelrc.com
Gerald l. Sugarman, Atty.

Equity 1 Lenders Group
Finkelstein & Finkelstein, Attys.
James M. Provencher, Atty.
Lisa Kay Baughman, Atty.
Neill M. Marangi, Atty.
Pacifica La JoUa Mortgage
Saad & Associates Consulting
San Diego County District
Attorney's Office

San Diego Mediation Center
Sauls & Semeta, Attys.
Stinson Financial Group
Robert M. Garland, Atty
Tabibian & Associates
Thomas P. Matthews, Atty.
USD Paralegal Program
___,,

For web site and advertising information, call (619)718-5245

~c jan llicgo
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THE PRACTICE

(

I
I

A ch am pio n of
the en vir on me nt
~J~:Susan J. Crane,
Sudbury, Mass.
WHO AND

BONA FIDES: University of San Diego
School ofLaw, 1986. Admitted 1987
(Massachusetts, California).

Crane's practice
focuses primarily on hazardous waste.
Many of her clients are owners of
contamina ted properties who need help
with legal compliance during the
cleanup, assistance with insurance
coverage claims and
advice on liability
issues.

TYPE OF PRACTICE :

(

GETTING STARTED:

ose contacts with other lawyers in the
field and in other practice areas. "Be
available for consultations with your
colleagues when they call you for
advice," she advises, "and they will
gladly return he favor." Finally, "follow
your passion nd do volunteer work."

Crane says that
"you can't put a price on lifestyle." She
bills her clients by the hour, although
she has worked for a flat fee on a few
projects. About one third of her time is
spent volunteering or doing pro bono
work.

G ROSS REVENUE S:

S TART- U P TI P : First, "get experience
by practicing law with others and find a
mentor," she says. Second, maintain

NOV 5 2001
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When
necessary, shb retains contract lawyers
and other support staff such as a
bookkeeper. ut she does advise her
clients, when appropriat e, to retain
other specialized
lawyers.
KEY RESEARC H
TOOLS: The Social

Law Library (an
online law library),
Massachu setts
Lawyers Wee Ly. the Boston Globe. local
newspape rs nd environmental
newsletters. rane frequently attends
environment· I law seminars and finds
that material distributed at those
events are "useful, inexpensive
additions" to her library.
MOST USEFUL LEGAL BOOK: The
three-volume Massachu setts
Environme ntal Law, published by
Massachusetts CLE (1991 and Supps.).

KEY MEANS OF GETTING BUSINESS :

Lawyer and environme ntal consultant
referrals and social contacts. Crane also
found that chairing a bar association
committee has given her "exposure and
credibility and [has] led to new clients. "

NEW YORK, NY
35,000
WEEKLY

SUPPORT EIYIPLOYE ES:

SOLO
PRACTITIONER

After eight years of
practice in the
en vironm en tal
departmen ts of major national and
internation al law firms, Crane decided
to "strike out on my own to attempt to
find a better balance of life, family and
work." To help ease the transition
during her first three years as a solo,
Crane rented space from a small firm
near her home so that she could share
office equipment and support staff. Two
years ago, Crane moved to an in-home
office, wh ere she "could not be happier."

NATIONAL LAW JOURNAL

SQUARE FOOTAGE OF OFFICE:

195

square feet, in her home.
HARDWAR E/SOFTWA RE: HP Pavilion
7850; Gateway 2000 monitor; LaserJet
2100 printer; Canon PC 795 copier;
Canon fax L775 with dedicated fax line;
two-line telephone; voice mail; DSL line.
Software includes Microsoft Word 2000,
PowerPoint, Timeslips Deluxe, Quick
Books Pro, Outlook Express, Explorer.
FAMILY P RO F ILE: Crane bas "two
fabulous boys," Daniel, 10, and Ben, 12,
and a "wonderfully supportive
husband," Tom. They have a loyal dog,
Milo, a Newfoundland mix.
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SHI NIN G MO ME NT: Cra
ne says tha
was jus t exhilarating to open my t "it
own
comfortable office a few miles from
my
home, to brin g in my first new
client
very shortly afte rwa rds and to
find tha t
inte rest ing and challenging bus
J.ness
from both small and large clients
coming in." When she can assist kept
clients
in und ers tan din g and ulti ma telr
resolving "seemingly ins urm o~t
abl e
environmental problems on theµ
properties, the ir per son al ex ressown
ions of

genuine gra titu de are extremely
meaningful" to her.
HAD

IT TO DO OV ER? "W
ithout
question, and probably a lot soo
ner
afte r eight yea rs in the fast lane," tha n
says
Crane. When she works in her
home
office, she is happily kept compan
her classical music, her dog and y by
an
active bird feeder tha t sits jus t
outside of
her window.

- DAW N

S.

MA RKO WIT Z
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Pr~'g~m wll l train professionals in other fields to become nur
ses

Respon ding to the nursing drawn to as they mature pro- military
and looking to start
shortage in San Diego and the fession ally," Rodger s said.
a second career.
rest of the country, the Uni- "It may also be an attractiv e
versity of San
Rodge rs
D~o is starting
said
the
a pr o gram for
"£It mal:J al~o &~ an athaa tlu~ ah.olu School of
professi onals in
Nursing has
othe r
fields
o'f. p~pl~ U,auln 9 th.1. millta'f.~ anJ lookalready reseek ing a new
ln9 to ~tad a ~1.aonJ aa'f.1.1.'f.. "
ceived more
care er in nursthan
300 ining.
quiries from
choice for people leaving the potenti al candid ates," she
"We are very pleased to
../'
offer a program that can be- t
gin to fill the gap of the more )
than 900 nursing position s
pres ently availab le in San
Diego and Imperia l counties, " said Janet Rodger s,
Dean of the Hahn School of
Nursing and Health Science
at USO. The San Diegobased Donald C. and Elizabeth M. Dickins on Founda tion has awarded the Nursing School a $300,00 0 grant
for the program .

f

Th e Master 's Entry Program in Nursing (MEPN) will
be th e first of its kind in
Southe rn Califor nia. There
are several other program s
like it around the country ,
including Yale, Vanderbilt and
the Univers ity of Califor nia
at San Francis co.

said. "The inquiries have come
from people in all sorts of
fields, including health care, the
sciences, business and even the
arts. Calls have come from all
over California and the around
the country, including Michigan, Connecticut and Florida."

gram," said Sharp CEO Dan
Gross. "Nurses from this program will be extremely valuable during this nursing shortage. USD's creativity is essential in ensuring that our community health care delivery
needs are met. "

The program is expected to
admit 30 student s the first
year. The first class will begin
in June of next year. Salaries
for nurses with master' s degrees generally range between
$50,000 and $80,000 a year,
Rodgers said.

The first year of the program is demanding, as it provides the student with a general foundat ion in nursing ,
however K. Sue Hoyt, MEPN
Coordinator, said students in
similar programs have had a
very high passage rate ofnearly
98 percent on the registered
nursing license exam. "These
students tend to be very disciplined and motivat ed," she

"Sharp Healthcare is exceedingly pleased with USD's innovati ve new nursing pro-

=~
.....
N

;..

The remaining two years are
spent preparin g the graduate
student for a master's degree
in a specialty area. Graduates
of the program will be positioned to assume roles in both
acute care and ambulatory care
settings.
To qualify for the program,
entrants must have a non-nursing bachelo r's degree from an
accredited school. The application deadlin e is Nov.IS .
Please call (619) 260-4548 for
more information or visit the
program 's website at http://
www.sa ndiego. edu/nur sing/
mepin.htrnl.
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"Nursing appears to be a
career that many people are
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Jennings TV panel tackles
media coverage during war
By David E. Graham
STA~F WRITER

lJ \ $"\)

San Diegans and journalists
appearing on a live 1V show
here last night struggled to decipher the sometimes-elusive
code for how the media cover
news in time of war.
In a 90-minute telecast on
KG1V-Channel 10 that was
moderated by ABC News anchor Peter Jennings and billed
as a town meeting, some questioned whether news reports
about · military developments
might harm U.S. forces and
whether th~ media are too critical of military policy.
Others questioning the panel
of seven journalists wondered
whether the coverage of terrorist attacks traumatizes the public and even stigmatizes Islamic
people.
The event, in an auditorium
at the University of San Dieg ,
featurea six represenfafives of
local newspapers, television
stations and a radio station,
along with Jennings.
The others on the media panel were Hal Clement, Channel
10 anchor; Kimberly Hunt, also
a Channel 10 anchor; Kelly
Thornton, a reporter for the
San Diego Union-Tribune:
Channel 17 news director
Lourdes Sandoval; Roger
Hedgecock, talk-show host on
KOGO-AM; and Kent Davy, editor of the North County Times.
"We don't want to alarm you.
We want to inform you," said
Clement, when asked whether

reporting on potential attacks
and threats from anthrax frightens people while encouraging
terrorists.
Thornton, who has written
extensively about the backgrounds of Sept 11 attackers
who lived in the San Diego
area, said she believes it is important to give people information and trust them to decide
how to use it
Mohamad Nasser, president
of the Muslim American Society chapter here, decried media
reports that might incite hatred
against Islamic Americans who
had nothing to do with the Sept.
11 attacks. He specifically singled out Hedgecock's radio
program.
Hedgecock acknowledged
that his radio program had addressed the question of how
many other people were here
"to murder Americans."
''You know that discussion
could not be suppressed."
Thornton said an important
part of her reporting has come
from the Muslim community,
and that more information from
federal investigators would
help separate the Muslim community from the terrorists.
On covering the military battle abroad, Clement said he
would not report troop movements in advance that might
expose American soldiers to
harm or death. Jennings noted
how tightly the U.S. government has controlled the information about the fighting that it [
(
releases.
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Diane Bell

A half-built

house gets full
•
exposure via
national TV
\;\\$'

Peter Jennings' advance
team was looking for a
backdrop for his ABC
evening newscast yesterday with a great view of
downtown San Diego
and the harbor. They
found it at the Point
Loma home-to-be of Sandy and Kathy
Purdon.Jenning s and his crew got up on
the second floor of the house, which is
still being framed. He taped the news segment in the afternoon, then headed to his
6:30 p.m. Town Hall telecast at USD. ,

Taxpayers lose Barnett
After seven years as head of the nonprofit San Diego County Taxpayers Association, Scott Barnett is leaving next
month. He's been hired to take the new
post of president and CEO of the Llncoln
Club, which promotes pro-business Republicans for public office. Under Barnett's leadership the taxpayer group inaugurated its trademark annual Golden
Fleece/Watchdo g awards and weighed
in on several controversial local issues.
Barnett, who calls this an exciting new
challenge, announced his decision at yesterday's SDCTA board meeting where
his mother, Pat Barnett, 75, was a guest
"Mom, I'm finally fulfilling your dream.
I'm going to be president," Barnett told

V

SEE

Diane Bell, 83
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• 10 Leadership Sarles: A Safe Place In
Paradise Town Meetln9
6:30 P.M. ON KGTV/C HANNEL 10

ABC News anchor Peter Jenning s hosts a San
Diego town meeting at the US campus.
Channel !O's Hal Clement and Kimberly Hunt,

T1ie Union-Tribune's
Kelly Thornto n
and KOGO radio's
Roger Hedgecock
are among the
panelists.

W ha t's on
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ONTHE
MOVE
\5'\)
On the Move is a feature noting personnel changes at local
companies. Mail them to: Darlene M Alilain, On the Move,
The San Diego Union-Tribune,
P.O. Box 120191, San Diego,
CA 92112-0191 ore-mail them
to darlene.alilain@uniontrib.com.

Architecture and
En9ineerin9
Paul Nieto has been named
president and chief executive
officer of ProjectDesign Con-

Greg Klima

Gwendolyn S.
Lytle

Construction
Louise Fem has been
named company comptroller at
Sully-]ones Roofing Co.
Greg Gardner has joined
Keeton Construction as an estimator.

Education

Edward Jones Investments
has added investment representatives Phil Curson in Del
Mar and Scott Schoettlin in
Sabre Springs.
Greg Klima has joined Comerica Bank as vice president of
residential development project
analysis.

San Diego State University
has hired Steven C. Collins as
manager of government and
community relations in the university's marketing and communications department in the
division of university advancement.
University of San Diegp has
appointed Gwendolyn S. Lytle
associate vice president for human resources.

BiotechnolOCJY

Health care

Vical has named David J.
Pyrce vice president of business development.

Scripps Health has appointed
Victor Buzachero senior vice
president of human resources.

sultants.

BankinCJ/lnvestments
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ON THE MOVE
\5V

Personnel moves in San Diego County

Mlltl Bitten has been promoted to principal at Burkett
& Wong Engineers.
Dlnlel H. Petree has been added to the board of directors
for Quorex Pharmaceuticals.
Rollert s. Steflnovldl has been
appointed vice president and
chief financial officer for
Aethlon Medical.
David R. Webb has been
named vice president of drug
discovery for Syrrx Inc.
Jack Kelly has been appointed director of alumni relations for the University of
Sar1J2i~Q..

Kevin W. Alexander, Keith C. Cr1·
mer and K11111tll S. Perri have

been named partners in the
firm of Gordon & Rees.

R1y Acosta has been appointed to the San Diego District•
attorney-in-charge for State
Compensation Insurance
Fund.
Maille Rlct Blnllert has been
named marketing director
for the NTC Foundation.
BIii Camey has joined the
San Diego Regional &onomic Development Corporation
as vice president of corporate
services.

Send Items for this column to:
Darlene M. Alilaln, On the Move,
The San Diego Union-Tribune,
P.O. Box 120191, San Diego, CA
92112-0191 or e-mail them to
darlene.alilain@uniontrib.com.
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Research Workshop
Gives InJ~1~~£a
Competitive Edge
lf!St/ ,
? '

I

•

BY VAl.ERIE A RAILEY

SPECIAL TO SAN DIEGO C0,1/MERCE

nvestors have been riding a roller coaster
wave of insecurity since Sept 11. New
guidelines for understanding the marketplac~ are in demand. San Diego law Llbranes Association tailored its annual fall
workshop to meet the demand for real-time
competitive-edge financial research know- '
how. The w_orkshop, entitled MGoing for the
~old: ~mnmg the Race for Competitive Intelligence, ~~ held at the San Diego County
Bar ~•ation on Nov. 2. Going-for the Gold
p_roVJded a storehouse of data to assist profess10nal researchers in gaining a competitive
edge. Five presenters spoke on the topic of
competitive intelligence.
The speakers were representatives from
Shamel Information Services, ~psNexis, D~
alog, USD Copley Library and TfAA. CREF. .
Attendees learned that competitive intelli! gence is a systematic program for gathering

1\

...;

S.. SANDAU, INl6• 3

SANDALLA
Continued from page 1
and analyzing information about competitor
activities and general business trends. This
data is retrieved to further company and investor goals of maintaining long-term solvency and fiscal security.
Cynthia Shamel, president of Shamel Information Services, offered tips on conducting research through the Internet and fee-based online databases. Shamel explained the scope of
competitive intelligence, the four steps in the
CI process and the value of CI. She provided
re-sources to locate information for end users
who wanted to try her tips in their home institutions.
Julie Webster-Matthe-ws the I..exisNexis Llbrarian Relations Consultant for California,
Colorado, North Dakota, South Dakota, Utah
and Wyoming, highlighted many of the
sources on I..exisNexis. In-depth insight was
provided on how to use Company Dossier and
Smarilinx services. Strategies for acquiring
information on companies, markets and industries were incorporated into the dynamic one
hour presentation.
Kathleen Moll, account executive for Dialog, discussed a new Web product launched
by Dialog called Dialog 1. Dialog 1 gives
users the power of Dialog made simple. Moll
demonstrated that through Dialog 1 a researcher can locate company profiles that are
eas"J to use and comprehensive. The broad
coverage of Dialog 1 is impressive. Company
informa-tion included industry rankings, corporate hierarchy, biographical dat.a on cori»
rate officers, infonnation about law suits and
claims as well as relevant news and jour-nal
articles. Dialog 1 proved to be a great source
for one stop shopping when seek-ing competitive data
Toqy A Harvell, business reference librarian at USO~ Copley library, centered his presentation on speciali1.ed business and financial
search engines that one may access through
the Internet Several useful business Web
sites were shared. Go to www.btamess.com to
find more than 400,000 listings within 25,000
industry and~uct service subcategories.

Obtain company annual reports by linking to
www.annualreportservice.com. Initial Public
Offerings, corporate filings, new product announcements and finance related stories can
be gathered from the Internet Intelligence
Index at www.fuld.com/i3. The Internet index
site will prove critical to researchers seeking
competitive intelligence information. Harvell's
pick of Web sites taught all in attendance that
maintaining a competitive edge in business
can be actualized with a computer and an online service provider.
Denise Carter an individual consultant from
TIAA-CREF, provided practical strategies for
successful investing. She referenced the
source "A Random Walk Down Wall Street,"
' by Burton Malkiel, as recommended reading
for novice inves-tors. The term "random walk"
refers to the impossibility of predicting tomorrow's stock prices today. The premise of"A
Random Walk" is that over periods of time
few investors consistently outperform the
markets. This includes astute financial economists with all their charts and ratios. They are
no better equipped at picking stock that the
lay persorL So what's a prudent investor SUJ>posed to do during the war when the market
is fairing poorly? Buy mutual funds and hold
them for the long term. Carter gave three tips
to test the solvency of mutual fund comp~
nies:
1. Examine how strong the company itself
is by seeing who runs it and determining c&
sets
2. Do a self examination of the inves--tors
personal goals and pick funds tailored to the
individual's life cycle
3. Review the performance of the incfividual
funds. Although pa& performance doesn't determine future returns, pa& performance is
one indicator of fund strength.
The SANDAILFaD Wockshop ser'Vt'd as~
hicle to strengthen the research s;NVf of law librarians. lawyers who utilize the professional
expem;e of~ law librarians will maximize
their bottom line and leverage performance in
their legal environments. The skills learned in
the wtrkshop will result in profitability and improved performance for the institutions that
employ the librarians who attended. i
..J
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this beautifully
crafted collection.
Then she's lovingly
adapted them for
young ears, sprinkling in just the
right amount of
wordplay in the
form of rhyme,
rhythm and alliteration. Her voice is
expressive and her
pacing and tone are
perfectly matched to
each tale.

BOSTON PARENTS ' PAPER
BOSTON , MA
MONTHLY
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Nowadays, we are constantly bombarded with visual images.
Sometimes we forget how important
listening Is. These Gold Award-winners are great ways to Introduce
children to ancient wisdom, contemporary humor and the power of
words to stimulate the imagination.

Junie .B. Jones Collection,
Lana Quintal; Listening Library,
200 I: $18 (two cassettes):
www.listeninglibrary.com,
800-243-4504; ages 5 to 7.
Listeners will delight in
this rollicking collection
of four stories from
Barbara Park's popular
series about that
spunky little
kindergartner,
Junie B. Jones. Everyday
experiences become
extraordinary when seen
• through the eyes ·o f this 5year-old. Lana Quintal captures the voice and personality of Junie B. perfectly.
Nothing short of hilarious!

Preschool

(

Inside-Out Sleep Game, Patti Teel;
Buena Vista Records, 2001; $12.95 CD;
www.disney.com. 888-992-4200; ages 3 to 7.
Patti Teel combines music,
nature sounds
and her soothing spoken
words to gently
guide children
through techniques and
songs for winding down and
relaxing their
bodies.

1

Upper Elementary
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, St
Charles Playen; Monterey Sound Works, 2000; $16.95
(two cassettes): www.montereymedia.com,
800-424-2593; ages 9 to 12.
The adventures of Huck Finn and
Tom Sawyer fill the air in this welltold radio theater-style adaptation of
Mark Twain 's classic novel. The St.
Charles Players, a marvelous cast of
actors, bring this abridged version of
the story and all the characters to
life right before your ears.A perfect
tape for bringing the classics alive for
a child.

Early Elementary
Brain Bloomers, Imagination Development
Group, 2000; $15.95 CD; www.brainbloomers.com,
800-546-4440; ages 5 to 7.
From the first note of a sensational
sound track, this engaging and creative recording will have young listeners making "mind movies" of Amy
and Chris as they discover a time
machine and begin their journeys
back in time. Their adventures with
Captain Cook and Amelia Earhart
are enriched by accurate historical
information .

Celtic Treasures, Jim Weiss; Greathall
Productions, 2001 ; $1 0.95 casseue, $14.95 CD;
www.greathall.com, 800-477-6234: ages 7 to 12.
This is, indeed, a treasure trove of
green and gold shimmering stories.
Storyteller Jim Weiss deftly takes us
back to ancient Ireland to share
Celtic lore in a land of legendary

feathers in the Wind and Other
Jewish Ta/es as Told by Susan
Stone, Susan Stone, 2001 ; $15 CD;

www.StoryNet.o rg, 84 7•328-8159; ages 5 to I0.
Storyteller Susan S.tone has thoughtfully chosen eight Jewish stories for
www.parenthood.com

I
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bards , warr iors and starcross ed lovers.Accented with
delightful traditional music, this
recording will leave listeners
riche~ indeed .

Und ersto od Betsy, Jeanne
Reynolds; Chinaberry Sound Production,
2001 ; $19.95 cassette;
www.chinaberry.com, 800-776-2242 ;
ages 6 to 11.
This is a fabulous
1,mabrldged r~adlng of

Doro thy Canfield
Fisher's hear twar ming
novel. Jeanne Reynolds
has given each character the perfect voice

to bring them Into
focus in the listener's
imagination. Set in early
I 9th-c entu ry rural
Vermont, this is the
story of how Betsy
learns to break free
from her over prote cted
childhood and beco me a
conf ident and
resourceful

Harry Potte r and the Gobl et of Fire,
Jim Dale; Listening Library , 2000; $39.95 (12
cassettes), $69.95 CD; www.listeninglibrary .com,
800-243-4504;' ages 8 and up.
Jim Dale brings to life J.K. Rowling's
fourt h Harr y Potte r tale. Bursting
with an unusual array of chara cters
and creat ures, this thrilling, actionpacked - and some time s dark - tale
stret ches over 20 hour.s. It's perfe ct
for long car trips or story times
when the whol e family can sit back
and be immersed in the powe r of
.the spok en word .

Vicky Reed, MA, is active in the
Storytellers of San Diego, and for the
past 13 years has coordinated story- telling and children's literature courses
for the Department of Continuing
Education at the University of San Diego .

young girl.

Fam ily
Aeso p Aliv~ & W~ II,
Diane ~erlatte ; 200 I; $15 CD;
www. dianeferlatte.com, 510655-2719; ages 5 and up.
With a catchy song
abou t Aesop, story teller Diane Ferlatte
open s this masterfully crafted collection of fables
for young and old alike . The accompanying music is an ideal match for
Ferlatte's dynamic rhythmic style as
she brings forth each story and song
with its stron g underlying messages,
morals and ancient wisdom.
The Cha mpio n of Hot Pepp ers,

Greg Harris; Gungywamp Productions, 200 I;
$15 CD; www.storyplace.net, 541 -752-3226;
ages 6 and up.
Greg Harris has gath ered a nota ble
colle ction of Jewish tales from
arou nd the worl d, which he tells
from the hear t with a stron g clear
voice . This is a feast of wort hwhi le
messages abou t truth , stren gth and
cour age , containing word s of wisdom to be savo red by the whol e
family.
• 617-522-1515
The Boston Parents' Pape r• November 2001
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After the show, pals (from left) Jesse Billauer
and Machado hang with their rock-star
bud Johnson backstage.

HAN GTIME WITH > > Rob Machado
Beach Boys
"It's amazing, man," says surf superstar Rob Machado, shaking his trademark
'fro. "You're gonna see thousands of people screaming for him, singing his songs.
Then you're gonna see me looking on in disbelief, saying, 'That's Jack? The guy
I've known since I was 16?'"
Jack is Jack Johnson, pro surfer turned rocker. He's performing t onight at t he
University of San Diego. And right now, his pal Machado is more gassed about the
upcoming show than about defending his Pipe Masters crown next month in
Hawaii. Fact is, Machado spends a fair amount of time bragging on his boarding
buds: Kelly Slater's Jordan-like status around the world; the brothers MalloyEmmet and Brendan-who have directed three top-10 TRL videos and the soonto-be-released Caddyshack-meets-snowboards feature Out COLD. And, of course,
Johnson, whose folksy Brushfire Fairytales has sold 62 ,000 copies and cracked
Amazon's top 100, reaching No. 56.
"In our own way, we're all artists," says Machado, 28, who has a CD of his own,
The Surfers. "We've pushed each other since we were kids-in surf, film, music,
whatever." He hooks up with fellow surfers Saxon Boucher and Kahea Hart and
their girlfriends as the lights dim. Soon, the students-only crowd of 4,000 is
going wild as Johnson rips into "F-Stop Blues." Machado too. "I'm getting goose
bumps," he says. "It's like the Beatles."
Swept up in the moment, Boucher gives Rob a bear hug-and a sobering
thought: "Next thing you know, Jack's gonna be in mink, riding in limos, pretending he doesn't know us." But Machado defends his pal. "No way. I can't see
Jack not wearing flip-flops," He's probably right. Dressed in black sweats, a green
T-shirt and, yes, flip-flops. Johnson sings: Lightning striking seasickness some way
from here. "That's about me," Machado says. " He wrote that in Australia, playing
me to sleep after I'd thrown up. We'd been on a boat shooting a video all day."
When the music dies, the posse slips backstage. Johnson is signing autographs,
giving fans a unique drawing with each one. ("Very Picasso-ey," says one college
gal.) Frankly, he finds it hard to believe his friends see him as any kind of star.
"We're all friends, doing our stuff together," he says, peeking over at Machado,
who's strumming a guitar he found in the corner. "Maybe some day we'll look
-Darryl Howerton
back and be like, 'We had a cool thing going there."'
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COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
-4\ ~4

Rank
(last year)

1

Telephone
Fax

Su Dilae 11111 Unlwrllty
5500 Can.,ae bive, San Diego 92182

(619) 594-5200

31,609
31,413

www.sdSu.edu

2
(2)

Palomar College
1140 W. Mission Road, San Marcos 92069
www.palomar.edu

(760) 744-1150
(760) 744-8123

25,701
25,144
2

3

8111 Dilae 11111 Colllge
7250 Mesa Colege Dllw, San Diego 92119

(619) 388-2682

1

22.137
9.ffl

1.017

an

s,,n6

• Type of
Institution
• Accredited by**

Major disclpllnes
of studyt

Liberal arts, science, appled fields and

$29.6
$464.2

Four-yea pubic IIMISily

$7,410

WASC

• President
• Director of
admissions

Year
established
locally

Stephen Weber
BMrlyArala

1897

professions

57.7

1,894

$1,854$7,410 1

6,407
19,294
88

295
903
1,198

$400
$3,526
NA

$21 .2
$78.7

Two-year public community
college
WASC,ADA,BRN, NLN

Vocational, transfer programs,
sciences, technology, arts

Dr. John Randall
Herman Lee

1946

23,308

4,338

22,710 •
3

18,970
5.1

259
518

$18.3
$36.5

Two-year pubic COlllllU1ily

Fine arts and sciences

Cons1ance canoll
lvome Alvarez

1964

n1

$264
$2.832
NA

880
165
1,045

$3,847
$14,091
$4,882

$416.9
$960.8

Four-year public university
WASC, ACSCU

A full spectrum of majors (except
business, journalism, physical
education)

Robert Dynes2
Mae Brown

$3,900

wnd

Two-year pubic COIIIIIUlily

r.olege

lnlllmallonal business. educallon,
glObll ~ . at. archll8clur8

Serafin Zasuata
~Copeland

1961

Wild

r.olege

(3)

www.sandegomesacollega.net

4

(858) 534-4831

(4)

University of CalHornia, San Diego
9500 Gilman Drive, La Jolla 92093
www.ucsd.edu

20,212
19,918
1

NA
NA

5

loullnrlltn CoU1g1
900 Ola'/ Laklls Road, Clua Vista 91910

(619) 421-6700

18,403

(619) 482-6413

5,393

13,010

~ -,

WWW .SWC.CC.ca.us

17,716
4

NA

232
549
1,013

6

Grossmont Community College
8800 Grossmont College Drive. El Cajon 92020
www.grossmont.net

(619) 644-7000
(619) 644-7956

. 16,175
16,650
(3)

6,039
10,136
89

194
545
739

$264
$3,384
NA

$9.9
$41 .2

Two-year public community
college
WASC

General education, occupational.
transfer programs

Dr. Ted Martinez Jr.
Brad Tiffany

1961

San Diego City College
131312111 Ave.• San Diego 92101
WWW.city .sdccd.net

(619) 388-3400
(619) 388-3579

15,492
15,548

2.530
12.962

$288
$2,904
NA

$38.6
$23.8

Two-year pubic COIMUllty

Tenance Burgess
Peggy Hayward

WASC

ComprahensM arts and sciences.
basic sklls, career and W>Cational
lllchrical !raining programs

1914

96

135
350
485

CalHornla College for HeaHh Sciences
2423 Hoover Ave., National City 91950
www .cchs.edu

(619) 477-4800
(619) 477-0524

12,602
13,173
(4)

96
12,526
17

10
14
24

na
na
na

na
$5.4

Four-year private, allied health
college
DETC, ACCSCT

Respiratory therapy, heallh services,
public health, business,
polysomnography, allied hea~

Roy Winter
Marita Gubbe

1978

(8)

9

MlraCosta College

One Barnard Drive, Oceanslde 92056

(760) 757-2121
(760) 795-6609

9,566
9,324
3

2,603
6,963
96

119

368
4B7

$400
$4,150
NA

$5.7
$39.0

Two-year public comnuilty
college
WASC

General educallon, transfer programs,

Or. Tim Dong

1934

career certificate programs

Alida Teny

(858) 536-7800
(619) 388-7902

7.412
8,685
(15)

1,529
5,883
96

73
170
243

$287
$3,143

$2.5
$13

Two-year nonprofit, public
community college
WASC

Liberal arts, business, fire technology,
administration of justice, aviation
maintenance technology, automotive
technology

Patricia Keir
Dana Andras

6,943
6,858
1

5,849
1,094
62.1

297
300
597

$19,128
$19,128
$16.200

wnd
$159.5

FolJ'-year n<qJrofil. private

Arts and sciences, business, nursing,
education, law

6,842
6,837
0

1,641
5,201
97.7

86
233
319

$334
$3,785
na

$16.9
$5.2

7
(7)

8

(10)

10
(9)

--...1
0

School
Address
Web address

Total
Total fall
Faculty:
Students:
operating
enrollment: • Full time
.asof
budget
2000-2001
•2000
• Part time 4/1/2001
tuition:•
2000•2001 .
•1999
• Percent • Full time • Resident
• Restricted
•% change CalHornla • Part time • Nonresident • Unrestricted
(loss)
• Total
resident
$MIiiions
• Graduate

(1)

(6)

D

Ranked by fall 2000 total enrollment

11
(12)

12
(11)

www .mlracosta.cc.ca.us
San Diego Miramar College
10440 Black Mountain Road, San Diego 92126
www .mirarnar.sdccd.net
Illnloo-llu nl !Ian nlann

5:r.,o lllcaJa nllll, ;,an Diego 9211 0
WWW.sandiego.edu

..

~
Cuyamaca College
900 Rancho San Diego Par1<way, 8 Cajon 92019
www .cuyamaca.net

na

(619) 260-4600

(619) 660-4000
(619) 660-4399

97

$364

WASC

NA

NA

WASC

colege

wiversily

-

1960

1969

Dr. Allee Hayes
Stephen Pultz ,

1949

General education, transfer programs, David Agosto,. .
vocational
.,,eoide::t
Belh Appenzeller

1978

WASC, AACSB, ASA, CCNE
Two-year public college
WASC

I

-

6,256
5,739
9

3,985
2,271

(858)~1
(858) 576,0032

4,479
3,950
13

(14)

15

UnlverlNy II Pllotnll
3890 Mllphy canyon Road, San Diego 92123

(15)

www.uophX.ecll

16

Chapman University
7460 Mission Valley Road, San Diego 92108

(16)

17
(17)

·-·

(619) 296-8660
(619) 296-8690

www.chapman.edu
Polit lolll Nlzltene Ualverllly
3900 Lomaland Drive, San Diego 92106
www.pUoma.edu

(619! 849-2200

(619 849-2579

H'!J

98
4,479

1973

NA
NA

wnd
wnd
wnd

wnd
wnd

Four-year private unlversity
WASC

Education, psychology, computer
.science, human resources,
organizational leadership

wnd

Foll'-year private, IIOf1IIOltt.

Llleralarts

603

$367

wnd

40
235
275

2,49f

2,329

136

$14,340

163
82

99
235

$14,342
$10,800

wnd
$20.9

wild
wnd

1,052

66
83
149

$11,020
$11,020

186
98

$51

-

BrucaWllams

Scott Shoemaker

liberal8119111iverSity
WASC,NLN

(20)

www.coleman.edu

20

Marie Collage
3666 Kearny Villa Road, San Diego 92123
www .mariccollege.edu

(858) 279-4500
(858) 279-1366

1,200
1,150
4

1,200
0
99

80
27
107

$14,000
NA
NA

NA
NA

Webster University
6480 Weathers Place, San Diego 92121
www.webster.edu

(858) 458-9310
(858) 458--0914

975
930
5

285
690
95

0
50
50

$3,975
$3,975
$5,025

22

CalHomia Western School of Law
225 Cedar St., San Diego 92014
www.CalifomiaWestem.edu

(619) 239-0391
(619) 525-7092

760
720
6

650
110
53

38
61
.99

23

University of Rldlulll
9040 Friars Road, San Diego 92108
www.rediands.edu

(619) 284-9292
(619) 284-9525

700
700
0

700

0

(858) 623-2777
(858) 552-1974

(619) 441-2200
(619) 440--0209

(24)

college
NCA-ctHE

13o .

1,238
1,120
11

Cbristlaa Heritage College
2100 Graenfieid Drive, El Gajolt 92019
WWW .chrisllamerttag.edu

Dr. Bob Brower

Fcu-,earprlvala,proleSslonal

(619) 465-3990
(619) 463--0162

25

1970

wild
wild

Coleman College
7380 Pllkway Drive, La Mesa 91942

(NR)

James Doti
Sheila O'Leary

$325
NA

19

Alliant University'
6160 Cornerstone Court E., San Diego 92121
, www.alliant.edu

1989

9

594

(19)

24

Dr. John $p8llrl

Four-year public university
WASC

56
90
146

(22)

Teacher aducallon, buSinaSS.
18Chnol0gy, nursing, counseling,
lunan services

$5.3
$52.6

831
519
46

~

1989

$1,706
$7,610
$1,784

1,350
1,350
0

(21)

Dr. Alexander
Gonzalez
Cherine Heckman

165
224
389

(858) 635-4561
(858) 693-8562

21

Arts, sciences, business
administration, education

EdtlcatlOn, MBA, computer science

525

Foi,-yea- private, nonprofit
universtty
WASC

UnHed States International University
10455 Pomerado Road, San Diego 92131
www.usiu.edu

(18)

1971

-$5.4
$117.8

2,730
2,750
(1)
2.51
(1)

Jerry Lee
Nancy Rohland

$7,695
$7,425
$8,640

4ti
479

$13,611
NA
$13,371

18

-

(760! 750-4000
(760 750-4030

CalHomla State University, San Marcos
333 s. Twin Oaks Valley Road, San Marcos 92096
www.csusm.edu

14

--..l

4,043
2?32

!619) 563-7100
619) 563-7299

(13)

-

6,7753
6,7733
0

National University
11255 N. Torrey Pines Road, LaJolla 92037
www.nu.edu

13

$9,800

Four-year nonprofit, private
university
WASC
PrtvalB f10l1)(0flt,

coliega
ACICS

career

Business administration, hoteV
restaurant management, International
business administration, education,
psychology, tourism

Dr. Garry Hays
Susan Topham

1952

Computer information science,

Dr. Robert Blanchard

1963

computer appUcations and networks,

Richard Funk

computer network technology

Two-year private technical
college
ACCSCT,ABHES,BRN,
BVNPT

Health care and information technology

• Gary Kerber
Nancie Froning

1976

wnd
wnd

Four-year private, nonprofit
business college
NCACS

MBA, international business, finance,
computer resources, heallll sciences,
management, organizational security

Tana Tucci
Dr. Kim Varey

1980

$21,320
$21,320
$21 ,320

wnd
wnd

Private, nonprofit, three-year
law school
ABA, AALS

Legal studies

Steven Smith
Ann Kowel

1924

46
510

$9,720
NA

wnd
wnd

Nonprofit liberal arts university
WASC

Dr. James Appleton
Judy Myers

1979

100

556

$8,712

Business management, information
systems, MBA, MS in interactive
telecommunlcatlons

695
694
0

491
204
80

28
85
113

NA
NA
$14,000$18,540

$3
$32

Nonprofit graduate school
WASC

ClinicaVcounseling psychology,
organizational studies, education,
cultural studies

Dr. Judith Albino
Jean Bartlett

1972

675
619

582

35
54

$11,924
$11,924 ·

na

Four-year private, liberal arts

Christian liberal c11s

NA

coliege
WASC, TACS

Dr. Vance Yoder
Jennifer Wiersma

1970

$8

89

9

93
80

*Unless otherwise noted, tuition reflects a lull-time program for the 1998-99 school year. For community colleges, a lull-time program
consists of 12 units per semester.
**The institutions on The List are accredited by various organizations, including Accrediting Commission for Independent Colleges and
Schools (ACICS); Accrediting Commission for Trade and Technical Schools of the Career College Association (ACTTS-tCA); American
Bar Association (ABA); American Dental Association (ADA); American Psychological Association (APA): Association of American Law
Schools (AALS); American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB); Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology
Inc. (ABET); Am~can Association for Marriage and Family Therapy (AMFTA); Board of Registered Nursing (BRN); Committee of Bar
Examiners (CSE); Community College League of California (CCLC); Commission for Teacher Credentialing (CTC); Department of
Education (DOE); Liaison Commission for Medical Education (LCME); National League of Nursing (NLN); North Central Association of
Coleges and Schools (NCA); Transnational Association of Christian Schools (TACS); and Western Association of Schools and Colleges
(WASC).
t This is a partial fisting.
wnd Would not disclose
na Not available

.

NA Not applicable
(NR) Not ranked
•Reflects resident and nonresident tuition and fees.
'Individual is a chancellor.
•National University enrolls students statewide every day of the year, therefore enrollment numbers reflect only its first quarter.
•Alliant Vniversity incorporates the CalHomia School of Professional Psychology.
•Individual is a dean.
Notes: Colleges and universities on The List are accredited and offer degree programs. Colleges that returned the survey but did
not qualify are Thomas Jefferson School of Law, Kelsey.Jenney College, Keller Graduate School of ManaQement, Fashion Institute
of Design and Merchandising and Foundation College San Diego.

Source: The institutions and California Postsecondary Education Commission.
It is not the intent of this Ust to endorse the participants nor to imply a company's size or numerical rank indicates its quality.

Researched by Natasha Lee
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Ranked by Annual Contracts
~

In Sin DleOO 2001

A-..
"'-/PU
EfflllVUIL

Amt. of Annual ContrKtl
In 5an Diego 2000

DPA Cm,- Inc.
6333 Greenwich Drille, Solle 170, San Diego, CA 92122
(858) 597.7070 Fax: (858) 597-7001
E·mll: dalyd@dprinc.c:URL-.dprinc.com

$275,000,000

1

$206,000,000

2

Dauglll E. lamlllrt Inc.
P.O. Box 270398, San Diogcr, CA 92129
(858) 385-8200 Fex: (858) 385-8201
E-mall:1aml)@dll)cons1com; URL: www.debcons1rucl.com

Auclalpll and 11111111 Inc.
4350 Execw;e Drille, Suilt 301 , San Diego, CA 92121
(858) 455-1161 Fex: (858) 455-1861
E-mail: bob_mexwel@llcoolt.com; URL: www.rlCOnltnJdion.com

$180,000,000

3

$148,592,734

4

SOLPAC INC dba Solltlc P11:lllc
2424 eo,,g,.a SI .• San Diego, CA92110-2888
(619) 296-6247 Fax: (619) 296-0730
E-mal: IIIMllling@lollllq,l.cam; URL: - .soltekpacitic.cx,m
................... Inc.
3127 Jellerson SI., San Diego, CA 92110
(619) 291-6330 Fax: (619) 296-9785
E-mal: ptawto,@ndbi.com; URL: www.nillNndillingham.com

$148,000.000

5

$128,014.000

6

ACMI Can-Co. Inc.
3366 Kurtz SI., San Diego, CA 92110
(819) 297-4158 Fax: (619) 297-1522
E-mal: lnlo@roll.com; URL: www.rOll.com

R e n o ~ Inc.
1450 F , - Road, Suilt 100, San Diego, CA 92108

$125,000,000

7
8

9

(819) 220-0224 Fax: (619) ~
E-mal: maniac@ranocon.cam; URL: www.ranocon.cam

10

$264,000,000

$100,000,000

San Diego 2001

$87,000,000

$125.000,000

w.--

$105,000,000

Taylor Ill ol Cllllamll Inc.
2020 Canino DII Rio Nor1h. Sule 300, San Diego. CA 92108
(619) 471-3400 Fax: (619) 296-1240
E-11111: layblllcl@lof.com; UFL: - .1aybbal.com

$102,00,000

-)letl

P.-.nttamPanv

Pet11 A. Salvati, ExllOJtille VP; Jw,
Ll0l)Old, Manager So. Cal.

DPR Construction Inc.

1992

NIA

1983

E1t.

Ofllcfl

AgouroivPfizll, NOYllta lnstltula tor Functional Genornlcs,
IDEC Phamlaceu1lcals

Operatiao,,

1,000

Allen Rudolph, Pralldllt; ~ F.
~ - . 5Mawl18r Ulion High~
Evarw, CFO; Dennis R. Gilll,
Dillricl, Univelsity of CaJtlomia II San D i e g o ~
ExllOJIMIVP, COO
~ R . W. Johreon, IDEC Pharmaceutlcals
Cons1rudion of bacheiol's onlis1ed quarters at Miramar
Marina Corps Alt Slation.

51ephon W. ~ n. Prasident
and CEO; I.any A. Richie, VP and
CFO; John S. Myers, VP and COO

600

Sharp Memorial Hospital AmbulalDly Cara, Sharp
Memorial Hospbl Patl<ing Slrudura, Tho l!luffs, Alvarado
Wattr Fllration Planl, lJwldo and Exparwion. Ph.1,
Ca!lsbad ~ Simi, Ph.Ill.

352

Rtnailsance, Salvation Nrrf'(, Ray and Joan Kroc
Conmlnily Conlar, Qualcomm, Four Saaons Rasol!,
Avilla Resort Cli Timnhal91, Bridgewol1cs Hilon.

52

LPL F"nncial, Pyxil World Hoadquallws, Peregn
AMCC, Neopolnl.
Syste!N, lnbil, Diversa,

Malt Reno, Presidllt

1,200

Ooma towns and lolls. On llmadway rwnovalion. Med
. La Vida RIii Living.
1"1)8CI Cc<poralo ~

Don Adu, VP and Division
M,nage,: Ctn Day, VP

250

City Lights, Million City, Wllolfard Place, Acacil@Santa
Rau, Shadow Hill.

Tom w.nntrs, Pralldlnl

150

Calfarnia Weollln Schoal al Law, - ll>tay. Rancho Doi
Ray Middle Schoal, ~ Foods in Poway. Canlbad
l.bary, San Diego S1ale i.JnNlnily plllcing s1Ndln, Belt
Buy Sloros, Target Sloros, Ml!VY"I Simi.

Jim Frager, Division PrMidenl

$83,000.000
$87,000,000

'--

Ye.-

IXecuthM(I)

Sails Enclosura San Diego ConYOnlion Center, San Diego Douglas E BarrNrl, CEO; Miu L
Blllpa,1< buildefl, SDSU Resldenlill Suftes, UCSD pa,ting (Tex) Bamhart, COO; William R.
Sharp, PntSidlnl
11ructun11, WIS1 View High Scnool.

$180,000,000

$112.160,000

--of

212

237

(858) 622-4040 Fax: (858) 622-4044
.cam; UFL: www.awintrton.cam
E-mal: ~

.cam; URL: www.-.nersconlladors.ccm

2,624

$145,813,205

$120,000,000

50ll0 Shorwhln, Pw:e, Suite 105, San Diego, CA 92122
(858) 53>1475 Fax: (858) 535-0171
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There will be an informational FREE seminar about careers in the event management industry on January 15, 2002 from
6:00 - 7:00pm at the Universit of San
Die o Division of Continuing Education. To RSVP, please call (619) 260-5986.
La Jolla's La Valencia Hotel is celebrating its 75 th anniversary this December!
Rates per night thru Dec. 20 th start at $250
and includes breakfast. Reservations can
be made at (800) 451-0772 or online at
\
www.lavalencia.com.
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Knowing
opponent
aids USD
in road win
By Dan Mooney

SL-\

SPECIAL TO THE UNION·TRI \ UNE

PORTIAND, Ore. - Portland
State had the University of San Die~
g~ attention, no doubt
7>SU was corning off an overtime
win
road
Toreros 74
against Arizona State. A
Portland St. 59 Big Sky Conference team beating a Pacific 10
team, on the road no less? You bet
With its focus squarely on PSU,
USD defeated the Vikings 74-59 last
night in a nonconference game.
USD improved to 2-1. The Toreros will continue their Oregon road
trip tomorrow when they play at
Oregon State, a team they defeated
82-71 last year.
'Their win over Arizona State
definitely put us on alert," said USD
coach Brad Holland. "We knew
they were a team to be reckoned
with. I thought their first win of the
year Qn the road against Boise State
was just as impressive."
·T he Toreros used a high-intensity effort in the second half to pull
away from the Vikings (2-1). PSU
pulled to within five at 59-54 with
6:03 left to play. Two free throws
and a spinning layup by freshman
Mike McGrain staked USD to a
67-57 lead with 2:48 remaining.
PSU was never a serious factor after that
'This game was just a lot of fun,"
said McGrain, who is from Portland's Jesuit High School. "I had to
get on the horn this week to make
sure I had enough tickets. There
was about 45-50 family members
and friends here."

USD forced the Vikings into nine
second-half turnovers, while the
Toreros had just four turnovers in
the final 20 minutes. The Toreros
also outrebounde d PSU 1&12 in the
second half.
"I didn't think our energy level in
the first half was that great," said

"This 9ame was just

I

a lot of fun."

Freshman Mike McGrain

Holland. 'That wasn't a problem in
the second half, we really turned up
the intensity."
The Toreros all but took PSU
star forward Anthony Lackey out of
the game in the second half. Lackey'. who came in averaging 20.5
pomts a game, scored 12 points but
only three in the second half b;fore
fouling out with 2:43 remaining.
USD led 32-26 at halftime.
USD jumped to a 7-0 lead as
Portland State missed its first five
shots. An Andre Laws three-pointer
gave USD a 12-2 lead. The Toreros
led by as much as 10 points several
times, the last being at 31-21 with
2:37 left Laws had 12 first-half
points, including nine on three
three-point shots.
The Toreros first-half advantage
was built largely on three-point
shooting. USD hit five of 12 threeP?~t attempts, while the Vikings
hit Just one of five three-point tries.
Laws led all scorers with 24
points. Tom Lippold scored 14 for
USD, 10 in the second half. Seamus
Boxley and Aaron Fitzgerald led
PSU with 13 each.
"We just fought real hard for this
victory," said Laws. "We had a lot of
hustle points. It's a great win for
us."
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Aztecs at New Mexico State

Toreros at Portland State

Site/time: Pan American Center (Las Cruces), 6:05 PST.
Records: SDSU 2-1, New Mexico State 2-0.
Radio: XTRA (690 AM).
Serles: NMSU leads 2-1.
Outlook: SDSU coaches have whispered about this game
for several days now, wary of how improved the Aggies
appear from the group that lost by 15 in Cox Arena last
year. SDSU senior Al Faux, suspended for game action
until now, made the trip, but coach Steve Fisher has not
decided whether the guard will play. Junior center Mike
Mackell (groin, knee, ankle) is banged up and will be
pushed by New Mexico State's Chris Jackson (14 ppg,
6.5 rpg). Junior Chris Watton made his first career start
in place of Mackell against Norfolk State on Wednesday.
Said New Mexico State coach Lou Henson: "I think that of
all the games we play this season, this will be by far the
toughest one we will have. (Fisher) is an outstanding
coach."
Matchup to watch: SDSU's Tony Bland against New
Mexico State's Eric Channl119. Each is a big guard at
6-foot-4 and each is capable of carrying his team. Bland is
averaging team highs in scoring (24.0) and assists (6.1),
while Channing is much better than his 38 percent
shooting suggests. He has scored in double figures in 29
of his last 30 games dating to last season.
-ED GRANEY

Site/Time: Portland, 7.
Records: USD 1-1, Portland 2-0
Radio: KCBO (1170 AM).
Internet: www.usdtoreros.com or www.KCBO.com
Serles: USD leads 3-1.
Outlook: First of two games in Oregon in three days on
USD's first trip of the season. The Toreros will be at
Oregon State on Monday. USD bounced back from a
season-opening loss to BYU a week ago with an 89-62
victory over UCSD on Tuesday. Andre Laws led the
Toreros with 26 points and Kevin Hanson had 11
rebounds. Portland State opened its season with a 60-53
win at Boise State, ending a 10-game road losing streak,
then made it two straight on the road with a 79-69
overtime win against Arizona State on Tuesday. The
Vikings were 1-15 away from home while going 9-18 last
season. One of those road losses was 74-60 to USD on
Dec. 13, a game in which Toreros returnees Laws and
Sam Adamo contributed 12 and 11 points, respectively.
Portland State has been led by 6-5 senior forward
Anthony Lackey, who is averaging 20.5 points.
Matchup to watch: Lackey vs. Adamo at small forward.
The Toreros held Lackey to 15 points last season, just
under his average then, but he has shown how dangerous
he can be if the defense gives him some room.
-HANK WESCH
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Toreros boost confidence
at the expense of Tritons
By Hank Wesch
ST Af"F WRITER

UCSD's Jody Woods (24) guards USD's Sam
Adamo In crosstown encounter at ttie Jenny
Craig Pavilion. Earnie Grafton/ Union-Tribune

► USD

....-

coN'r1NuEo FROM PAGE 01 ~

UCSD grittiness
just not enough
~::iinst Toreros
2-for-10 and O-for-3.
"I had a good time out
there," · Laws said. "After the
BYU game a couple of teammates took me aside and said I
looked nervous out there. I had
to relax, not think too much
and just have fun."
UCSD got 16 points from
sophomore Kyle Moyneur, a
San Pasqual High alum, and
gamely tried to keep up with its
NCAA Division I opponent But
the Tritons (1-1), who made the
step up from Division ill to Division II only last year, were
outmanned and overmatched.
The most telling stat was that
the Toreros' rebounding total
was nearly double that of the
Tritons, 43-22.
UCSD came in with a problem, missing starting point
guard Cameron Jackson (broken :finger) and the Toreros did
their best to make it worse by
pressing from the outset USD
reaped four turnovers in the
five minutes and converted
.11 to seven points while
building a 17-11 lead.

L\ \~

The category, from the home
office in Alcala Park, is: Top
Two Things USD'~ basketball
program has to say to UCSD's
after last
USO 89
night's
89-62 ToreUCSD 62
ros victory.
No. 2 - Where have you
been the past 22 years?
No. 1 - Y'all come back
now, y'hear?
Needing a confidence-builder after losses to Division II Cal
Poly Pomona in their :final exhibition and BYU in Saturday's
home opener, the Toreros got a

The Tritons fought admirably to stay in the game, hitting
six of their first seven threepoint shots. But the pace and
USD's size advantage eventually took its toll. The Toreros put
together bursts of 7-0 and 18-4
duration to pull away to a 51-34
lead at halftime.
Then, lest there be any question of the outcome, USO
scored the first 10 points of the
second half, then went about
team camaraderie-building and
stat-building for most of the :final 15:48.
''What we were really lacking
- and we need to :find it somewhere - was we had no defensive leadership," said UCSD
coach Greg Lanthier.
I
"Individuals played hard in
stretches, but as a team we
didn't play hard enough. Not to
compete against a Division I
level team. "
"For the Division I school,
that's a risk. If they come and
beat you, it makes you look
bad," said USO coach Brad
Holland. "But when I thought
about it, this game made a lot of
sense. "

UCSD
RikallSIUd
Moyneur
Swed
Woods
Christensen
Basslri
Duffaut
McDougall
Watkins
Roberts
' Oppenheimer
T~

nice one before 1,504 at the
Jenny Craig Pavilion in the first
meeting between the two nearby schools since the 1978-79
season.
Senior guard Andre Laws
scored 26 points, two shy of his
career high, senior center Kevin Hanson had a career-high 11
rebounds - topping his previous best of seven with 10 in the
first half - and the Toreros
(1-1) had 12 players make contributions of some sort
Laws was ll-for-22 from the
field and 2-for-3 from threepoint range. Against BYU, the
corresponding numbers were

~I_

SEE

USD, D6

Mn

FG-A FT-A R A F Pis
19
3-5
0--0 O 1 2 9
Z9
t,.9
2-6 4 0 1 16
25
H
0--0324 8
ZO
o-4
0-1 3 1 5 0
32
2-7
0--0 2 4 0 6
21
2-6
3-4 1 4 1 8
6
2-3
0--0 2 2 0 5
9
0-2
0-1 1 0 1 0
16
1-5
0-2 4 1 4 2
17
l-3
0--0021 8
6
0-1
0--0 0 0 0 0
2llO 22-52 S-14 22 17 19 62
PercentarJes: FG .423, FT .357. ~ Galls: 13-30,
.433 (Rikansrud 3-4, Roberts 2-Z. Moy~ur 2-3, Swed
2-6, Christensen 2-6, Ouffaut 1-1. Basslrl 1-3.~!1,;
heimer 0-1 , Woods 0-2). Tum Rebolnls: 4. Shots: 1 (Swed). T..,_ ZO (Christensen 6). stHls:
6 (Christensen Z. Basslri 2). Teclnal FadS: Hone.
USD
Mn FG-A FT-A R A F Pis
Lippold
18
2-4
2-3 5 1 3 6
Adamo
Z5
H
0--02346
Hanson
Z5
4-9
0-2 11 1 1 B
Laws
31 11-17
Z.Z 3 4 O 26
McGrain
18
3-4
0--0 4 2 0 6
Nevin
2
0-1
0--0 0 0 0 0
Delzell
16
2-3
0--0 4 3 2 5
Boardman
13
2-4
0--0 1 3 1 4
Belser
14
0-2
5-6 3 2 0 5
Blair
17
4-6
2-2 2 0 0 12
Komadlna
1
0-1
1-2 2 0 0 1
Lewis
8
1-12-2121 4
Heqarty
1O
2-2
2-4 0 1 4 6
Kalemkeris
2
0--0
0--0 O O O O
T~
2llO JUI 1W3 43 22 16 89
Percen1ar1S FG .557, FT .696. 3-M'II Galls: S-10,
.500 (Laws 2-3, Blair 2-3, Delzell 1-1, Upl)Old 0-1 ,
Boardman0-1 , Belser0-1). TumRebalnls: 5.llacUd
Shots: 4 (Hanson 3). TlfflMl'S: 17 (McGrain 5). stem;:
11 (Laws 3). Teclncll Feds: None.
UCSD 11-1)
34
Z8 - 62
USD (1-1)
51
38 - 89
A-1 ,504. Ollldals-Michael Scyphers, Chuck JannelIi, Martin Cota.
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Toreros counting on longtime backup
\)

By Hank Wesch,

STAFF WRITER

Kevin Hanson spent his summer working
on his body conditioning and his post moves.
He reported for IJ§D's preseason practices
with 10 extra poun s ...on his 6-foot-10 frame
and with a new personal record in the bench
press of 265 pounds, which is right around
what he weighs.
He opened some teammates' eyes with an
expanded offensive repertoire.
~ut the true measure of what Hanson did
idn't accomplish over
e summer will be taken
during the course of a Toreros season that continues tonight against UCSD at the
Jenny'Craig Pavilion.
For Hanson, a senior from
Huntington Beach who has
spent the past three seasons
as a backup, it's show time.
'The reality is we're inex- Kevin Hanson
perienced at the center position," said USD coach Brad Holland. ''What
experience we have, Kevin gives us, and we11
be counting on him.
"He has b en a backup center his whole
career and now it's his time to be a starting
center and play; if he can, 25 minutes of good
basketball at the low post for us."
Twenty-five minutes a game would be almost double what Hanson averaged last year
and more than double the 12.2 he has averaged in 82 games over the past three seasons,
all but five of those games in a reserve role.
And the extra time is going to have to
result in extra productivity beyond the 2.9point and 2.3-rebound averages thus far for
the big man or the Toreros will be at risk of
being dominated on the front line in a lot of

"I'm a little bit nervous, but also excited
about it," Hanson said of his situation. ''I'm
ready for this.
"I came in this fall in really good shape and
I'd like to average 25-30 minutes. I've worked
on my offense and I think that if I get the ball
in position, 111 score."
As a backup at the center spot for three
seasons, the past two behind Tyler Field who transferred to USD from UCSD and is
now playing professionally in Argentina Hanson showed potential as a shot blocker
and had good success, for a big man, at the
foul line.
He led the team in blocks as a freshman
and sophomore, combining for 26 in those
seasons, and was a 73 percent free-throw
shooter last season.
"He has climbed the staircase (of improvement) ," Holland said. "Maybe he hasn't taken
as many steps as you'd have liked, but he has
progressed up the staircase. There were
games the past few years where Tyler Field
got in foul trouble and Kevin went in and
responded well.
"Now he11 be in there from the start. If he
can respond to the situation, be productive
and give us some seni r leadership, it will
mean a lot."
One additional benefit that Hanson gained
over the summer, whic was not of his own
doing, was the addition of a practice partner.
Jason Keep, a 6-11, 270-pounder, transferred
from Oklahoma State.
Keep will sit out the ason in accordance
with NCAA transfer rules but has great potential to push Hanson to keep up with or
ahead of the competition.
"Nobody that we play is going to be as big
or as strong as him," Hanson said. "He gives
me a difficult challenge every day in practice."
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Foul shots are downfall
as. Tore
ros
lose
to
BYU
S-4
By Ha~k Wesch
STAFF WRITER

The final score, 70-59, reflected what the game was, a solid
thunking of USD by BYU in the
season opener for both basketball teams last
BYU70
night at]enny
Craig PavilToreros 59 ion.
But a thunking that, all
things considered, the Toreros
figure they can live with and
learn from.
"I liked how our team was
tonight," said USD coach Brad
Holland. "Our attitude, our air
proach, the way we stuck to a
game plan. But what it really
came down to was we missed

close-in shots and we shot horribly (54 percent) from the foul
line.
"And, yeah, missing close-in
and open shots, and missing
from the foul line is fixable."
The game boiled down to the
fact that the Cougars were bigger at virtually every position
and had experienced players
matched against inexperienced
USD ones at several key positions. And at every crucial
point, BYU was able to use either its size or experience to
get baskets or defensive stops
and keep the Toreros arms
length away or more.
Travis Hansen, a 6-6 junior

i

SEE

Toreros, C13
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First-night jitters
seen in both teams
~

guard who played a supporting role on
the Cougars' conference champions
last season, scored 21 points and
hauled in eight rebounds to lead BYU.
Senior point guard Matt Montague's
contribution was 11 points, all in the
second half, most on 7-for-8 free throw
shooting.
USD was led by junior transfer Jason Blair, who had 15 points and four
rebounds wearing the Torero uniform
for the first time. Senior Sam Adamo
had 11 points but they came on 5-for15 shooting overall, and Tom Llppold
had 10 points on 3-for-9 shooting from
the field, all of them from close range.
The Toreros shot 34.6 percent (18of-52) for the contest

"It's not like we played
our best and still got
beat."
USD forward Tom Lippold
''We know we're a better shooting
team than that," Llppold said. 'The
encouraging thing, strange as it
sounds, is that it's on us. It's not like
we played our best and still got beat"
Both teams exhibited first-game jitters and both were probably content to
go to halftime with the score 27-23 in
favor of BYU.
The Cougars were pleased to have
the lead after playing with leading
scorer Mark Bigelow on the bench for
11 minutes with foul trouble. Bigelow,
returning from a two-year Mormon
mission, had scored 41 points in two
exhibition games but accounted for
only four at halftime and finished the
game with 9.
His replacement, sophomore Daniel Bobik, scored 10 and triggered a
7-0 early run that put USD in a hole, USD's Andre Laws (right) passes over his shoulder amid first-half pressure
then hit a three-pointer to break a from BYU. Laws has n ne points In the team's season opener. Fred Greaves
12-12 tie and start another 7-0 run that
to come back, and e Toreros squan- was a winnable game had we cashed
put the Cougars in front to ~tay.
The Toreros were thankful to be dered most of the portunities they in on our open shots and our free
down only four at the break after made for themselve by going 9-for-20 throws."
BYU outrebounded USD 37-31 and
shooting just 24 percent overall and at the line in the sec nd half.
"It's deflating, when our guys are had eight on the offense end to four
1-for-11 from three-point range in the
first 20 minutes. The only three-point- doing a really good job of getting to forUSD.
USD cut the Cougars' lead to five
er cashed was by Matt Delzell, on the the foul line. Because one of our goals
is always to shoot m e foul shots than points on two occasions in the second
only one he took.
BYU's solid play in the second half our opponent But en to make 54 half, the last being 47-42 with seven
gave the Toreros no great opportunity percent of them . . . really think this minutes to play.
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Cashing in from·experience of last season's crash
Toreros knew heights
early, depths at end

Senior guard
Andre Laws,
watching at
a recent
exhibition
vs. Cal Poly
Pomona,
says
returning
teammates
have learned
from last
year's
swoon after
a 7·1 start
and national
poll votes.
Jim&ird/

By Hank Wesch,

Unwn-

Tribune

► TOREROS
co

TINUtD FROM PAGE D1

STAFF WRITER

. l:jl\
Last year was supposed to be a
payoff year for USD's men's basketball
~
program.
With a senior-oriented team talented enough to be considered among
the top two in the West Coast Conference in preseason polls, with the
brand new Jenny Craig Pavilion to play
in and with the wee Tournament
there at season's end - the Toreros
appeared to be set.
And when they got off to a 7-1 start,
a school-best at the NCAA Division I
level, and received national poll votes,
it looked as if the hype might be true.
Then the Toreros went 9-12 the rest
of the way, were a 7-7 fourth place in

L

With feel for floor,
team expects better

major college transfer and four walkons. That's a lot of newness to deal
with, but ...
'This might be the best talent we've
had in my four years here," Laws said.
"But some of it is young and we've got
to find a way to put it all together."

Thoughts of instant gratification of
He hopes that means wins against
last year have turned to hopes of oneyear delayed gratification if the implau- major conference representatives
such as BYU, Oregon State, Washingsible happens.
ton, San Diego State and nationally
Laws, the Toreros' leading scorer, ranked USC leading up to wee play.
the past two seasons and an All-WCC
The good news for the Toreros is
honorable mention selection both
years, is one of four seniors on a that the BYU, Washington, SDSU and
16-man roster that includes three ju- USC games are all at the JeP. And
niors with USD experience, three true unlike last year, when the Toreros
freshmen, one redshirt freshman, one didn't have full access for practices

until partway through the season,
they've gotten a real feel for the home
floor.
"It's definitely a tough (preconference) schedule, but as a senior that's
something you want, to play against
the best you can," Laws said. ''When
the opportunity to play against major
conference schools presents itself, especially here at our gym, you've got to
take it and do the best you can."
The Toreros are preseason picks
for fifth place in the eight-team wee.
Which is fine with Laws.
"It's better for us/ Laws said.
'We're not expected to do much, and
that's when you surprise people."

the wee and lost in the tournament
semifinals. USD's home record: 7-5.
To outsiders, the Toreros either A)
Couldn't stand prosperity, B) Couldn't
picture themselves remaining at those
heights, or C) Didn't really belong
there in the first place.
But senior guard Andre Laws, who
leads the Toreros into tonight's opener against BYU at the Jenny Craig
Pavjlion, says the real answer is D)
None of the above.
"It surprised a lot of us when we
received Top 25 votes, but we really
did think we were that good and that
we could continue to win," Laws says.
'Then all of a sudden we lost a couple
gan1es and it turned the other way.
'The guys coming back from last
year learned a lot from that, and hopefully it won't happen again."

L--
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Toreros, D8
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Rebound,
defend,
andUSD
mightwin
S\,\

By Hank Wesch
STAFF WRITER

(

V

'

\

When USD's basketball team
breaks the huddle at the end of a
stoppage of play, the one-word statement spoken in unison is much more
likely to be "DEFENSE" or "REBOUND" than "WIN."
Because rebounding and playing
defense - not exclusively, but to a
great extent the province of the front
court - is a cornerstone of coach
Brad Holland's philosophy. Rebound
and play good enough defense, the
theory goes, and winning generally
follows.
So it's not surprising that the major
questions regarding the 2001-02 Toreros, which Holland matter-of-factly recites, regard the front court and its
major areas of responsibility.
"Can we establish any kind of lowpost game offensively and defensively?" Holland said. "Are we going to
rebound the way we have the last
couple of years?"
Two years ago USD ranked among
the top 10 in the country in rebounding margin. last season the Toreros
were the top team in the West Coast
Conference in rebounding defense.
How the Toreros, who open the
season tomorrow at home against
BYU, fare in the front-line battles
could deterrnin both their style of

play and success.
"If we can rebound and establish
some kind of low-blocks presence,
we11 be a fairly balanced team from
the inside-outside erspective," Holland said. "But it's
secret that right
now our guards are our strength and,
at least initially, we . be perimeter-oriented."

The Toreros have players of experi
ence and some accomplishment at
both small forward (Sam Adamo, Scott
Boardman) and power forward (fom
Lippold, Jason Blair). At center they11
be looking for a final-season statement
from &-foot-10 senior Kevin Hanson, Oli
the emergence of &-10 freshman Ryan
Iegarty.
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By Hank Wesch,

1

STAFF WRITER

The sideline is not the perspective from which Roy
Monis would have preferred to watch USD's basketball practices for the past month.
·- But, while a broken foot heals, that has been the
junior from Bonita Vista High's place for the buildup to
a season that begins Nov. 17 against BYU at the Jenny
Craig Pavilion.
Monis has watched the various drills and made
mental notes of the offensive and defensive schemes.
He has dutifully kept up with the rehab, sometimes
riding a stationary bike on the sideline while monitoring what went on out on the floor. He has worked on his
dribbling and shot free throws and set shots.
The view from the outside looking in hasn't been
bad, but Monis is sure he11 like it better from the
inside. Sometime around the second or third week of
the season if projections are correct, he11 be back to full
strength and ready to be called to duty at a point guard
spot where he's shown promise but inconsistency as a
backup the last two years.
"It has been all right, but it needs to be a lot better,"
Monis said of his USO career. "I need to play a lot
better. As a team we need to play a lot better."
First, the 6-foot-2, 180-pounder needs to get physically better, this time for real.
Monis broke a bone on the outside edge of his left
foot in a pickup game last spring when, accelerating to
get downcourt on a fast break, he stepped on the foot of
Dana White - USD's point guard for the last three
seasons and the man Monis is looking to replace.
Surgery that included insertion of a pin was apparently successful. At least Monis thought so until he went
in for follow-up X-rays at the end of July. "They showed
that the (break) was that far apart," said Monis, indicating a quarter-inch gap with his thumb and forefinger.
Corrective surgery was performed in September.
Monis has been able to do conditioning work and
straight-ahead running for a while, but hasn't been able
to make cuts and maneuver as he11 need to do.
When he's ready, Monis will join a team he projects
to have as much talent and potential as the 20-9 and
16-13 teams he has played on the past two years.
"I think we have weapons that people don't know
about," Monis said. "It will be a matter of showing up
and playing well as a team. We can't have any off nights.
If we play our game, we can surprise people."
There have been changes in the offensive philosophy and scheme after a 2000-2001 season that didn't
approach high preseason expectations and ended with
a second-round loss to Gonzaga in the WCC Tournament on the Toreros' home floor.
"Our offense is better," Monis said. "It's a lot more
reads and less structured. We're a run-and-gun team.
Last year we tried to be run-and-gun, but we didn't do it
very often. This year we are a run-and-gun team."
There are lessons from last season to be learned and
applied.
"We don't want to sell ourselves short. We don't want
to feel the way we did after the second game of the
(WCC) Tournament," Monis said.
"Last season was a lot of woulda . . . shoulda ...
maybe ... didn't We don't want to deal with that again."
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Toreros accomplish their goals
By Hank Wesch

strong in the first 10 minutes, then tic Coast Conference, when Georgia
went through a somewhat lax peri- Tech and North Carolina were 1-2
od.
before the 198!>-86 season. Duke,
Leave the analyzing and agoniz-'
They closed out the first half well the defending national champion,
ing for some other time.
to go to the locker room with a 52-38 was the runaway No. 1 choice by the
USD.'.s..men's basketball team got lead. They were hit by a hail of national media panel. The Blue Devout and played somebody last night, three-pointers in the final minutes of ils received 61 first-place votes.
the EA Sports West All-Stars, in an the game as EA Sports made the Maryland, which lost to Duke in
its
exhibition game at the Jenny Craig final score respectable.
first Final Four appearance, had six
Pavilion. The Toreros beat that
"You've got to give them credit, at first-place votes.
somebody, 97-87. And no one got the end they got on fire with the
■ Fresno State point guard Chris
hurt in the process.
threes," said Blair. "We're young, Sandy has been declared academiThat was more than sufficient for but we're improving."
cally ineligible until the spring sethe Toreros.
Holland used eight players most mester unless the NCAA issues a
'1t was good to get our feet wet," of the game - six returnees plus waiver allowing him to play.
.said USD coach Brad Holland. "I'm Blair and McGrain. Employing
■ Billy Tubbs said this will be his
sure the kids were glad to be highly regarded freshmen Nick last season coaching
at TCU, and
playing someone else rather than Lewis and Corey Belser would have possibly his last in college
basketbeating up on each other. I know I closed the door on possibly redshirt- ball. Tubbs, beginning
his 28th seawas sick of seeing them beat up on ing one or both, and that's a door son as a head coach and
eighth with
each other.
that Holland wants to keep open for the Homed Frogs, said he will
"I didn't care about the (margin of the time being.
coach again only if the right opporvictory) or any of that stuff. I didn't
The Toreros have one more free- tunity arises.
think we played very good defense to-the-public exhibition game, a
■ A Texas Tech player who was
at times, but we were aggressive on week from tonight against Cal Poly on a club team in France
may be
offense. It served some purpose."
Pomona. Their regular-season open- forced to sit out some games. The
Sam Adamo scored 25 points, er is Nov. 17 against BYU at the NCAA is looking into whether
Pawtransfer Jason Blair 17, Andre Laws Jenny Craig Pavilion.
el Storozyns ki played with profes16 and freshman Mike McGrain 10
sional players or in a pro league
as USD did some preliminary blend- Elsewhere
before joining a Division I school.
ing of the old and newcomers.
Duke and Maryid are 1-2 in Storozynski, who was born in Per
The Toreros reacted rather pre- the■AP
preseason coll ge basketball land and raised in France, played on
dictably to the opportunity to play poll, just the second · e two teams a club team in France
at age 16.
against someone other than team- from the same confere ce have held
mates for the first time of the sea- the top spots. The o er time also
Union-Tribune news services contributed
son. In both halves they came out involved two schools m the Atlan- to
this report.
STAFF WRITER
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Holland's semors
no longer in dutch
.t,\lS

By Hank Wesch
STAFF WRITER

(

Improvement being gladly
accepted in any form and
measure during the preseason, USD basketball coach
Brad Holland is feeling better
now than he did a week ago.
'The players are starting to
understand what we want to
do offensively," said Holland.
In Saturday's second formal intrasquad scrimmage,
guard Andre Laws scored 32
points and had four assists
while fellow seniors Kevin
Hanson (15 points, six rebounds) and Tom Lippold (13
points) also contributed solidly in an officiated affair in
which the ''White" team led
by assistant coach Steve F1int
outpointed David Fizdale's
"Blue" squad 81-70.
Holland had been critical of
Laws and Hanson after the
first scrimmage on Oct 20 in
which the Blue team, heavily
weighted with newcomers,
soundly defeated the White.
The same rosters were kept
for both scrimmages.
"Andre played much better," Holland said. "He was
way more aggressive than in
the first scrimmage and did a
much better job of getting to
the (free throw) line."
Jason Blair and Ryan Hegarty scrimmaged after having missed most of the week's
practices because of knee
problems. Hegarty, a 6-foot-10
center, blocked three shots.
"Blair and Hegarty were
both a little rusty but got in
some good work," said Holland. "As a team we've got a
long way to go, but we have to
take some baby steps before

we take giant steps, and the
important thing was we took
some positive steps in the
scrimmage."
The Toreros will scrimmage again Saturday, with
their first public exhibition set
Monday night against the Califomia All-Stars at the Jenny·
Craig Pavilion.
The agenda for the coming
week has been established.
''We11 concentrate on forming up the starting group and
the (substitution) rotations who's first off the bench at the
positions," Holland said.
Holland realizes that establishing a starting five and hav:ing it remain unchanged
through the season is rare at
the Division I level.
'The players are a lot more
concerned with who's starting
than the coaches are," Holland said. ''We've rarely seen
(an enduring starting lineup)
in the program since I've been
here. If we find one and it
becomes established, so be it
But it's not something we feel
has to happen."
With junior two-year letterman Roy Morris, the projected starter, still recovering
from a broken foot, Holland
has two main options at the
point Move returning all-conference selection Laws, a natural shooting guard, to the
point, or tum the running of
the team over to freshman
Mike McGrain, who has been
both poised and productive in
the preseason.
At power forward, senior
three-year letterman Lippold
(6-5, 215) and transfer Blair
(6-7, 235) bring different dimensions to the position.
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TOREROS TONIGKT

Toreros vs. A Sports West AH-Stars
Site/Time: Jenny Craig Pavilion/ 7

(

TV/Radio: None Outlook: Brad Holland's eighth USD team plays the first of two
free-to-the-public preseason exrii6itro s, this one against a team of former
college standouts. Nine players will be putting on a USD uniform for the first
time and Holland will do plenty of mixing and matching of them with six
able-bodied returning lettermen. The newcomers include three true
freshmen (guard Mike McGraln, guard/forward Corey Belser and
forward/center Nick Lewis), redshirt freshman center Ryan Heqarty and
transfer forward Jason Blalr. Guards Andre Laws and Sam Adamo,
forward Tom Lippold and center Kevin Hanson are the senior returnees
from last season's 16-13 team. Matt Delzell and Scott Boardman are
underclassmen with experience, two years' worth in Delzell's case.
Matchup to watch: Any one involving USD's true freshmen, who will be
getting their first taste of what it's like beyond high school and against
someone other than your teammates.
-HANK WESCH
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USO TONIGHT

Georgetown at USD

Site: Torero Stadium
.
Tlme:7.
Radio: Webcast on
www.usdtoreros.co
m
Record~
·2, Georgetown 2-5
.
Serles: First meeti
ng between these
teams .
Outlook: Last week
,
Valparaiso 20-17 the visiting Toreros defeated
in
League game of the USD's final Pioneer Football
2-2 in league, good season. The Toreros finished
enough to tie for se
cond with
Butler in the North
Di
on sophomore quart vision. The Toreros will rely
erback Eric Rasm
us
is 118-of-201 pass
ing for 1,609 yards sen, who
touchdowns. He's
thrown six interce and 14
ptions.
Rasmussen's top rec
catches for 420 ya eiver is Dylan Mora with 28
rds
who also handles the and two touchdowns. Mora,
was named PFL Sp punting and place-kicking,
ec
for his efforts again ial Teams Player of the Week
league with a 42 .5- st Valparaiso. Mora leads the
yard punting avera
ge. He
kicked field goals
from 42 and 34 ya
rds against
Valparaiso. On defen
USO with 45 tackle se, invert Brian Luman leads
s,
Guzenskl (44). Ge followed by linebacker Andy
orgetown has strug
gled this
season in the Patrio
coming off a 38-35 t League. The Hoyas are
overtime loss to Ma
Georgetown has be
en able to average rist.
yards rushing per
just 76
game.
- RICHARD J. MARC
US
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USD SpotliQht: Backcourt

■ First of two position-by-position analyses: 4 \)'-\
The Toreros were in good hands with Dana White at p6int
guard the last three years. He led the team in assists and
steals and was either third or fourth in scoring each season
while earning all-conference /lonors as a senior. White's
athletic abilities were further evidenced this fall when he
went out for football and contributed as a wide receiver.
White will be missed. But in Andre Laws and Roy Morris, the
Toreros return players who played alongside, backed up or
filled in for White when he was injured or slumping those last
three years. Coach Brad Holland figures to do some juggling
and experimenting in the backcourt until Morris returns from
injury. Even then, establishing a permanent starting duo and
backup rotation Is not a priority. The Toreros appear to have
sufficient depth and experience to hold their own in a
guard-oriented West Coast Conference.

STARTERS

Andre Laws, 6·1, 180, Sr.: Three years ago, Holland called
Laws the most poised, and best, freshman guard he'd ever
coached. Laws has progressed but not become the force he
was projected to be. Nothing wrong with last season's
team-leading scoring (10.5) and steals (1.3) totals or the
2.63 assists per game, second only to White. But, as Is
always the case In a senior season, more will be expected.
Laws' strength is that he can play both the point and off
guard, the position for which he's probably more suited.
Laws was honorable mention AII-WCC the last two seasons.
Mike McGraln, 6·3, 210, Fr.: An option quarterback in
football and point guard in basketball at Jesuit High In
Portland, McGrain has a body and way of movement more
prototypical OB than PG. But his poise, presence, willingness
to learn and solid but unspectacular play have been
Impressive. The ball just gets from his hand to the place
where it needs to be. "Mike has shown he will give us some
productive minutes," Holland said. "He's a very heady
freshman. He picks things up quickly, asks great questions.
He's got a high basketball IQ."

BACKUPS

Roy Morris, 6·2, 180, Jr.: A foot injury has put the
expected ascension to point starter on hold. Return to
physically-able-to-perform status is projected for late this
month or early December. McGrain's development will
determine the urgency of need for Morris. The Bonita Vista
High grad averaged 16 minutes, 4.7 points, 2.3 rebounds
and 2.0 assists as a freshman and appeared to have a
breakthrough game with a 20-point outburst in a win over
Oregon State on Dec. 2. Things went downhill from there,
however, and he wasn't much of a factor in the WCC season.
Matt Delzell, 6·2, 180, Jr.: Walked on as a freshman,
earned a starting role and held it for 25 of 29 games while
earning the team's Defensive Player of the Year award. A
tender knee limited lateral movement and his effectiveness
somewhat last season. But he still made the tie-breaking
three-pointer, the game-winning defensive stop and the two
free throws with nine seconds left in the Toreros' 55-52
victory over San Diego State and contributed on several
other occasions. Delzell does the kinds of things coaches
love and is a two-time wee All-Academic selection.
-HANK WESCH
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Men's overview~\,,..'1

200 0·01 record: 16·13 overall,
7· 7 West Coast Conference.

C.:W:PltJJ:I-ItiUH•11 '9

•

OPPONENT

TIME

Nov.17 BYU
Nov. 20 UCSD
Nov. 24 at Portland State

7:00

Nov.26 at Or19on State
Dec.1 WuhllN)ton
Dec.5 San D1190 state
Dec.8 Boise State
Dec. 11 UC Irvine

7:05

Projected startl119 lineup: Mike McGrain,
Fr., guard; Andre Laws, Sr., guard; Sam
Adamo, Sr., forward; Tom Lippold, Sr.,
forward; Kevin Hanson, Jr., center.
Key reserves: Roy Morris, Jr., G
(potential starter when back from foot
injury); Scott Boardman, Jr., guard; Matt
Delzell, Jr., guard; Jason Blair, Jr.,
forward; Ryan Hegarty, Fr., center;
Corey Belser, Fr., guard; Nick Lewis, Fr.,
forward.

Dec.20 use
Dec. 22 Southern Or19on

7:00

Returnln9 leaders: Scoring (Laws,

Jan. 19

Coach: Brad Holland (110·86,

7 seasons; 133· 117 overall).

Assistants: David Fizdale, Steve Flint,
Sam Scholl, James Borrego.
Predicted wee finish: Fifth.
Key 9ames: Dec. 5 vs SDSU; Dec. 20 vs.

USC; Jan.13 at Gonzaga; Feb. 9 vs.
Gonzaga; March 2·4 wee Tournament
at
Jenny Craig Pavilion.

10.3); rebounding (Laws, Lippold, 3.1);
assists (Laws, 2.5).

Best-case scenario: Newcomers play
well and complement corps of
returnees. Toreros weather inevitable
early setbacks, chalk them up to
"growing pains," improve and exploit
home court advantage at wee
Tournament.
Worst-case scenario: An ambitious pre·

conference schedule turns out to be
confidence depleting and the Toreros
can't get up for the wee challenge.

Quotln9 Holland: "I like the direction

that the program is going, having
averaged 18 wins a year for the last
three years. We're trying to put together
back-to-back recruiting classes that are
going to help us get to the point where
we're competitive with the best team in
t~e league, and right now that's
Gonzaga. I think we've done that. "

OATE

Dec. 29

vs. HamPton•

7:00
7:00
7:00
7:30
7:00
7:00
7:00
5:30

Dec. 30 vs. Montana St.
Jan.2
Jan.11
Jan. 13
Jan. 16
Jan. 24
Jan. 26
Feb.1
Feb.2
Feb.7
Feb.9
Feb. 14
feb. 16
Feb. 22
Feb. 23

or Troy St.•
at CSU Northrldt•
at Portland••
at Gonzata**
at Santa Clara••
Santa Clara••
Loyola Marymount••
Pepperdlne••
at San Francisco••
at Saint Mary's••
Gonz19a..
Portland**
Saint Mary's ••
San Francisco••
at Pepperdlne••
at Loyola Marymount••

7:05
7:00
1:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:35
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:oo
7:00

• Montana State Tourney
• • west Coast Conference game
HOME GAMES: Jenny Craig Pavilion on
~
MARCH 2.4; wee Tournament at USD.

ampus .
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TOREROS TONIGHT

vs. UCSD
Toreros
\.!)
~

Site/Time: Jenny Craig Pavilion/7
Records: UCSD 1-0; USO 0-1
Radio: KCBO (1170)
Internet: www.usdtoreros.com or
www.KCBO.com

Serles: 14-1 USO
Outlook: A cross-Interstate 5 rivalry is
renewed after a 22-year lapse. The Tritons,
who went 4-23 moving up from NCAA Division
Ill to Division II last season, come in off a
104-44 rout of Redlands Saturday in their
season opener. That same evening, USO lost
its home and season opener 70-59 to BYU.
UCSD was led by Ryan Swed (6-5, So., F, 16
pts., 7 reb.) and Nick Christensen (6-2, Sr., G,
15 pts.). Swed was 5-for-6 on three-point
attempts as the Tritons hit 14-of-29 from
behind the arc. Christensen was 7-for-11
overall. USO shot poorly from the field
(18-for-52) and free-throw line (19-for-35) in
falling to BYU. Transfer Jason Blair (6-7, Jr.,
F) came off the bench to score 15 points while
Tom Lippold (6-5, Sr., F.) had 10 and Sam
Adamo (6-4, Sr., G) 11.
USD note: Letters of intent have been
received from Carlsbad High's Derek
Stockalper (6-5, G) and Travis Smith (6-3, G)
of Santa Margarita High in Rancho Santa
Margarita. Both had announced oral
commitments last month. The fall earlysigning period began last Wednesday.
Matchup to watch: UCSD's specialty,
three-point shooting, vs. USD's perimeter
defense. UCSD's interior defense against the
Toreros' taller centers, 6-10 senior Kevin
Hanson and 6-10 freshman Ryan Hegarty.
-HANK WESCH
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Toreros lOsing
22 seniors but
not optimism
By Richard J. Marcu~

S.

SPECIAL TO THE UNION-TRIBUNE

(

This time last year the outlook for USD footb~ was a bit hazy after a disappointing 4-6
season. Now, the future looks much brighter for
the Toreros.
Upstart USD finished 6-3 overall and 2-2 in the
Northern Division of the Pioneer Feotball
League, good for a second-place tie with Butler.
USD, a charter member of the PFL, finished
fourth in league play in the 1999 and 2000 seas<;ms.
"We were very healthy all season," USD coach
Kevin McGarry said. "In the last three years,
1998 through 2000, we had nothing but injuries."
Although USD will lose 22 seniors, it retains
some crucial players on both offense and defense
for next season. ·
'There are a lot of seniors that will be hard to
replace," McGarry said, "but I think that we have
a good nucleus of kids coming back."
Offensively, USD will have more certainty in
the 2002 training camp than it had this year. The
quarterback position will be in the capable hands
of Eric Rasmussen, who will be a junior.
"I was pleased with the year," Rasmussen said.
"At the same time there are a lot of things that I
can work on to get better."
Rasmussen finished with a 58 percent completion ratio for 2,035 yards, with 15 touchdown
passes and nine interceptions. He also ran for
two scores.
"Sometimes Eric was a young QB trying to do
too much," McGarry said. "He's got that experience now under his belt"
' Junior fullback Kenny Villalobos, who led the
team with 592 rushing yards and 11 scores, will
return to anchor the backfield. Two of the five
offensive linemen will return, as well as a bevy of
capable receivers and tight ends.
· Defensively, it will be hard to replace departing safety Kyle Slusser, lineman Anthony Banovac and linebacker Brian Luman. With seven of
the 11 starters graduating, next season's defense
will be younger and less experienced.
Also, the Toreros will need to find a replacement for graduating kicker/punter Dylan Mora
(42-yard average).
"We are moving in the right direction,"
McGarry said. "As far as developing our program, we improved. I think that we took some
steps forward, regardless of our wins and
losses."
Next season, in addition to playing the four
Northern Division PFL foes, USD will travel east
in September to play Yale, and will host Jacksonville State, the PFL Southern Division champ, in
October.
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USJ) women win first,
advance to title game
45

SPECI AL TO THE UNION -TRIBU NE

sed a 16-point halftime
NEW YORK - ~
cushion to catapult itself to its first victory of the
season yesterday, defeating Fordham 73-63 in
the first round of the St. John' s Tournament.
The Torer os (1-2) will
Toreros (w) 73 play Hofstra, a 61-34 winner over St John's, for the
Fordham 63
tournament title today.
USD's Cassidy Blaine, a freshman fmward
from Boise, Idaho, scored 21 points and hit all
four of her three-point shots. Junior guard Kerri
Nakamoto added 18 points and three steals, and
senior forward Robyn Fortney (Rancho Bernardo High) came off the bench to score 14 points,
including nine from the foul line.
Fordham (0-3) was paced by forward Mobolaji
Akiode's 15 points. The Rams outrebounded the
Torer os 45-32 but were O-for-9 from the freethrow line.
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Rhode Island's Yatar Kuyateh looks for a
teammate to pass to as Connecticut players
swarm around. Bob Child/ Associated Press

Women's BasketbaD

Toreros edged
in New York
tourney final
l5

FROM St A FF AND U-T NEWS SERVICES

Megan;.,cott's jumper with 1:17 remaining
gave Hofstra the lead for good as the Pride
beat USQ 57-52 last night in the championship
game of the St John's Tournament in New
York.
Scott's basket made it 51-50 and Jen Brickey added a layup for 47 seconds left to seal the
victory, dropping USD to 1-3.
Both defenses dominated in the first half as
neither team reached double digits until 5:54
le~ Hofstra led 27-24 at halftime but fell
behind 47-40 as USD opened the second half
with a 23-13 run.
USD's Marta Menuez led all scorers with
17 points, while Robyn Fortney added 13
points and Kerri Nakamoto 11. Cassidy Blaine
had a game-high 11 rebounds. Brickey,
named tournament MVP, led Hofstra with 15
points.
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Robyn Fortney, a starter last season for USD, will be the Toreros' sixth woman this season. Jim&ird/ Union-Tribune

Depleted but determinedBy Nicole Vargas
STAFF WRITER

A/

With USD having only nine healthy
players toopen the women's basketball season this weekend, it may be
hard to see the silver lining in the dark
cloud hanging over the Jenny Craig
Pavilion.
First came the dismissal for an unspecified violation of team rules of
senior center Amber Jansen, one of
the West Coast Conference's top returning players, and Erin Epperson.
Then came injuries to Erin Malich
(broken finger) and Marie Plocher
and Polly Dong (broken foot each).
In the middle of it all, the Toreros
were picked to finish seventh in the
eight-team WCC.
The Toreros are not about to write
their season off, though. They have a
blend of experience and youth and a
goal of keeping their games fast-paced
and up-tempo, much like the team of
two seasons ago that won the wee
Tournament title and went to the
NCAA Tournament
· ''We've changed our style (this
year)," coach Kathy Marpe said. ''We
are going to run a four-guard offense

with a single post We're also trying to
offset the size of the other players by
changing our defensive style and being more aggressive on the ball."
Two seasons ago senior Jessica
Gray was the lone presence in the
middle in an offense that relied heavily
on its guards. Whe1,1 defenses shifted
to close down USD's capable threepoint shooters on the perimeter, Gray
was wide-open in the key.
'The group of girls we have fits very
well together," said guard Kerri Nakamoto, a freshman two years ago. "Our
chemistry is good this year and we
have a bunch of hard workers."
In the center of the offense is 6foot-1 sophomore Marta Menuez, currently the only healthy true post player. Malich is expected to be out at least
2-3 more weeks.
"If we can keep her out of foul
trouble, keep her healthy and keep
her on the floor, we'll be in good
shape," Marpe said of Menuez, who
had 31 points and 13 rebounds in a
scrimmage against UCSD.
Nakamoto, an All-WCC honorable
mention pick who started all 26 games
last season, is joined in the backcourt
by point guard Melissa Glazebrook,

who overcame a stress fracture and
mononucleosis to start this season
healthy
Rancho Bernardo High alum Robyn
Fortney, who was a starter last season,
will return to her role as first player off
the bench this season.
'This is better for us," said Marpe,
who praises ,Fortney's ability to make
big plays when needed. "She is back to
the role she had on the NCAA team,
and she will probably get more playing
time than when she started. Her attitude about this is tremendous. She's
willing to make a personal sacrifice for
the team."
Freshman Cassidy Blaine steps into
Fortney's role, and sophomore Melissa Padgett rounds out the starting :five.
Padgett adds another perimeter threat
and, at 6-1, can move inside.
Two local players, senior J aneene
Arendsen (Rancho Buena Vista) and
freshman Brandi Collato (Santa Fe
Christian), will come off the bench, as
will junior Jen Wedo.
Plocher, a guard, should return by
conference play. A decision on Dong,
who had surgery last Saturday and has
the option of redshirting, will be made
later in the season.
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Colorado tops
USD'swomen
'115
ASSOCIATE ~ PRESS

BOULDER, Colo. - Tera
Bjorklund had 19 points. and 13
rebounds and Eisha Bohman
added 14 points to lead No. 14
Colorado
No. 14 Colo. 83 to
an
8 3-44
Toreros (w) 44 rout of
short-handed USD last night in
nonconference w omen's basketball.
Marta Menuez had 12 points
for USD (1-2), which dressed
only nine players. The Toreros
shot only 27 percent
USD missed its first seven
shots and turned the ball over
six times before Menuez's layup ended the drought nearly
' eight minutes into the game.
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Bal\Sanced Golden Bears beat Aztecs
Four of Cal's five starters Otii, who scored 15 and 14,
scored in double figures and respectively. Jamey Cox had
Kiki Williams came off the 13 points. SDSU hurt itself
bench to score 15 points in 15 with 26 turnovers.
minutes as the Golden Bears
SDSU's record fell to 1-1.
beat San Diego State 74-60 This was Cal's first game of
yesterday in a women's bas- the season.
ketball game before 604 at
Toreros tumble
Haas Pavilion in Berkeley.
Cal forward Leigh Gregory
Junior guard Kerri Nakamoscored 15, guard Kristin lwan- to scored a career-high 24
aga 13. Center Ami Forney ad- points, but USD' women' s
ded 11 points and guard La- basketball team los to host
Tasha O'Keith had 10.
Denver 67-66 in th Toreros '
The Aztecs, who trailed season opener.
29-21 at halftime, were paced
USD fell behind
by Claire Swinbank and Atim came back to take a

time lead. Denver, owner of a
15-game home winning streak
dating to last season, opened
the second half with a 10-1 run
to go up 43-38 and then held
off a late rally by the Toreros.
Melissa Padgett, who hit a
three-pointer in the final seconds for the game's last
points, had seven points and
11 rebound s for USD. Teammate Marta Menuez had 11
points and six rebounds.
USD continu es its fourgame road trip tomorro w
night at Colorado.
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'Women: Toreros (0·1) at
No. 12 Colorado (2·1)
Site/Time: Boulder/6 p.m.
Webcast: www.usdtoreros.com
Serles: Colorado leads 3-0.
Outlook: The Toreros, who play
the second game of a four-game
road trip, are coming off a 67-66
loss to Denver. Junior guard Kerri
Nakamoto led USO with a
career-best l4poiiits, which
included making 5-of-7
three-pointers. The Toreros
converted 10-of-23 treys and
outrebounded the taller Pioneers,
43-34. This will be very important
against Colorado, which fell in the
semifinals of the WNIT to No. 3
Vanderbilt, 72-51. Tera
Bjorklund, a 6-5 sophomore
center, led the Buffaloes with 25
points. This game also pits USO
• guard Janeene Arendsen against
former Rancho Buena Vista
teammate Elsha Bohman, a 5-10
forward for Colorado.
- NICOLE VARGAS
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Women: Toreros (0·Z)
vs. Fordham (0·Z)
SHe/Tlme: St. John's University/1 p.m.
PST
Webcast: none
Serles: Tied 1-1.
outlook: After the Toreros' one-point loss
to Denver in their season opener, the last
thing they needed against No. 12
Colorado was a scoring drought. But they
got one, falling behind 11-0 en route to an
83-44 loss U [Uhot only 27 percent and
was outrebounded 50-37. Fordham,
USD's opponent in the first round of the
St. John's Tournament in New York, lost
its first two games by a combined 19
points. The Rams are led by 5-foot-10
guard/forward Patty Williams and 5-11
forward Mobolaji Akiode. Akiode leads the
team in rebounds at 6.5 per game. The
winner of this game plays the winner of
the St. John's-Hofstra game for the
championship tomorrow.

Women: Aztecs (1·1)
vs. UCSD (0·0)
SHe/Tlme: Cox Arena/7:30
Wtbcast: www.goaztecs.com

Serles: Tonight's game is the first in
nearly 23 years between these teams.
SDSU won the only previous meeting,
72-33, on Nov. 28, 1978.
outlook: The Aztecs are shooting more
accurately and rebounding better than
they did last season, but they must cut
down on their mistakes. They had 26
turnovers in a 74-60 loss to Cal. Senior
Atim Otii leads the offense at 15 points
per game, and juniors Ashonda Williams
and Valencia Howard are pulling down 7.5
and 7 rebounds per game, respectively.
This game serves as the season opener
and the Division II debut for UCSD ( 15-12
last season in Division Ill). The Tritons
return two starters and 10 letter-winners,
including senior guard Maya Fok, who
averaged 10.8 points and had 100 assists
last season.
- NICOLE VARGAS
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2000·0 ~ord: 10-16 overall,
5-9 West Coast Conference
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Coach: Kathy Marpe (252-325 in 21
seasons)

Assistants: Erik Johnson, Dawn Baker
Shelley Sheetz
I
Predicted wee finish: Seventh
Key 9ames: Nov. 20 at Colorado; Dec.
5 vs. UCLA; Dec. 28, 30 at USO
Tournament with Iowa, Auburn and
Texas-San Anto·nio; Feb. 2 vs. St.
Mary's; Feb. 21 vs. Pepperdine.

Returnln9 starters: Robyn Fortney, Sr.,
guard; Melissa Glazebrook, Sr., guard;
Kerri Nakamoto, Jr., guard.
Top newcomers: Cassidy Blaine, Fr.,
forward; Brandi Collato, Fr., guard; Poll
Dong, Fr., guard.

Best-case scenario: Parallels to USO'
NCAA season hold true and the Torero
again prove prognosticators wrong.
Worst-case scenario: Injuries keep
USD's bench small, making it hard to
play the fast-paced game they need.

DATE

OPPONENT

Nov. 18 at Denver
Nov. 20 at Colorado
Nov. 23 vs. Fordham*
Nov. 24 Consolation or

Jan. 31

championship*
Pacific
2:00
UCLA
4:00
San Jose State
2:09
Boise State
1:00
Sacramento State
7:00
at UC Irvine
7:06
Texas San Antonio••
8:0
Consolation or championship¥
Centenary
7:ob
Portland•••
7:00
Gonz19a•••
7:00
Santa Clara•••
7:00
at Santa Cblra***
7:00
at Loyola Marymount••• 7:00
at Pepperdlne•••
7:00
San Francisco•••
7:00

Feb.2

Saint Mary's•••

Feb. 7

at Gonza,a•••
at Portland***
at Saint Mary's•••
at San Frat1clsco•••
Pepperdlne•••
Loyola Marymount•••

Oec.1
Dec. 5
Dec.a
Dec. 9
Dec. 19
Dec. 21
Dec.28
Dec. 30
Jan.3
Jan.lo
Jan.12
Jan.16
Jan.19
Jan. 25
Jan.26

Feb.9
Feb.15
Feb.16
Feb. 21
Feb.23

7:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:00
7:00

•st. John's Tournament
••uso Tournament
•••west Coast Conference game
HOME GAMES: Jenny Craig Pavilion on USO campus.
FEB. 28-MARCH 3: wee Championships at USO.
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Women's roster

'1

POS

HT

YR

COMMENT

G

03 Kerri Nakamoto
05 Melissa Glazebrook G

5-6

Jr.

5-6

Sr.

12 Polly Don9

G

5-6

Fr.

13 Brandl Collato
21 Marie Plocher

G

5-7

Fr.

3-point specialist considered one of WCC's most underrated player
Battled injury and illness last year but starts season healthy
One of Northern Cal's best last year may have to redshirt after
rebreaking foot
2000 Union-Tribune Girls Basketball Player of the Year

G

5-9

22 Janeene Arendsen
24 Robyn Fortney

G

5-6

Jr. ' Likely to return from her broken foot by conference time and
become an impact player
Sr. First guard off bench is a tenacious defender and can shoot the three

F

5-9

Sr.

25 Cassidy Blaine

F

5-11

Fr.

33 Melissa Pad9ett
34 Marta Menuez

F

6-1

C

6-1

35 Jen Wedo
42 Erin Malich

G

5-7

So. Smart, versatile player who can shoot from outside and penetrate
So. Played mall 26 games as a freshman and will start season as USO'
lone inside presence
Jr. Reserve will see quality minutes this season, especially early on

C

6-2

Jr.

1,-\l '5

After starting 17 of 26 games as junior, will return to role as No. 1 sut
Idaho state Player of the Year will start in her first season

Once healthy (broken finger), will add valuable depth at center
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Four freshmen key USD's return to NCAAs
~\

By Nicole Vargas,

her presence felt was outside hitter Devon For~
Devon
ster, who was voted West Coast Conference
Forster
Torethree
of
one
was
and
Year
the
of
Freshman
WCC's top
ros on the All-WCC team, joining junior outside
freshman
hitter Noel Frohman and senior middle hitter
'Ii
Lindsey Lampert.
OfflOrrOW
"It was a big shock," said Forster, a 6-foot-1 naDiv. I Women's
tive of Boulder, Colo. "I knew there was such a
Volleyball
thing, but I was not expecting it because there
• USO vs. UCSB
are so many other freshmen on our team and in
• SDSU vs. Long
the conference who were dominating."
Beach State
Kalae
specialist
defensive
Forster,
with
Along
FINAL FOUR
Araujo, middle blocker Kristen Hurst and outside hitter Jocelyne Roy have played major roles
Dec. 13, 15
on the Toreros as first-year players.
Arena
Cox
-:game,
per
aces
.52
with
WCC
the
leads
Araujo

STAFF WRITER

'
fter USP.missed out on the NCAA
Women's Volleyball Tournament last year
for the first time in :five seasons, coach Jennifer Petrie knew her crop of fresh-faced recruits
would be the key to the Toreros' return.
"last year was a rough year," said Petrie of her
team's 14-14 record in her second season as head
coach. "It was so important for us to bring in a
strong class this year. We definitely did that with
the caliber of players we have."
Four freshmen have been major contributors
fortheTorer os (21-8), who are in the NCAA
Tournament once again with an opening match
against UC Santa Barbara at 5:30 p.m. tomorrow
at the Pyramid in Long Beach.
One freshman who wasted little time making

A

~

SEE

T~REROS
CONTINUED FROM PAGE D1
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USO recruited S
itself back into
NCAA tourney
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uBeing a part of the college
volleyball experience and going
this far is so excitin a d so new."
DEVON FORSTER,

wee Freshman of the Year
----

~

and Hurst is among the conference leaders in blocks and
aces. Roy's 175 digs have
strengthened USD's defense.
Forster came on strong in
conference play with at least 10
kills in each of the Toreros' final 11 matches. She led USD
with 4.16 kills per game and is
among the WCC's top :five in
kills and aces.
"Everyone coming into college was the star at their high
school, and that can be intimidating," said Forster, who was
Colorado's Player of the Year in
2000. "But it is also good because there is more competition, and that makes it really
fun.
''We have a lot of freshmen,
and it takes awhile for everyone
to feel comfortable and trust
each other. But this is a game
and we're here to play it and do
whatever we can to help the
team."
USD did not play UC Santa
Barbara this season, but the T~

Toreros, D6

Tournament
bracket, D6

reros' freshmen got a taste of
the tournament environment
when they faced No. l seed
Long Beach State last month at
the Pyramid. The 49ers beat
USD in three games.
Long Beach State plays San
Diego State in the second half
of tomorrow's doubleheade r.
Wmners play at the Pyramid on
Saturday.
"The experience (of going to
the tournament) is the big
thing," Forster said. "Being a
part of the college volleyball experience and going this far is so
exciting and so new."
Forster said the Toreros'
match against the Gauchos
should be a long one, "but
hopefully, we will come out on
top."

Tritons volleyball
The UCSD women's team
will compete in the NCAA Division II quarterfinals today. The
Tritons (24-6) will play Lock
Haven (Pa) (2~12) in the Elite
Eight, which is being hosted by
Grand Valley State University
in Allendale, Mich.
UCSD, champion of the Pacific Regional, has won eight
straight matches.
The semifinals are tomorrow, with the championshi p
Saturday.
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Loca l Colle ges

USD set
to battle
ins
Bru
the
~\~Y
USD' men's team will face
UCIA tomorrow at 1 in the
second round of the NCAA Division I soccer tournamen t at
USD.
The 13th-ranke d Toreros
(12-3-1) received a first-round
bye. UCIA (11-6-4) beat Loyola Marymount (9-7-2) 3-2 in
double overtime last night at
USD.
Tun Pierce scored twice for
UCLA, including the winner in
the 109th minute. The Bruins'
Cliff McKinley scored with 43
seconds left in regulation to
send the game into overtime.
Tickets for tomorrow 's
game are available between 10
:: , i . and 4 p.m. today and at 10
u.m. tomorrow at the Jenny
Craig Pavilion on the USD
campus. For more information
call (619) 260-7550.
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USDawaits
first-round
NCAA winner
\_.\ \5"

(

I

UCLA will play Loyola
Marymount in the first round
of the NCAA Divison I men's
soccer tournament tonight at 7
at USD's Torero Stadium. The
winner will play USD in the
second round Sunday at 1, also at Torero Stadium.
The Bruins (10-6-4) received an at-large bid, extending their streak to 19 consecutive NCAA tournament
appearances. UCLA last won
the national championship in
1997. The Lions (9-6-2) advanced for the first time. Loyola Marymount defeated UCLA
1-0 earlier this season.
The 16th-ranked Toreros
(12-3-1) received a first-round
bye. USD defeated UCLA 3-0
on Oct 5, then defeated LMU
2-0 in West Coast Conference
play on Oct. 26. This is the
Toreros' fourth straight trip to
the NCAA tournament.
UCLA and USD have met in
the NCAA tournament each of
the last two years. UCLA won
4-1 in 1999 and USD won 1-0 in
overtime last year.
For ticket information, contact the USD athletic ticket office at (619) 260-7550.
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USD will host first two rounds
of NCAA men's soccer tourney
\~\~"\

D~was chosen yesterday
to host the first two rounds of
the 2001 NCAA Division I
men's soccer tournament this
weekend.
The 16th-seeded Toreros
(12-3-1) were given a firstround bye. They will play a
second-round game at 1 p.m.
Sunday against the winner of
Friday's 7 p.m. game pitting
UCI.A (10-~) against Loyola
Marymount (9-6-2) .
This is USD's fourth consecutive trip to the tournament
and the team's ninth trip since
1990. The Toreros, led by junior forward Ryan Coiner (12

goals), beat UCI.A 3-0 on Oct.
5 and beat LMU 2-0 on Oct. 26.
If USD wins, the Toreros
would likely face top-seeded
SMU (19-0) in the third round.
The College Cup will be held
Dec. 14-16 in Columbus, Ohio.
UConn (15-4-2) is the defending champion.
Tickets are available at the
Jenny Craig Pavilion from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. today and tomorrow and beginning at noon Friday and Saturday.
Admission is $8 for adults,
$5 for students and children.
For more information, call
(619) 260-7550.
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USD's Justin Neerhof Is a strong candidate to repeat as Goalkeeper of the Year In the West
Coast Conference with seven shutouts this season. DonKohlbauer / Union-Tribune
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Justin Neerhof has been rock solid
on USD's NCAA playoff team
\l\C\A
-\ -~

Despite his role on the team, Neerhof said he
not feel burdene d to make highlight-reel
does
SPECIAL TO THE UNION-TR IBUNE
saves every match.
"I don't really feel any pressure . The team we
ever has a soccer player been so aptly nicknow - if a couple of guys have a bad game,
have
goalDiego
San
of
ty
Universi
named as
of team is able to pick up the slack. Even if
rest
the
- keeper JustffiN eerlio.
bad game, the team in front of me is so
a
have
I
And
"Juice."
as
him
Everybo dy knows
could still get a win," he said.
we
good
that is exactly what he provides the 16thdays with the Colorado Rush, a youth
his
Since
ranked Toreros.
has stood out. (Neerho fdidn't
Neerhof
Juice, as in a power surge providing electricity to club team,
McFadd en recruite d the
soccer.)
school
high
play
seathis
the Toreros , who compiled a 12-3-1 mark
Neerhof, then a
Denver.
of
son. Juice, as in power and rank over others, in this 6-foot-3 Neerhof out
paid immedia te
upside,
huge
a
with
'keeper
lanky
case the rest of the colleges in the West Coast
s.
dividend
provide
which
fluids
in
Conference. And Juice, as
In the middle of his freshma n season, Neerhof
the building blocks of life, or for USO, the foundaout USD's regular 'keeper, Naron Akins. The
beat
run.
tion for a national champio nship
team went on to claim the wee title with a 12-8
USO was selected to host the first two rounds of
record. Since then, McFadd en said that Neerhof
nships,
the 2001 NCAA Men's Soccer Champio
has learned the finer points of goalkee ping under
which begin Friday. USO has a bye for Friday's first
the tutelage of assistan t coach Tommy Tate.
Stadium
round and will play on Sunday at 1 at Torero
"He was all arms and legs but he was maturing
between
game
p.m.
7
Friday's
of
against the winner
I knew that," McFadden said. "To an extent, you
and
UCIA (10-&4) and Loyola Marymount (9-6-2).
chances on kids, hoping they'll materialize."
take
grade
third
in
e
Neerhof earned his nicknam
ago, the conferen ce took notice of USD's
year
A
from some camp counselo rs and it followed him
er. Neerhof was named WCC
goalkeep
t
standou
onto the field.
Year. This season, McFadd en
the
of
Goalkee per
"How he goes is how we go," USO coach
s the title again. Neerhof,
deserve
'keeper
his
said
out
ball
the
Seamus McFadd en said. "Ifhe keeps
has allowed just 12
and
shutouts
22, has seven
of the net, he gives us the opportun ity to win any
the few shots that did
of
and
,
matches
16
in
goals
goalfrom
game ... That's the one thing I look for
said "I could only fault
en
McFadd
,
Neerhof
by
get
it"
win
to
nity
opportu
an
us
give
keepers is to
year."
all
goals
of
couple
a
on
him
Neerhof, though, does not just give his team
Aside from his perform ance on the pitch,
opportu nities to win. He snags victories as easily
Neerhof is a team leader and a well-respected
as he plucks opposing crosses in the center of the
teamma te off it He's the life of the team party,
has
Neerhof
s,
occasion
penalty area. On several
looking out for his younger
come up big for USO and has all but won the game always joking, always
rat made its way inside the
a
,
Recently
tes.
teamma
from the goal line.
Instead of panicking
USO.
at
room
team's locker
There was the Oct 26 match against Loyola
Neerhof kept the
poison,
rat
on
up
stocking
or
coolly
tie,
Marymount, when Neerhof, in a scoreless
light
moment
Arturo
forward
star
LMU
by
kick
stopped a penalty
"We started making bets on what rat traps would
Torres. USD rebounded for a 2-0 victory.
the best," he said.
work
Mary's,
Saint
rival
WCC
Then, on Nov. 2 against
The camarad erie the team shares is the reason
the Toreros held a shaky 2-1 second-half lead. A volbehind its strength , Neerhof said, and even though
ley got through the Toreros' defense but Neerhof
he is seen the leader, team comes first
spotted it, leaped and grabbed it just before it went
'The keyi is how close the team is as a group of
USD's
d
preserve
into the corner of the net. The save
friends," }said. "Anybody on the team is willing
lead and the defense made it stand.
to do anyth g for another player, and every single
en
'That's really been his tradema rk," McFadd
're all hanging out together. That has a
weekend
save,
big
the
making
at
good
very
been
said. "He's
our success."
wi
do
to
lot
the timely save."

By Luis Bueno
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Local College s

Aztecs duo
battles to
final
indoor
\ s\.)..
An unseeded San Diego
State duo of Oliver Maiberger
-and Ryan Redondo battled last
nigµt into the men's doubles
,final of the Omni Hotels · National Intercollegiate Indoor
Tennis Championship s in
Farmers Branch, Texas.
. The Aztecs defeated the
Baylor pairing of Marcus Horr nung-Reiner Neurohr 8-5. In
the final, the Maiberger-Redondo amalgam is to oppose
·the SMU team of Johan Brunstrom-Eric Cohn .

.Soccer
Ryan Coiner scored his
ninth and 10th goals to lead
10-3-1, 3-2-1) to a
No. 9
2-0 West Coast Conference
'.victory over visiting USF
(7-8-1, 0-4) ... Ashley Jacobsen scored at 38:55 to break a
1-1 tie and give the hostUSD
women (13-6) a 2-1 wee victo.ry over UC Irvine (10-9).

Volleyball
Stacy Dunsmore (17 kills)
and Kathleen Hentz 13 kills)
led UCSD (21-6, 1-4 CCM) to
a sweep of UC Davis (14-13,
10-11) 3-0 ... SDSU (1!>-9, 9-4)
upset Utah (18-5, 10-3) 3-2 in a
MWC match as Katie Magnuson had 14 kills.
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College Soccer

Toreros have little room
fo~'\error against Huskies
By Bill Dickens

lJ.SD makes its third consecutive appearance in the NCAA Division I
women's soccer tournament today in
Portland, where the Toreros are decisive
underdogs against No. 17-ranked Washington.
The Huskies (12-4-2) are favorites because they have Hope - goalkeeper
Hope Solo, the Pac-10 Player of the Year.
Solo, who has made seven appearances
with the U.S. national team, is a candidate for the Hermann Trophy, soccer's
equivalent of the Heisman.
"We have to be patient, almost perfect
to get a chance to score on Washington,"
said USD coach John Cossaboon. "We
have to work to get behind the defense.
Perfect service. Perfect timing. There
won't be many second chances."
Midfielder Gina Poltl (San Marcos
High), an All-West Coast Conference
:first-team selection, has produced 15
points, including three game-winning
goals, for the Toreros (14-6). Secondteam All-WCC pick Casey Loveland
(Granite Hills High) leads the Toreros
with six goals and 17 points. Stephanie
Barnier has four winning goals.
USD goalkeeper Leila Duren, an AllWCC second-team pick, has six shutouts, a 1.13 goals-against average and
has notched a school-record 14 wins this
season. A four-year starter, she leads
USD in career wins (49).
Three-time All-Pac-10 selection Caroline Putz leads Washington in points
(16) and assists (6). The Huskies, who
tied for second with Stanford behind
champion UCIA in the Pac-10, out-

scored opponents 35-10.
All four of Washington's losses are to
teams ranked in the Top 10 - Portland
(3), UCIA (4), Texas A&M (5) and
Stanford (9). Stanford is the only team to
score multiple goals against the Huskies.
"Our defense has been stellar and
we've created a lot of chances in almost
every game we've played," said Huskies
coach Lesle Gallimore, who formerly
coached at San Diego State (1990-93).
Host Portland (16-3) and Idaho State
(11-6-2) meet in today's second match of
the regional doubleheader. First-round
winners play Sunday for the right to
advance to the round of 16 in Dallas
(Dec. 7-9).

UCSD in quarterfinals
Senior defender Julia Cuder, the California Collegiate Athletic Association's
MVP, leads the Tritons (18-2) against
Incarnate Word (18-1) of San Antonio,
Texas, in Sunday's NCAA Division II
women's soccer quarterfinals at UCSD
at 5. All-CCAA :first-teamers Erika Alfredson and Megan Mendo7.a and second-team pick Kristin Jones (Oceanside High) lead the Tritons' offense.

USDmenwin
Midfielder Eric Wunderle scored
late in the :first half and forward Ryan
Comer scored late in the second as
16th-ranked USD beat Cal State Northridge 2-0 at USD. Goalkeeper Justin
Neerhof had three saves for USD
(11-3-1) . CSUN is 9-7-2.
BIii Dickens is a Union-Tribune news assistant.
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1!ft9ns push for soccer repeat
CSD likes to view it as an
encore performance.
Others in Division Il
women's soccer would like to
reduce the Tritons to one-hit
wonders.
A perennial Division ill powerhouse, the Tritons took Division Il by storm in their inaugural voyage a year ago, closing
the campil,ign with 18 consecutive victories and the national
championship. They were the
first team in any NCAA sport to
win back-to-back championships while moving up a division.
This year, UCSD (1&-2) has
compiled the top record in the
California Collegiate Athletic
Association for the second
straight season, falling two
goals shy of :finishing undefeated. The Tritons posted 10
shutouts and led the 12-team
CCM in offense, convincing
veteran coach Brian McManus
that his squad is primed for another championship run.
"We always set our sights
high," McManus said. "We play
in the toughest Division II conference in the nation - no
blowouts and lots of OT games.
Our girls know every game is a
championship game for us, because everybody wants to beat
the defending champions."
UCSD began its postseason
push last night, as Erika Alfredson scored three goals and added an assist to spearhead a 5-1
victory over UC Davis (12-7) in
the semifinals of the CCM
Tournament at Triton Stadium.
~ win sends the Tritons into
(1orrow's title match at noon

U

row. The Gaels blew out the Toagainst Cal Poly Pomona
(15-2-2), which edged Cal State reros with a 19-1 shooting edge.
Dominguez Hills 2-0.
Championship encounters
"1bis year's tournament is
■ COMETS TALE: Palomar
going to be a bit tougher,"
College (6-1, 2-0) can take~ giant
McManus said. "We split two
step toward Jocking up the Mission
OT games with Cal Poly, losing Conference's Central Division
to them just last week."
football championship today when
the Comets host second-place
Alfredson,KristinJones
Saddleback (5-2, 2-0) at Escondido
(Oceanside High) and Julia
High at 1. The showdown features
Cuder played key roles in last
year's title drive. Alfredson (12 the conference's top two passers in
the Comets' Andy Goodenough
goals, 30 points) is the top scor- and the Gauchos' Jason
er in UCSD's balanced attack
Wbieldon, the 1999 Orange
this season. Jones has 21 points County High School Player of the
and leads the team in assists.
Year. The duo generates nearly 600
yards per game between them.
Cuder is the cornerstone of a
Nine Saddleback players have San
defense that includes a quality
Diego ties, including 28-year-old
'keeper in Kami Poma. Sophodefensive end Gaiy Griffie, a 1991
more midfielder Megan Mengraduate of Rancho Buena Vista
doza (eight goals, 21 points)
High.
has also been a welcome sur■ CRUSADERS CORNER:
prise.
PLNU (27-1, 16-1) hosts Fresno
Pacific (25-3, 16-1) for the GSAC
women's volleyball championship
Toreros tumble
tonight at 7. The Crusaders, No. 3
Led by senior midfielder
in the NAIA ratings, beat the
Gina Poltl, the USO women's
sixth-ranked Sunbirds in five
soccer team has risen in the na- games in the first-round meeting.
tional rankings to No. 18. Hang- PLNU swept The Master's 3-0 last
ing onto that lofty perch air
night as Sola Del aio logged 50
assists.
pears somewhat precarious as
the Toreros (12-5, 4-2 WCC)
dropped a 3-0 decision at No. 12 BIii Dickens is a Union-Tribune news
Saint Mary's (13-2, 4-2) yesterassistant. He can be reached at
day, and face No. 3 Santa Clara (619) 293-2032 or
(14-2, 4-1) on the road tomorbill.dickens@uniontrib.com
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Local colleg es

Alliant defeated
in NAIA soccer
\A,S

If Rodrigo Souza's header had been a few
jnches lower yesterday, Alliant International
University and Oklahoma Christian might
still be playing their first-round match of the
NAIA men's soccer championshi ps at Bowling Green, Ky.
But the ball smacked the crossbar in the
71st minute and Oklahoma Christian
(17-3-1) hung on for a 1-0 win, advancing to
today's quarterfinals and sending AIU home.
"We had the run of the play," AIU coach
Lance Thompson said. "It's a single-elimination tournament, and these things happen."
Oklahoma Christian got the lone goal in
'the 43rd minute from Tom Odhiambo.
AIU (14-6-2), making its first appearance
at the NAIA tournament, was Oklahoma
Christian's sixth shutout victim this year.

,More soccer
Jaime Carstensen and Tma Frimpong
cored to help Washington defeat USD 2-0
"in the first round of the NCAA-w'oiiien's
Soccer Tournament in Portland. Washington (13-4-2) outshot the Toreros (14-7) 13-5.

Water polo
Matthew Ustaszewski, Jonathan Samuels,
Jonathan Hopkins and Clark Peterson
scored two goals each to help UCSD to a
12-6 win over La Verne in the first round of
the Western Water Polo Association Championships at Loyola Marymount.

. Volleyball
,

UCSD's women's team · swept Western
Washington 30-27, 30-21, 30-16 behind 13
kills from Keathleen Hentz in the NCAA
Division II Pacific Regional semifinals in San
Bernardino. The Tritons will play the winner
of today's Cal ~tate San Bernardino vs.
Hawaii-Pacific match for the title at a site to
~e determined.
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·Soccer Aztecs lose lead to
UNLV, beaten in shootout
\_.\\;q

(

he San Diego State men's
soccer team let a 3-0 lead
get away and was eliminated from the Mountain
Sports Federation Championship in a shootout after a 3-3 tie
with UNLV yesterday at Fresno
State.
UNLVadvan ced to today's
semifinals against New Mexico
by winning the shootout 4-1. Junior defenderTyl erTmling
(Vista High) was the only
SDSU player to score in the
shootout
Sophomore midfielder/forward Kevin Sapanli (LaJolla)
had two of the three Aztecs
(7-8-4) scores in regulation,
with Adam Kulpa scoring the
other goal.

T

College golf
USD is in 11th place with a
scoreof 611aftertwo roundsof
play in the 49er Collegiate Classic at Industry Hills. UCIA
leads at 574. With a two-round
score of 134 on the par-71 Zaharias Golf Course, Toledo's
Alan Murray is five strokes
ahead of his nearest competitor, Long Beach State's Tyler
Mays. USD's Mark Hepler is
tied for 14th at 147.

Volleyball
Behind 45 assists and three
aces by setter Sola Del Rio,
PlNU swept visiting Azusa
Pacific 30-28, 30-25, 30-18 in a
conference match. The Crusaders are 29-2, 18-2 GSAC; APU is
22-8, 13-7.
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Perl finishes climb at the top ~f tennis ladder
on improving, and the NCAA's are
next."

By Glae Thlen \)
SPECIAL TO THE UNION-TRIBUNE

Lauren Perl quickly put on a USD
sweat shirt following her final mat'ai7ii
high school tennis. Next she would like
to maintain the type of progress that led
her to finish her prep career as the
CIF-San Diego Section girls champion.
The Torrey Pines senior defeated
teammate Carol Erickson 64, 6-1 for the
title yesterday at the Barnes Tennis
Center to complete a three-year climb in
the top ranks of the CIF individual tournament
In doubles, the top-seeded team of
Lisa Shih and Jenny McGrory of La Jolla
won the championship with a 6-2, 6-1
victory over the second-seeded Torrey
Pines duo of Sue Chan and Esther
Cheng.
Perl reached the semifinals as a sophomore and then advanced to the finals
as a junior before bowing to La Jolla
Country Day senior Joslynn Burkett 6-3,
~7, 4-6 in a grueling match that left her
poised to prevail this year.
"I was so upset from last year that I
was determined to win," the top-seeded
Perl said. "And I wasn't going to let
anything stop me from winning."
Erickson, a junior who was seeded
third, sent notice about being the top
contender for next year's singles crown
with two strong outings over the past
two weeks against Perl. In the Palomar
League title match, Perl faced two tight
sets in edging Erickson 7-6, 64.
)ut I knew she was
"I beat her tt
again," Perl said. "I
going to be tou
0

Doubles

Lauren Perl hits backhand on way to victory over Torrey Pines teammate Carol
Erickson to win CIF-San Diego tennis title. DonKohlbauer / Union-Tribune

had my work cut out for me. I played
well, and I managed to pull through."
Perl needed to rebound in the first set
after Erickson jumped to a 3-1 lead. In
that stretch, Erickson won one game
that went 16 points and then took another that lasted 18.
"I knew I could come back," Perl said.
"I had to keep my game going by being
focused."
Perl. who became progressively more
dominant, closed out the match by win-

ning the last five games.
"Lauren has shown steady growth the
last four years and she's playing very
well now," Torrey Pines coach Anne
Meigs said. "Also, she has continued to
enjoy tennis. That's what I find impressive about her. She keeps a good attitude."
And, of course, Perl is already thinking about USD.
,y excited about going there,"
''I'r
Hopefully, my game will keep
she ·

r

It was late in a long game in the
second set when Shih hit a shot between the two Torrey Pines players. She
excitedly pumped her fist in reaction to
the point that helped McGrory and her
keep control for a convincing victory.
"I'm always like that," the La Jolla
sophomore said. 'This wasn't any different"
Yes, except that Shih had looked forward to a return match against the Falcons' Cheng. A year ago, when each had
a different partner, Cheng advanced to
the title match with a victory in a semifinals match that included Shih.
'This was great, especially after last
year," Shih said.
The Vikings shone in the finals with
the strong net play of Shin, complemented by McGrory, a junior with steady
ground strokes.
"I didn't even dream about doing
this," McGrory said. "It's just amazing."
The defending doubles champions,
Torrey Pines seniors Estee Bartell and
Kelly Duncan, elected to bypass this
year's tournament for personal reasons.
La Jolla closed out the match by winning the last four games. In the final
game, Shih recorded her first service
victory of the day by prevailing in
straight points.
The longest game of the match went
16 points before the Vikings won on
their sixth game point to break servi
and take a 2-0 edge in the second set.
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The Jenny Craig Pavilion is consi

red one of the best basketball venues of its size in the nation.

he Jenny Craig Pavilion last March provided the
University of San Diego with the chance to host its
first West Coast Conference basketball championship tournament, and USD proved that it was
the host with the most. Now the WCC wants to
come back.
Conference officials were so impressed with USD's handling
of the event that they made the unusual move of opting for a repeat
performance in San Diego. Garnes are scheduled from Feb. 28 to
March 4, and ticket packages for the general public are now on sale.
"Once we had the tournament here, everyone in the West
Coast Conference - coaches, athletic directors and players - were so
in awe that even during the tournament they were talking about
coming back;' says Tom Iannacone, USD's director of athletics.
"We are excited because it's an outstanding event that promotes
Torero Basketball in the San Diego community and nationally.
USD did a tremendous job with all aspects of the tournament,
according to Valerie Richardson, assistant commissioner and tournament director for the West Coast Conference, which includes
Santa Clara, Portland, Gonzaga, University of San Francisco,
Loyola Marymount, St. Mary's and Pepperdine:'
"There was some hesitation going (to San Diego) for the first
time:' says Richardson. "We had no history in San Diego, and we
didn't know what kind of community support to expect. Our staff
was impressed with ticket sales, the facility and the hard work put
.in by everyone at USD."
For the athletic and pavilion staffs, the 2001 tournament was
the ultimate crash course in crowd control and party planning.

I cake compared to the inaugural year, says Assdciate Athletiq
Director Wendy Guthrie, USD's tournament director.
"Last time around we had no starting point:' Guthrie says.
"We had to build it from the ground up. But everything went well,
the crowds were great, and there really weren't any glitches. This
time we'll just be fine-tuning things."
Men's basketball coach Brad Holland and women's coach Kathy
Marpe agree that the best part of having the WCC Tournament at
Alcala Park is the home-court advantage for the Toreros. ·
"Our players can sleep in their
own beds and play in front of their
own fans;' Marpe says. "There's
nothing like a home crowd:'
Ticket packages for the
WCC Tournament are now on
sale through the Jenny Craig
Pavilion
ticket
office,
(619)260-7550. Individual game
tickets go on sale Feb. 25.

They managed 16 men's and women's teams that played 14 games
over five days in front of more than 21,000 fans.
Hosting the upcoming tournament this year will be a piece of
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oreros To Face
Ti p-Ranked Teams
and USC
it Jenny
Pavilion
-J?zj

hal
December home
games against the nation's top
teams will test the mettle of the
_ US.!2...Jpen's basketball Toreros
this year, while the USD women's
team looks forward to playing
ffve straight games in the Jenny Craig Pavilion leadihg up to the USD Tournament, Dec. 28-30.
The men's team, which has averaged 18 wins a
;eason over the past three years, will play the major-

Senior gu11rd Sam Adamo is
the Toreros' three-point specialist.

Scott Photo

ity of its non-conference games at home. December from the UCLA Bruins on Dec. 5. The usr:
is highlighted by visits from the Pac-10 Washington Tournament, Dec. 28-30, includes teams from low,
Huskies on Dec. 1, crosstown rival San Diego State State, Auburn and Texas-San Antonio.
''We'll make good use of the Jenny Craig Pavilio
on Dec. 5 and the USC Trojans on Dec. 20.
"This is a great home schedule for our fans home-court advantage;' says Marpe, _who is in he
around the city:' says head coach Brad
Holland, in his eighth year at USD. "The
teams coming in are very good, but home
is home, and we expect to play well here
this year:'
The men's program has a new look
after losing several starters from last year's
16-13 club, but the Toreros are counting
on four seniors to lead the team - guards
Andre Laws and Sam Adamo, forward
Tom Lippold and center Kevin Hanson.
"We have a solid nucleus returning,
and these four seniors give us some experience;' says Holland. "In the college game,
your team changes every year, so you just
have to adapt and adjust?'
On the offensive side, the core consists of
Laws (averaging 10.3 points per game),
Adamo (9.2 ppg) and Lirlpold. Jason Blair, a
6-foot-7 forward who sat ut last season after
transferring from South t Texas State, will
play a key role on offense d defense.
USD's incoming
includes 6-foot-9 fo ard Nick Lewis
(Phoenix), 6-foot-3 po t guard Michael
McGrain (Portland)
d 6-foot-6 wing
Corey Belser (Spanaway, ash.).
''We'll be very youn on our front line,
but we're excited about these three freshmen:' Holland says. "Wi 11 need help from Junior guard Kerri Nakamoto returns
them to be a good ball cl b this year."
after earning A/1-WCC honors in 2000-2001.
The Toreros, who ·shed fourth in the West
Coast Conference last ar with a 7-7 conference
record, were picked to finish fifth in the WCC
coaches preseason po . Gonzaga, a three-time
WCC Tournament w· er and the unanimous
preseason pick for first lace, comes to San Diego
in February.
On the women's side, head coach Kathy
Marpe welcomes back ree starters and seven letter winners from las year's club, which has
reached doubledigits · victories in eight of the
last 10 seasons.
After opening with ur road games, including a
ent, the women will play
trip to the St. John's To
11 of their next 12 gam at home, including a visit

22nd year with the Toreros. "We're looking forward to
having some great games here this season:'
The women Toreros' three returning starters
are senior forward Robyn Fortney, senior point
guard Melissa Glazebrook and junior guard Kerri
Nakamoto (10.5 ppg) . Additional experience will
come from senior guard Janeene Arendsen, junior
center Erin Malich and sophomores Melissa
Padgett and Marta Menuez.
Marpe's freshman class could be the key to a
successful Torero season, with the addition of
guards Brandi Collato and Polly Dong, and forward Cassidy Blaine. Collato, from nearby Santa
Fe Christian, ranks second on California's all-time
high school scoring list.
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fter US.R's 5,100seat Jenny Craig
Pavilion opened
last year and
instantly became
the premier sports
and entQ"tainment venue in the
West Co.st Conference, the univerity la ·hed a year-long upgrade
project make its remaining sports
venues nore comfortable and
t for athletics fans.
USO sports facility Torero ·Stadium, the
Cunningham Baseball
nter,
Sports
Softball Complex the
md
Stadium
overhaul,
complete
a
receive
attractive
more
a
USD
·
m
.Jm for top athletes.
de
Most apparent to fans this fall
:were ch:nges to Torero Stadium,
home toiUSD's football and soccer
earns. II partnership with the San
iego S>irit pro women's soccer
team, wlich plays its home games at
USO, thtstadium was revamped and
now hasa seating capacity of 7,000.
Along w.th the better seating, the
stadium 1as a new sound system, turf
and liglting. The Spirit plans to
widen tle field next year, increasing
USD's a>ility to host NCAA events,

or ts Venues
aj or Facelift

Torero Stadium was expanded to 7,000 seats through a partnership with the San Diego Spirit,
which plays its home games at USD.
and will add 800 new seats and a
video display scoreboard
"Now when potential recruits
come onto campus, we can showcase a facility that is as good or
better than a lot of prestigious universities we recruit against:' says
football head coach Kevin McGarry.
Many of the changes to
Cunningham Baseball Stadium

aren't visible, but the upgrades make
a big difference in quality of play and in bringing the best baseball
prospects to USD. The field has new
drainage and irrigation systems,
upgraded artificial turf in front of
the dugouts and around home plate,
lighted batting cages, an improved
warning track and new turf. The
stadium also will sport a right-field

Cunningtiam Baseball Stadium received a complete renovation, including new batting cages.

net to protect the new student resi•
dence hall under construction nearb)l
The USO softball field receivea
new outfield turf, new bullpens an<l
a new warning track. The outfiefo
fence was relocated to create ide
intercollegiate dimensions - 210 fe
on the lines, 225 feet in center field and a new 28-foot electronic score,
board was installed.
The Sports Center pool, wher
USD's championshi p women'
swimming and driving tea
competes, is slated to receive a ne
scoreboard, a new shade pavilio
and new fencing. The Sports Cent
was repainted, improvements we!'
made to the interior gym ceilin
and floor, and new lights and score
boards were installed.
"We wanted to create first-cla
facilities for our athletes and OU!
fans:' says Athletics Director Ton
Iannacone.
"Whether it's soccer, football
basketball, volleyball, baseball, so
ball or swimming, every field an
venue at USD is now a gr 115 t
take in a game."

USD Hall of Fame Inducts

Three Ne w Members

Chris Enger left an
hen University of SEl Die_g_q wide receiver Matt
mark in the
indelible
Maslowski stood on the field during opening
of USD
books
record
day of the Los Angeles Rams' 1971 season, he
basketball.
women's
was in great company. Among his teammates
The university's allwere future National Football League Hall of Fame players
time leader in several
Deacon Jones, Merlin Olsen and Jack Youngblood. This year,
including
categories,
Maslowski was recognized for his outstanding college and profesblocked
and
rebounds
Marguerite
and
sional football career with election to USD's Chet
of 3.88
average
her
shots,
Pagni Family Athletic Hall of Fame.
game
per
shots
blocked
Maslowski, along with longtime USD tennis coach Ed Collins
history
the
in
best
the
is
and women's basketball star Chris Enger, was inducted into the
Division I
Hall of Fame during an October ceremony at the university's of NCAA
basketball.
Jenny Craig Pavilion. The trio brings to 16 the number of players, women's
Enger, a Vista High
coaches and administrators recognized with the university's highwho
est athletic honor, including veteran NBA coach Bernie School alumna
named
was
times
three
in
graduated
who
Bickerstaff, a 1968 graduate, and John Wathan,
1971 and went on to a baseball career as a player and manager a first-team All-WCC
player, also was recogwith the Kansas City Royals.
Maslowski was a standout receiver at USD in 1969 and 1970, nized for her prowess
Matt Maslowski
when the football Toreros played as a club team and football in the classroom. The
Football Gass of 1911
English major was
expenses were covered by students and players.
ic team.
"I answered questions during my time in the NFL about twice named to the WCC All-Academ
"I was recruited by a lot of schools and was seriously considcoming from a club program;' says Maslowski, whose professionUSD;' Enger says. "In the end I
al career also included a stint with the Chicago Bears, "but the ering Oregon State as well as
decided I wanted the small-school environment, and it really
players were just as tough and hit just as hard as any others."
out well, athletically and academically:'
worked
tennis
For Ed Collins, his career as the university's men's
Hall of Fame, housed in the foyer of the
USD's
coach was more than a job. His achievements at Alcala Park were
to honor Chester and
considerable - the team ranked among the nation's top 25 in 10 Jenny Craig Pavilion, was renamed in 2000
athletics.
USD
of
different seasons and earned two West Coast Conference Marguerite Pagni, longtime supporters
championships while Collins compiled a career record
of 350-190 for a .648 winning percentage. But the
Chet and Margu erite Pagni Family
coach's fondest memories are of the players.
Athlet ic Hall of Fame
''A number of the players became very good
1998
1994
friends, and the relationships have grown over the
Kaemerle '87
"Bo"
Patrick
years;' Collins says. "I've been in five weddings of guys
'68
Bickerstaff
Bernie
Soccer
sketball (player & coach)
I used to coach. There was so much more to my time at
Becky Carnes Walley '78
John Wathan '71
USD than winning and losing."
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Reverend Patrick Cahill
Athletic Director '19- '88
Jan Chapman '61
Football
Michael Whitmarsh '86
Basketball
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Men's Tennis Coach

Ed Collins
1978-7996

Women's Basketball

Chris Enger
Class of 1993

Gus Magee '70
Basketball
Kerry Dineen '74
Baseball

Volleyball

2000
Julie McKeon '94
Tennis
Scott Thompson '87
Basketball
Phil Woolpert
1
Basketball Coach/Ath. Dir. 62-'73

2001
Ed Collins
Tennis Coach '78- '96
Christine Enger '93
Basketball
Matthew Maslowski '71
Football
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UNIVERSllY
OF SAN DIEGO
2001-2 002
BASKETBALL.
SCHEDULES
MEN'S BASKETBALL (HOME)
OPPQNENI
IJME
7p.m.
Nov. 17 Brigham Young
7p.m.
Nov. 20 UC San Diego
7p.m.
Dec. 1 Washington
7:30p.m.
Dec. 5 San Diego State
7p.m.
Dec. 8 Boise State
7p.m.
Dec. 11 UC Irvine
7p.m.
Dec. 20 USC
7p.m.
Dec. 22 Southern Oregon
7p.m.
Jan. 19 Santa Clara
7p.m.
Jan. 24 Loyola Marymount
7p.m.
Jan. 26 Pepperdine
7p.m.
Feb. 7 Gonzaga
7p.m.
Portland
9
Feb.
7p.m.
Feb. 14 Saint Mary's
7p.m.
Feb. 16 San Francisco
USO
Mar. 2-4 wee Championships
All/cames are broadcast on KCBQ
11 0 AM and at www.usdtoretOJ.com

QAIE

(

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL (HOME)
IJME
QPPQNENI
QAIE
2p.m.
Dec. 1 Pacific
4p.m.
Dec. 5 UCLA
2p.m.
Dec. 8 San Jose State
1 p.m.
Dec. 9 Boise State
7p.m.
Dec. 19 Sacramento State
USO TOURNAMENT
Dec. 28 Iowa State vs Auburn
Dec. 28 USO vs San Antonio
Dec. 30 Consolation Game
Dec. 30 Championship Game

6p.m.
8p.m.
6p.m.
8p.m.

7 p.m.
3 Centenary
Jan.
7 p.m.
Jan. 10 Portland
7 p.m.
Jan. 12 Gonzaga
7 p.m.
Jan. 16 Santa Clara
7p.m.
Francisco
Jan. 31 San
7 p.m.
Feb. 2 Saint Mary's
7 p.m.
Feb. 21 Pepperdine
7 p.m.
Feb. 23 Loyola Marymount
Feb. 28- Mar.3 wee Championships USO 117
All games are broadcast on
www.usdtoretOJ.com
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To re ro Club
Just For Kids
D{t5~

t's never too soon to become a Torero, say coaches and
athletes from th~ !Ifil2_ sports programs, who •this fall are
starting the Torero Kids Club to give those ages 5-13 a chance
to be a part of Torero teams.
"This is a great opportu nity for our student athletes to reach
out to children in the commu nity and serve as mentor s and role
models:' says women's basketball Coach Kathy Marpe. "The kids
involved in this program will learn a lot about sports, make new
friends and have loads of fun."
Youngsters who sign up for the 2001-02 Kids Club will meet
USD athletes and receive invitations to special club events. Each
membe r will receive a T-shirt and free tickets to games in each of
USD's Division I sports, including football, volleyball, men's and
women's soccer, men's and women's basketball and baseball.
All club membe rs will be matche d up with a USD student athlete pen pal, and receive letters or e-mails through out the year.
The Torero mascot will meet with the children at each of their
events and send them greetings during the school year. Kids will
get a chance to be a part of the half-time show and contests at Kids
Club games and will be invited to an end-of-the-year party with
games, contests, food and prizes.
"It's awesome, I got a letter from my football pen pal last
week and he's a football player,"
says Sean Matthews, a new
membe r of the Kids
Club. "He was really
nice and asked me all
kinds of questions
and even wants
me to come
watch him
play!"
Annual
membership
in the Torero
Kids Club is $15.
For informa tion or
a membe rship brochur e,
contact the Torero Kids Club
at (619)260-5916 or e-mail at
wieber@sandiego.edu.
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Men's Bask etbal l at Jenny Craig Pavilion

' vs WASHINGTON

Sat. Dec.1, 2:00pm

USO vs PACIFIC
Family Nig ht
Four I

~~~EYJ!
(Seats are limited)

Present this ad
and get

4 sodas for $4
Ttckets

S6-Reserved

GNeral Adlllssiol
$5-Adults $4-Children

Sat.Dec.1, 7:00pm
Union-Tribune Youth & Family Nigh t

to bene fit~ Boys & Girls Club of Vista

Four

General Admission

Tl£..l\~TS

1s,,1,.,. nmttedJ

r,~~
General Admission
$1 0-Adults $]-Children

For information, call

,

'/J 'jJ

fZ

.

619-260-7550

Visit the FREE Torero Fun Zone on the
Jenny Craig Pavilio n Eagen Plaza before the ga .

Present this ad
and get

4 sodas for $4 ·

ll S.
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Season
Tickets
&

Individual

Tickets
ON I

s~~~
~~rYours

T.oday•.
••

6S9/:260•7550

nckets

~

$12-Reserved Seats
General Admission
$1 Q-Adults $?-Children

619-260-7550

~n;?~JJTZ""":7
rf/7/JF)f;.
.
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